
Alys in the Azores

David Park

Alys left Ringhaddy with the first of the ebb on the evening of
July I st. There were four aboard, myself, my wife Hilary, and
Peter and Carolyn Mirmis from Donaghadee. I have had a desire
to sail to the Azores for some time and this year arranged six
weeks’ leave which I reckoned to be the minimum time if we
were to cruise amongst the islands. The timing was a fortnight
out, the same there and a fortnight to get home.

Hilary put a considerable effort into victualling the boat as we
only reckoned to have fresh food for several days and then rely
on tins. The fridge on the Sadler 34 is only suitable for day-sail-
ing and marina work and we have no freezer. The St Michael’s
tins we did take were a boon as the range in the Azores didn’t
stretch to much more than tuna fish.

Peter and I checked the boat carefully, especially the rigging,
and we even set the storm jib which had never been out of its
bag! I fitted a solar panel, had the engine carefully serviced and
carried out all those myriads of jobs which seemed to pile up as
sailing day approached. It was extraordinary as one week before
departure both the echo-sounder and RT went on the blink and
they had always worked perfectly before. Was it an omen?

And so to sea. The wind was E 18-25 knots and we reached
down the Irish Sea to Dunmore East, sailing I7oNM in 3oi/2
hours. We had a final fresh-food shop, topped up with water and
fuel and left Dunmore on Sunday afternoon bound for the
Azores I,~5oNM to the SW.

Jimmy Cornel’s ’Azores Cruising Guide’ and the RCC
’Atlantic Islands’ both suggest a rhumb line course which we
tried to adhere to but the wind being SW we could only lay the
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NW corner of Spain. We remained on the wind on the starboard
tack for a full week and the wind strength varied from IO to 35
knots entailing constant reefing and unreefing. It was a some-
what wearing business but at least ’Arthur’ the Autohelm 400o
did all the steering.

Being at sea for any length of time is a soporific experience.
The first two days were the worst as it was hard to sleep and relax
and there was a constant nagging worry of gear failure and gen-
eral doubt. But it soon disappeared and the noon run and lunch-
time cocktail party became major events. We even debated who
would host the cocktail party and who would be invited! Food
became another major talking-point and the girls produced an
innovative menu which would have put many restaurants to
shame. Carolyn spent a morning baking some excellent bread.
Navigation was simplicity itself as I had a hand-held Ensign
GPS which gave us a daily noon fix and to our shame we never
had the sextant out of its box.

One week out from Dunmore, we had a massive wind shift to
the N when we were in the S-going shipping lane off Cape
Finisterre. At least twelve ships were visible on a lovely sunny
morning and at last we were reaching and upright enabling us to
clean and tidy ourselves and the boat. We had a hair-washing
session in the cockpit which raised morale considerably. The
following day was flat calm and we motored and then once again
the wind came ahead. We reckoned to have been 72oNM on the
wind with only six hours reaching. Another windshift on I 1.7.94
allowed us onto our course and 12.7.94 gave us a "glorious and
immortal" sail of I5oNM noon to noon. The ’twelfth’ cocktail

party was of stupendous proportions but it
was a long, damp walk to the field! Our
last three days at sea were wonderful sail-
ing in trade wind conditions with a deep
blue sea and small puffball clouds. We
sighted the island of Terceira shortly after
sunrise on I5.7.94 and tied to a buoy off
the old town of Angra Do Heroisma at
I6oo - I2 days out from Dunmore and
1,447 miles logged. Our dog-leg course
had forced us to sail an extra 300 miles.

My daughter Julia was waiting for us in
Angra Do Heroisma. She had seen us
come in and was standing waving from the
landing pier. We launched the dinghy and
motored over to the landing pier to be met
by a Guarda Fiscal who directed us up the
hill to the Capitania who issued a transit
log book. This has to be stamped on enter-
ing and leaving each port by the Guarda
Fiscal. Passports have to be produced and
there is much form-filling and paper-shuf-
fling, all occurring at a snail’s pace.
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very civil. We had dinner ashore that night and much-needed
baths in Julia’s hotel room. We all felt the effects of being at sea
and the land kept heaving up and down for 48 hours. That first
night Peter and Carolyn stayed in Julia’s hotel and Carolyn had
to hold onto the mattress! The following day we wandered about
the fine old town of Angra Do Heroisma and climbed up the hill
above the park to take in the view. We lunched in the Club
Nautico overlooking the bay. That evening we had an amusing
few hours watching several fighting bulls running through the
narrow cobbled streets controlled partially by half a dozen men
hanging onto long ropes around the bull’s neck. The locals shout
and taunt the bull and get out of its way mighty quickly when it
charges. All quite hilarious especially when a drunk tottered past
not more than ten yards from a somewhat startled bull. Also
watching this curious spectacle was Jonathan Virden (ICC) who
was here with his family in Twayblade. We left that night and
gently sailed the 76NM to Horta Marina in Faial. Once again all
forms had to be filled in, stamped and counter-stamped but this
time the information was also entered-in on computer. Three
offices had to be visited but fortunately they were all together at
marina reception. Horta and its marina must be one of the most
sailor-friendly places in the world. There is an ambience here
which is difficult to describe but the port has been welcoming
yachtsmen for a hundred years starting with Slocum. Yachtsmen
of every nationality gather here and most leave a painting on the
marina wall which has now become a minor tourist attraction
although the great beauty of the Azores is the lack of any seri-
ous tourist industry. The Caf6 Sport or Peter’s Bar overlooks the
harbour and is a watering hole for sailors in the evening. We had
several great parties here; everybody talking to everybody about
everything; mostly nonsense but great crack. The bar closes
about o2oo when a recording resounds of ’what shall we do with
the drunken sailor?’

We stayed in Horta nearly three days and took a taxi around
the island with an English-speaking driver. The rows of blue
hydrangea hedges and the extinct volcano, 1,3ooft deep, were
most spectacular. Of great interest is the more recent eruption
which occurred in I957 adding a considerable lump of land at
Capelinhos, the western point of the island. It partially buried
the lighthouse and many small farms and many of the island
inhabitants were evacuated. On the way back to Horta we had a
picnic lunch in a small national park followed by a swim in a
natural sea rockpool, We also visited the old whaling station
which was in operation until the late seventies. Until that time,
the Azoreans hunted the sperm whale from open boats using
hand-held harpoons. We had several excellent meals in Horta.
’Capote’ and ’Helders Bar’, where you cook your own meal on
a hot stove, were particularly good. Julia spent a whole day on
our Alys wall-painting and the next morning, Wednesday
2o.7.94, we left for Ponta Delgada on the island of Sao Miguel,
I5oNM to the WSW. Duncan Crawford had joined us in Horta
and Peter and Carolyn were to fly home from Sao Miguel.
Duncan had arrived from London with masses of fishing lines as
the Azores are one of the premier big game fishing areas. Peter
and he were in open competition all day but to no avail. At dawn
on Thursday Duncan’s line screamed out but line and trace were
bitten off.                                          +

There is a small marina at Ponta Delgada but somehow it
lacks all the atmosphere of Horta and is more expensive. We
hired a taxi and explored the island which is the biggest of the
Azores group. The coastal views on the north of the island are
most spectacular as are several lakes in deep extinct volcanoes.
Our taxi driver was an unsmiling macho character who must
have been a latent grand prix driver as we screeched round every
hairpin bend, missing children and other cars by inches. Each
time he stopped we felt our death sentence had been commutedt
To finish the trip we swam in a pool filled with hot water cas-
cading down the mountain from a volcanic spring. It had a quite
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strong sulphurous smell and was a unique experience.
On Saturday 23.7.94 Peter and Carolyn flew home. They had

been a grand crew, full of crack and never a cross word spoken.
We then fiddled at the boat for a day as a mass of small jobs
needed done. I had purchased two Camping Gaz cylinders in
Horta and neither worked although both felt full. They had obvi-
ously been incorrectly filled as the ones I exchanged them for in
Ponta Delgada worked perfectly.

On Sunday 24.7.94 we motor-sailed south the 54NM to the
island of Santa Maria and dropped anchor in the harbour of Vilo
Do Porto. The only other yacht at anchor was the new Jester.
gilo Do Porto is a quaint old town with narrow cobbled streets
and we were met as usual on the pier by the Guarda Fiscal. All
the usual form-filling ensued but this man+ who spoke not a word
of English, kept examining our passports and ship’s papers and
could not for the life of him understand the "Ingles papers" but
the "domicile Manda". To have explained that would have taken
a hundred years! We took a taxi across the island to Sao
Lourenco, reputed to be one of the loveliest bays in the Azores.
There, a small village nestles at the toot of high cliffs fronted by
a white sandy beach from which we swam. We had a long lunch
at an excellent fish restaurant. Walking down to the boat that
evening, we met Michael Richey of Jester; he had sailed single-
handed to Madeira and was on his way home via the Azores, no
engine of course. We felt in a slightly different league. A grand
beam reach and an overnight passage took us back to Ponta
Delgada, arriving at 0430 in mist and rain. The leading lights
were easy to pick up and guide us to the marina. Johnny Park
(ICC) joined us that morning having flown from London.

We left again the same day after lunch and sailed the 15oNM
back to Horta, Faial, arriving at 1800 on Wednesday 27.7.94. We
spent another three days here. Time passed so quickly. The
Virdens were here and we drank cocktails together. Johnny &
Duncan toured the island as they had not seen it and Hilary and
I messed about the boat. We swam, one day, at the municipal
swimming pool. It was a short walk out of town and had an
excellent small restaurant attached which provided lunch and
cold beers. Most evenings ended in Peter’s Bar.

And so back to sea. The synoptic chart, posted at the marina
office, showed a weak front passing through the Azores giving
WSW winds over the next few days. This was excellent news as
the prevailing wind is NE and here was a chance to sail directly
out of the Azores ’high’. After final drinks, we said goodbye to
Julia and Duncan on Sunday 3~-7.94 as they were to fly back to
London the next day. Johnny, Hilary and I left at midday and
beam reached past the islands of Sao Jorge and Graciosa and by
dusk the Azores were with us no more. I had hoped to visit
Flores, ] 3oNM to the west, but with this wind it was impossi-
ble. We had fast sailing all night with gusts of 27 knots necessi-
tating a reefed main and genoa. It blew freshly for 48 hours
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enabling one run of I4oNM and another of I42NM. On the
second day we were fully reefed and some spectacular seas built
up but we managed to maintain a rhumb line course for home.
By the 3.8.94, the wind dropped to 2o knots, the seas moderat-
ed and at last we had some proper sleep and an improving menu.
The following few days were gentle sailing; the wind came
around into the east and the sun came out. We played competi-
tive travel scrabble each afternoon in the cockpit, managed hair-
washes and ate gourmet meals cooked by Hilary. We averaged
about 12oNM per day. Unfortunately the depression to the south
of us started to intensify and deepen and the shipping forecast
on Tuesday 9.8.94 gave out gale F8, easterly imminent for
Fastnet. At this stage we needed 24 hours to reach Kinsale and
were already planning which restaurant to frequent but it was not
to be. At 0500 the easterly F8 had materialised and the barome-
ter had fallen 7MB. With a fully-reefed main and no headsail we
fore reached comfortably at ~ I/2-2 knots and only the occasion-
al large sea broke across our bows. At this stage we could not
even lay Baltimore so the obvious port was Dingle. At dusk we
sailed between the two Skelligs and tied up in Dingle Marina at
oloo on Wednesday IO.8.94. We were 91/2 days at sea and had
sailed I, 167NM from Horta.

We slept long and late the next day and it continued to blow
freshly so we had a day in Dingle shopping and refuelling. I had
no charts of the west coast of Ireland but managed to purchase
two from an RCC boat lying alongside us in the marina. As we
were nearly half-way around Ireland it seemed sensible to go

west about, if conditions were favourable.
We departed Dingle after breakfast on Thursday 11.8.94 and

as we motored out Fungie, the dolphin, greeted us but he was not
in his usual playful mood. It was then that Johnny noticed that

the inner forestay had fractured at least half its strands at the
lower swaged terminal. We taped it temporarily but now felt it
would be pushing our luck to drive the boat too hard. Unfor-
tunately a northerly airstream had settled over Ireland preclud-
ing a westabout passage but we had a grand sail south past the
Cow and Calf, Mizen Head and Cape Clear Island. In darkness
we passed the Stags and enjoyed magnificent roast beef with all
the trimmings. We had Cork abeam at dawn on Friday I2.8.94
and at dusk caught the tide at the Tuskar and so up the Irish Sea.
Approaching the entrance to Strangford Lough, St Patrick’s
Rock suddenly appeared out of the darkness directly on our bow.
How close I cannot say but too close for comfort. By going hard
on starboard we managed to clear. The old adage ’I know this
place like the back of my crunch’ nearly came true! We came
alongside Ringhaddy Pontoon at 0200 on Sunday I4.8.94,
33oNM from Dingle in just over 2I/2 days.

We had been away 6 weeks and I day and sailed 3,597NM.

A grand cruise.

SUMMARY

MILES

Ringhaddy-Dunmore East t 70
Dunmore East-Terceira, Azores ~447
Amongst the Azores 483
Horta, Faial-Dingle I 167
Dingle-Ringhaddy 330

TOTAL 3,597

HOURS/
DAYS AT SEA

30.5 hours
I 2 days
I5 days

9.5 days
63 hours
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Round Ireland

Robert Barr

I sold Ar Men early in the year and had a firm resolve to retire
from the sea after a long innings but, like Dame Nelli Melba, 1
learned that retirement is upsetting and ought to have a health
warning. When the withdrawal symptoms were most acute my
eye fell upon a lovely Sparkman and Stephens 3o called Cilla. I
discovered that Peter Killen had sailed her around Iceland last
year with great success and I knew that she was the answer to
prayer. There are no runners, no check-stays, no spindle mast,
and no flat bottom. Instead, there is a furling genoa, a strong,
sea-kindly hull and the graceful manners of a thoroughbred -
everything the mature sailor might desire. I said goodbye to the
greenhouse and the potting-shed without a backward glance and
embarked on what turned out to be one of the most enjoyable
sailing seasons I have had. The first step was to re-name the
yacht ’Pen Men ’, which is another lighthouse in Biscay that has
given me consolation and encouragement over the years. A
brief, heavy-weather thrash in May to Ardglass and Carlingford
confirmed that she has all the vitures I expected and even more.
She behaved admirably in difficult conditions. And so the scene
was set for her first major cruise flying her present flag - a round-
Ireland odyssey in August.

I look back on a similar cruise in 1991 with nostalgia. But the
trouble with nostalgia is that it creates an uneasy feeling that a
repeat performance may not live up to expectations.

The first task was the recruiting of crew. The cruise was divid-
ed into three parts with a different crew for each. Usually our
compliment was three; for a few days we were down to two and
for a short time we had five. It was great to welcome back so
many old friends. The first crew comprised Claire and Garry
Fleming. Claire had just returned from a cruise to the Faroes and
Iceland and was ready for anything. Garry, who arrived with his
treasury of kitchen knives, took over the galley and achieved
miracles in his inimitable way. Things were set fair for a good
start.

An important round-Ireland decision is whether to sail north
or south about. At the planning stage there is little to choose
between them, though north about has a slight edge in August.
However, 1 decided to go south and, having made arrangements
accordingly, even strong southerly winds on departure did not
dissuade me. Perhaps if I had known that we would be beating
almost continuously for [3 days, I might have had a last minute
change of mind - but probably not.

We left Dun Laoghaire on Saturday afternoon, 3oth July,
reefed down to contend with a 2o-25kt SSE which gave us a
dead beat to the Tuskar Rock LH in moderate sea and cheerful,
overcast weather. The wind eased to 8-12kts after a time and we
motor-sailed. All went well until mid-morning when Conning-
beg LV was abeam. The alternator needle began to dance wildly:
soon afterwards warning lights came on and I promptly doused
the engine. It was not overheated, but the alternator was very hot.
Our immediate problem was slow progress in light airs which
had veered SW and would cause us to miss the flood tide up the
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Suir river from Hook Head. My intention was to overnight at
Little Island near Waterford city. Just as it seemed that this plan
might he frustrated, a providential northerly sprang up from
nowhere and we managed to sail J2 miles up to Little Island
against the tide before the wind petered out and was submerged
in a deluge.

The significance of Little Island, which has an area of about
4oo acres, is that it comprises the domain of Waterford Castle,
now splendidly converted into an outstanding hotel. The cuisine
is worthy of its surroundings and in the words of the Guide
Michelin ’is worth a detour’. The port of Waterford is now one
of the busiest in the country and the main channel upriver from
Cheekpoint, called Queen’s Reach, is dredged and leaves Little
Island to port. The other channel around the island is King’s
Reach and the hotel operates a chain ferry from the mainland on
that side. King’s Reach is buoyed but not dredged - quite the
contrary as we were soon to discover. We started the engine and
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motored into King’s Reach between the buoys but ran into a sub-
merged bank of mud and where stuck fast on the ebb tide in late
evening almost in sight of the dining-table. This was real
tragedy. However, a maritime guardian angel in a motor-cruiser
arrived and pulled us off. It was explained that the dredgers
which maintain the commercial channel sometimes drop their
spoil in King’s Reach which has little use nowadays. We were
told where we might find deeper water and we reached the pon-
toon beside the ferry slip without further difficulty. It was still
teeming rain, but John Galloway, the manager, soon arrived and
drove us to the hotel. And more kindness was to follow. As we
were dining, Eddie Kearns, the proprietor, sent word that in view
of the dreadful weather and as there were two unoccupied
rooms, he would like us to stay overnight as guests of the hotel
- a thoughtful, generous gesture which was much appreciated
and accepted with alacrity. All our problems were soon forgot-
ten. It had been an admirable but somewhat fraught beginning.

Early next morning we cast off and headed downriver in the
last two hours of the ebb, but once again got stuck in the mud
this time only 50 metres from the commercial channel. After a
disconsolate hour or so a passing trawler pulled us into deep
water.

Waterford Castle is an interesting and in many ways unique
staging point on a round-Ireland cruise. The passage upriver is
quite spectacular and there is much of interest to be seen. The
pontoon beside the hotel ferry slip has deep water at all stages
of the tide. Don’t cross the line of the ferry while it is in opera-
tion and care should be taken to cross at mid-channel to avoid
the chains and guide cable. Our experience taught us that,
although there should be enough water in the King’s Reach
channel at all times, it is probably wise not to use it at less than
half tide. Those who are short on time will find a good, sheltered
anchorage at Cheek Point where there is also a pub/restaurant
called McAlpine’s of which encouraging things are said by dis-
cerning natives.

The passage to Youghal without the benefit of the engine was
slow at first in a light 6-Skt westerly on the nose. By noon it
freshened to 20 kts and an hour later it was gusting 35kts in a
substantial sea but blessed with glorious sunshine. Although
several tacks were needed, Pen Men fully reefed was giving us
a lively 6kts hard on the wind. Finally, having sailed 85 miles,
which was nearly twice the rhumb line distance, we arrived at
Youghal soon after midnight and took up a friend’s mooring

On Tuesday we woke to a long, dismal day which at best was
murky and at worst, the predominant feature, it teemed rain. The
primary exercise was to sort out the alternator problem. Bruce
Bell, a very kindly, helpful man, operates a boatyard at Ferry
Point on the opposite side of the river and is a Yanmar agent. He
arrived with a replacement alternator but was doubtful as to
whether it was suitable and arranged to bring an electrics guru
to advise on the problem as soon as the latter was available the
following morning. But even the blackest of clouds may have a
golden lining and we found ours at Aherne’s. The Fitzgibbon
family are old friends. They had arranged the mooring for us and
the welcome was great. After several decades of devoted
research, I know of no better fish restaurant and it came as no
surprise to learn that they have just won the Egon Ronay award
for Ireland’s best fish platter.

Youghal is one of the oldest and most attractive of our mar-
itime towns. It was good to find that the thoughtful restoration
of its 16th-century heritage is proceeding apace. It was also en-
couraging to hear that Bruce Bell and associates have plans for
a dockside development in the centre of the town which will
include a marina. Some sailors avoid Youghal because of the
strong tides and banks obstructing its narrow entrance. In fact
there is no great difficulty, but it is desirable to enter and leave
on the tide and a detailed chart of the entrance is essential (as in
the Imray SE Coast chart 67).

Wednesday moming was memorable for two reasons. First,
the good news; the malevolent cloud which had enveloped
Youghal to sea level for 24 hours had lifted in the night and there
was warm sunshine instead. The bad news was that as we lay on
our mooring someone had removed our rubber dinghy during
the night. Bruce Bell returned with the electrics guru, Michael
Coleman, who has a motor trade business in Youghal near the
ship dock. An alternator was fitted and also a new battery to
replace one which had been damaged through over-charging. It
was thought that the original problem may have been caused by
a defective battery switch which I arranged to replace at Kinsale.
But things were to get better still. I learned via Mine Head radio
that a trawler from Youghal had reported finding our dinghy
three miles off shore. We waited for the rescuers to return that
night and thankfully retrieved the dinghy none the worse for its
experience. Salvage was measured at a bottle of Paddy. And so,
all was well again. The day ended with the skipper’s oriental ex-
travaganza - an annual experience which is obligatory for all

marked ’Tranquillity’. crew. This year Siam

North Harbour, Cape Clear Island.
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was the inspiration and Curried Beef a la
Bangkok was the offering, which, I say
with modest pride, tumed out quite well.
The crew were kind about it. But this may
have been a reluctance to complain having
regard to all I had been through.

We finally left Youghal for Kinsale
early on Thursday morning with a lot of
catching up to get back on schedule. We
arrived at the KYC marina early in the
afternoon after a good beat in ideal condi-
tions.

Kinsale was full of friends, including
the commodore of the RIYC en route to
France and Guy Johnson from Dnnmore
with the crew of Raasay who were wind-
ing up for a Spanish cruise. Barry Galvin,
that most versatile of State Solicitors and
a man of chameleon talents, arrived with a
new Vetus battery switch system and duly
installed it. Some provisioning was done
and the day ended most agreeably at Chez
Jean Marc, which is a worthy member of
the Kinsale Good Food Circle.
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Next day we cast off for Baltimore at as early an hour as we
could having been led astray the previous night on our way back
to the boat by the Raasay crew. The wind was SW 15kts which
gave us another dead beat, but the conditions were good. Sadly,
we had to omit Castletownshend from the itinerary due to our
delay at Youghal and later Cape Clear island was reduced from
an overnight to an afternoon visit. We arrived in Baltimore in
late evening and tied up outside a couple of trawlers and yachts.
A new small marina has been built this year by local enthusiasts,
but was full when we arrived. Water is laid on and it constitutes
a valuable addition to the sailing amenities of West Cork. The
Baltimore YC nearby is welcoming and provides all usual
amenities. Garry’s dinner on board that night deserves special
mention. Boiled bacon, carrots, onions and potatoes, though sat-
isfying, is not the sort of dish to cause one’s heart to miss a beat.
But Garry has a genius for turning the mundane into a classic.
The end result was a variation on an Irish theme which would
hold its own on any table.

The primary purpose of my visit to Baltimore was breakfast
with Sally (Duggan). This time Hugh Kennedy arrived to add
northern zest to the occasion. It was, as usual, one of the high-
lights of the cruise.

In early afternoon we set off for Cape Clear island in a lively
easterly gusting 3okts and an exciting sea with wind over tide
through the Gascoigne Sound. But the flood was with us and
under full genoa only we sped through the passage at 6.5kts It
was ’all go’ at North Harbour when we arrived. A c6ili band led
by a superb mandolin player performed all afternoon in the little
square outside the pub and the atmosphere was electric. We
would have liked to stay, but our resting place for the night was
Barry Galvin’s mooring at Crookhaven.

On Sunday a much-heralded High arrived at last in all its
glory - blue sky, calm sea and very hot, but not much wind tot
our passage to Glengarriff. In early afternoon we made a detour
to show Gary Castletownberehaven and then Laurence Cove on
Bere Island. For the last lap to Glengarriff the wind freshened
out of nowhere to 25-3okts NNW and gave us another exhila-
rating beat to complete Round I.

The crew for the second part of the cruise comprised Ronnie
Robins, whose glouchoig is known to all on the Connemara
coast, and Joe Dunn, the founder of Radharc Films, who is also
a distinguished yachtsman. Both are men of many parts and
were splendid company.

One of the boatmen kindly offered us a space for the night at
the Glengarriff pier and assured us that there was sufficient
water, but as it was blowing fairly hard, I decided in favour of an
anchor and plenty of chain instead. The holding is very good.
There were occasional gusts of 3okts NE to put it to the test.

Next morning Joe Dunn arrived, somewhat battered with thir-
teen stitches in two cuts on his face which he had received a few
days earlier while cruising with his nephew but, nonetheless, he
was his usual benign self

We got off to a gentle start with a dead run to Castletownbere-
haven where we tied up outside a sturdy ketch which a husband
and wife, as aged as ourselves, had sailed from Holland. Castle-
town is one of my favourite places. Though a busy fishing port,
there seems to be a good relationship with yachts and the
trawlermen are helpful and friendly. There are two good super-
markets nearby and an excellent butcher’s shop in the centre of
the town where they will vacuum-pack joints of beef or lamb
while you wait. The fishermen’s co-op on the quay includes a
good fish shop.

On Tuesday morning a NE gale 8 was forecast lot later in the
day and it was N 2o-25kts when we set sail for Sneem in
Kenmare river. Our mainsail was fully reefed and the furling
genoa was down to ’storm jib" dimensions, but, even so, our
boat-speed was 6kts in a short confused sea. In the prevailing
conditions I decided not to take the inside passage at Dursey
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Sound. In Kenmare river we were back to familiar dead beat
conditions in a NE which had freshened to 3o-34kts. My very
old friend and colleague, Dermot Kinlen, was expecting us that
evening and, in view of the conditions, a land-fall at West Cove
was decided on to ensure arrival in good time. I found that the
entrance there is quite difficult with many rocks. The ICC direc-
tions are excellent. Good visibility is essential to pick up a cru-
cial perch inshore. We dropped anchor near a small pier, but
found that the holding ground was not good in the prevailing

exposed conditions and with more wind expected soon. So we
extracted ourselves from West Cove and beat on to Sneem. We
dropped anchor in a lovely mini fjord at Garinish island where
we were quite well sheltered from the north. Our host was wait-
ing at Oysterhouse pier and, as always, his hospitality knew no
bounds. He insisted that we spend the night at his lovely house
at Bunaw harbour where a most congenial gathering had been
arranged.

The next day was one of those which makes cruising such a
special delight. In the morning our host brought us on a guided
tour of the international statuary at Sneem. Our first encounter
was with General de Gaulle which includes his description of

Sneem as being the place where he had found most contentment
in all the world. Then there are a series of sculptures dedicated
to the memory of the late President Cearbhal O’Dalaigh who
had lived there in retirement. One from the State of Israel
appears to be a biblical fiery sword; another, which is far too

avant garde for me, is larger and looks like an aviation tragedy.
Pride of place goes to the third which was presented by the gov-
ernment of the People’s Republic of China. It appears that the
late President’s widow was asked whether she would like a
panda or a statue of her distinguished husband. She chose the
panda. And there he is cheerfully welcoming all on the Kenmare
side of the town. But my favourite is the goddess Isis who was
presented by the Egyptian government. I gather that one of her
strong points is fertility and, appropriately, the glass case where
she resides is attached to the wall of the Catholic church. She
gazes down, I am sure with some surprise, on two pyramid-like
structures which have been created by a local sculptor.

After our introduction to the cultural life of Sneem, we retired
to Pen Men for a short cruise in Kenmare river. This is a remark-
able waterway of which I had no previous sailing experience. I
suppose that the term ’river’ gives a wrong impression as, of
course, it is wide, long, beautiful and full of interest. Our first
port of call was Bunaw pier at Kilmakillogue harbour where we
picked up a spare mooring for lunch. Afterwards we sailed on
up Kilmakillogue to the anchorage off the famous Dareen
Gardens, Lord Lansdowne’s estate, where we found another
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obliging spare mooring while we visited the gardens and arbo-
rium.

The day ended at the Sacre Couer restaurant in Sneem with
Rene and Olive Cusack. It is an agreeable establishment offer-
ing a good, no-frills menu with the accent on excellent fish
dishes. There was one final treat in store. The Cusacks drove us
back to Oysterhouse pier where we found a trawler unloading its
catch. Rene knew the skipper and we were presented with a bag
of delicious prawns as a parting gift.

Soon after dawn on Thursday morning we cast off from the
Hayes pontoon beside Oysterhouse pier. It was interesting to
find that the depth there at LWS is 2.2 metres. Wind and weath-
er combined to give us perfect conditions for our passage to
Dingle. We arrived in late evening and the town was glowing
with sunshine. Fungie, the dolphin, put in only a token appear-
ance and we concluded that he was probably tired after a long
season. The marina has been recently extended and was almost
full. It is excellent value at £8 a night for a 3oft boat. But the
showers in the Blue House are poor and not worth £~.5o. It is
hoped that the marina will provide its own shower facility, laun-
dry etc. next year. Dinner at the Beginish restaurant, our first

The Tory ’Hilton’ at West Town. PHOTO: R Barr

visit, was a memorable experience. It certainly rates with the
best around the coast. The ambiance, discretely opulent, adds its
own dimension without overdoing it. Prices are fair and it offers
excellent value - definitely worth a detour.

Early next morning when we cast off for the Shannon the
weather was overcast and soft, but showing signs of blue. Fungie
met us in the inner harbour and escorted us into the bay. He
popped up beside us several times and smiled as though explain-
ing that he was sorry about the perfunctory welcome the previ-
ous day. He is a very remarkable fish.

We were back on the wind as we entered the Blasket Sound
in a steep, confused sea but with a good tide under us. In late
evening we dropped anchor in Kilhaha bay 4-5 miles E of Loop
Head in the Shannon estuary, which provides reasonable shelter
from W to NE. Holding is stated to be dubious, but our anchor
dug in well and we passed a tranquil night.

Saturday morning was gently sunny, but with no wind as we
started out passage to Roundstone. Later on a nice I5kt wester-
ly materialised and we made good time. Glynnis and Alana
Robins, and also the McGettigan brothers, Alan and Kieran,
were on the quay. We all spent the night at the Robins’ cottage
beside the sea and Glynnis provided a memorable maritime
extravaganza. Michael John, Ronnie’s friend, neighbour and
minder, came around to tell us that he would be bringing a load
of crabs in the morning and would also row us out to Pen Men.

He is a kindly, interesting man; a western philosopher in the
Synge mould of many parts and skills.

Joe Dunn was collected from Galway after supper for anoth-
er week in his nephew’s boat. Next morning, true to his word,
Michael John arrived with a large bucket of crabs which Ronnie
cooked for Alan and I. It was sad to leave Roundstone.

Alan McGettigan is the sort of crew skippers dream about. He
is young, agile, skillful, enthusiastic, and he will turn his hand
to anything. He is also good company. In mid-morning we set
off together for Inishbofin island. The wind had gone round to
the SSW and was gusting 25kts. It was a dead run in a big sea
from Slyne Head. In early evening we dropped anchor about mo
metres out from the new pier and were welcomed by Donal
Morrissey and friends who were just leaving. And then there
was Michael John’s crab supper - five each - splendid. Bofin
harbour is a safe, well sheltered anchorage; but watch out for a
few patches of kelp which are easily seen and avoided. There are
usually two or three local lobster boats at anchor on the ruined
fort side opposite the new pier. There is about 3 to 4 metres depth
at LWS where they are lying and for a short distance nearer the
pier.

Monday morning had nothing going for it except the wind
SSW 2o-25kts. There was rain, poor visibility and a big sea run-
ning with 3 to 6ft Atlantic rollers as we set sail for Frenchport at
the northern end of Belmullet. Later on the conditions bright-
ened and the wind moderated for a time, but as we approached
Eagle Island LH the murk descended and it lashed rain again.
Very few people seem to have heard of Frenchport, which was
new to me. Having found it, we could understand why. There is
nothing there except a small pier (with no ladder) and a few
trawler moorings. The entrance to the U-shaped inlet is not dif-
ficult to recognise and to distinguish from others nearby. It is
about a mile and a half long culminating in a beach. The anchor-
age, which is about a mile from the entrance, is near the pier and
opposite a large ruin on the other side. It offers good shelter, but
with swell in strong onshore winds.

Later that evening David, Mary and Nici Hurley from Port
Salon arrived in teeming rain like Cuban boat people. Dinner,
including an enormous gooseberry pie, all of which Mary
brought with her, and suitable strong drink soon restored droop-
ing spirits and we settled down to a tranquil night which even a
gale of wind in the early hours did not disturb.

Next morning was a transformation- warm and sunny with a
15kt south-westerly. Mary was deposited ashore to drive back to
Donegal and the rest of us set sail for Teelin harbour north of
Killybegs, near Rathlin O’Birne Island. While on passage the
wind freshened to 3okts as we ran with substantial Atlantic
rollers. It was fast, exhilarating sailing. There had been glorious
sun all morning. Then in mid-afternoon clouds rolled in and
there was heavy rain, but still 25kts of wind. Visibility was poor
but as we approached the Donegal coast the clouds lifted, a bril-
liant double rainbow appeared and the curtain rose on the cliffs
of Slieve League in all their splendour.

Teelin harbour, which also was new to me, is not too easy to
find, but once inside the narrow entrance there is an attractive
lagoon with a small pier on the port hand. We anchored close by
in 4-5 metres at LWN. The holding is good. It must be one of the
most attractive anchorages on the northern coast.

The next morning the scene was idyllic with another vivid
rainbow and puffs of clouds scudding across the sky. A big sea
was running off Slieve League with spectacular Atlantic rollers
as we headed for Burtonport, and Donegal emerged in all its
finery. There was just enough tide to approach Burtonport by the
S channel, where we were met by Frank O’Donnell and Frank
Dinsmore who acted as pilots for the latter part of the navigation
into port- a welcome service as the narrow northern entry chan-
nel is awe-inspiring at first encounter. Geoff (the Gannet)
Purcell was on the quay to meet us. He was joining for the
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remainder of the cruise and it was great to have him back. Later,
there was a party in the O’Donnell house, an RIC station in times
past. Frank and Maeve’s hospitality was splendid and there was
a most agreeable gathering to share the feast.

On Thursday we made an early departure from Burtonport. It
was a soft day as we headed for Tory Island and we had anoth-
er brisk dead run in an exciting following sea. Soon after noon
we picked up a spare mooring, with the blessing of local fisher-
men, near the pier at West Town. The island, which had been sad
and in apparent decline when I visited in I99I, has a new lease
of life mainly inspired by the Tory ’Hilton’ - a ~ 4-bedroom hotel
which sits easily in West Town. It was full to the brim and
buzzing with life. There were turf fires, a congenial bar and a
dining room offering a good range of interesting fare. There is
also a lively community centre and a gallery for the work of the
Tory primitive school of painting which was founded and is still
watched over by Derek Hill who returns to stay now and then.
But the best news of all was that there are three new families on
the island as permanent residents and there is a real air of opti-
mism about the future.

In the evening we entered Lough Swilly, glorious in the set-
ring sun with Knock Alla in all its chameleon shades looking its
enchanting best. For me it was a return to Mecca. Respects were
paid to Rita Smith, the doyenne of Port Salon, who presides over
her emporium still with regal charm in her 92nd year. The day
ended with supper in Hurley’s and a visit to their incredible
Japanese garden of 8 acres, high above the lough. Even since last
year, further major developments have taken place. It can fairly
claim to be one of the great gardens of Ireland.

Early on Friday morning we set off down the lough for
Rathmullan. A new, small marina has been built there this year
by the Rathmullan Enterprise Group. Jim Deeney of the Pier
Hotel is the chairman. It comprises a substantial single platform
about 7o metres long at right angles to the pier on the in-shore
side with space for 5 or 6 yachts on either side in about 5 metres
at LWN. Other boats can safely tie up outside the originals ie,
total accommodation seems to be about 2o boats. Water is laid
on. The Enterprise Group deserve great praise for their initiative.
The marina is a major asset for cruising yachtsmen. Hopefully
others on the W and NW coasts will follow their admirable
example. We filled up with water and got some stores in the town
before heading up the lough again on passage to Greencastle in
Lough Foyle.

For sheer sailing exhilaration this was our best passage. We
started with SW 25kts in a flat sea which built up to gusts of
42kts as we tore through Inishtrahull Sound at 7kts off the wind
with a big following sea and only the genoa rolled to No 3- We
estimated that the bigger rollers were I 2 tO 15ft. In the troughs
we could not see the island or the lighthouse, but on the crests a
lot of SW Scotland came into view. Pen Men revelled in it all -
and so did we. In late evening we tied up at the quay wall in
Greencastle harbour in a providential space which was exactly
our size. Liam McCormack was there to meet us with his old
sailing companion, John Stevenson, a naval architect. We got a
great welcome from Joy and dined in congenial company - fol-
lowed by a bath.

Next morning, a semi-rest day, we did the honours on Pen
Men and were up near the crack of dawn to clean up the boat and
make the savouries. Later on, we lunched at Kealy’s Seafood
Bar at the pier which was very good - their fish chowder is a
prize-winner.

A note on Greencastle harbour; there is usually space with-
out disturbance from Friday night to Sunday evening when most
trawlers are in for the weekend. At other times it is too busy for
yachts. The entrance could be difficult in heavy weather when a
strong swell across the narrow opening is likely~ A reliable
engine is essential.

In mid-afternoon we cast off for Rathlin Island. The autohelm

Pen Men in Carlingford marina
(note narrow, partly-obstructed entrance). PHOTO: R Barr

and the engine got us there in a flat calm. We dropped anchor in
Church Bay about Ioo metres ESE off Sheephouse Pier near the
church in 7 metres, one hour before local HW. There was good
holding and not much swell. We would have preferred the new
harbour which has almost complete shelter and plenty of water
at all stages of the tide, but we were leaving at LW next morn-
ing and our anchorage off the old pier had us on the right side of
the Bow Reef.

It is worth mentioning that dinner on board that night includ-
ed smoked finan haddock which had been vacuum-packed in
Castletownbere. It was in excellent condition eleven days later.
Vacuum-packing is the answer to prayer for the cruising yachts-
man. It seems that joints of meat and fish will stay fresh without
refrigeration for at least a couple of weeks.

Rathlin Island seems to be thriving. The Gage family manor
house has been converted into apartments and a large store-
house near the new harbour has been transformed into a com-
munity centre with funds contributed by Richard Branson, who
has also presented a high-powered launch for reaching the main-
land quickly in an emergency. This has been his generous, prac-
tical way of saying "thank you" to the islanders for rescuing him
and his transatlantic balloon a few years ago. There are also
some new houses and the pub was thriving. However, the new
harbour is the most significant development for visiting yachts-
men. All that remains is to blast a hole in the Bow Reef. It pre-
sents a problem at low water and in heavy weather.

Sunday 2 ! st, our third last day, was notable for three things.
First, the weather was perfect with blue sky, brilliant sun and
crystal-clear visibility. As we sailed south from Rathlin for
Bangor the north Antrim coast never looked more spectacular
and we also had a panoramic view of familiar Scottish land-
marks - Islay: the Mull of Kintyre: Arran and even Ailsa Craig.
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Secondly, this was the Gannet’s birthday. He did not know that
we knew and so it was a complete surprise for him when Alan
produced a remarkable ’jury-rig’ birthday cake made, or more
accurately built, out of biscuits, chocolates and assorted fruits
constructed pyramid-style around the ship’s candle. It was a
work of art in its own way. There was suitable singing and lubri-
cation as the sun went over the yard arm.

Hoards of Purcells descended on Pen Men at Bangor marina
soon after we arrived - two brothers, two wives and a couple of
nieces. This led to the third and most remarkable feature of the
day. The question arose as to where the Birthday Banquet should
be held. Brother Hugh had local knowledge and what emerged
was a culinary delight in an unlikely place - the Pizza Hut on the
seafront. We all sat down and soon a comely waitress arrived
with large pans of delicious assorted pizzas, garlic bread and
beer to help it all down. Deserts followed with fireworks and hats
to liven up the occasion.

Monday morning had nothing to recommend it. There was a
confused sea, heavy rain, poor visibility and wind 2o-25kts on
the nose. And so it stayed until we were well south of St John’s
Point en route to Carlingford. Things improved as we sailed up
the lough and made fast at the new marina outside Carlingford
village. We were just in time for our last treat - dinner at Jordan’s
- which was well worthy of the occasion.

Two things have happened to Carlingford in the last couple of
years. A marina has been opened about a mile from the town on
the Omeath side. Beautifully situated tucked under the Cooley
mountains, it offers a wide range of amenities, including a haul-

ing-out crane and laying-up facilities. However, the entrance is
tricky and not easy to find - daylight is essential. The difficulty
is that it is a temporary dog-leg arrangement, the outer side of
which comprises a sunken hulk, and the channel is narrow. It is
intended to widen the entrance by building a larger concrete
breakwater.

The second thing to happen is that Harry and Marian Jordan
bought an old pub in the town and have converted most of it into
an admirable restaurant which also rates among the best around
our coast. The end result is that east coast sailors now have an
excellent focal point for weekend sailing when the tides are
right. Wind over tide can be uncomfortable getting in or out of
the lough, but the channel is well buoyed for shipping up to
Warrenpoint. It is wise to enter and leave on the tide. Carlingford
village, which dates from the middle ages, has much to recom-
mend it besides Jordan’s and the marina. St John’s castle, the
sixteenth-century mint and the old harbour add much to its char-
acter. A pint and a few local oysters at O’Hare’s has cheered
many a sailor.

Tuesday morning, bright and cheerful, was devoted to a major
clean-up for Pen Men and then the final passage to Dun
Laoghaire. Needless to add, we had another dead beat and it was
06. IO on Wednesday morning when we tied up at the RIYC pon-
toon. Our conclusions were emphatic; it had been a marvellous
’Round Ireland’ and Pen Men is a gem.

SUMMARY INFORMATION

Date Departure/Arrival
3oth July Dun Laoghaire
3 ~ st July Little Island, Waterford
I st August Youghal
4th August Kinsale
5th August Baltimore
6th August Cape Clear Island

Crookhaven
7th August Castletownberehaven

Laurence Cove
Glengarriff

8th August Castletownbere
9th August West Cove
loth August Bunaw Pier
I ith August Dingle
x2th August Kilhaha Bay
13th August Roundstone
14th August Inishbofin Island
15th August Frenchport
16th August Teeling
I7th August Burtonport
18th August Burtonport

Port Salon (L. Swilly)
19th August Rathmullan
2oth August Rathlin Island
2Ist August Bangor
22nd August Carlingford
23rd August Dep. Carlingford
24th August Dun Laoghaire
Totals

Hrs. Sailing Hrs Motor-Sailing Hrs. Motoring
I2.O           I7

I6.O

7.0 i
6.0 5
1.9
2.0

3.0 i
1.0

2.5
3.O
7.O
1.0

10.0

9.o 4
7.5 3 2
4-5 2I
9.0 I

I I.O

8.0 I
8.0 i
4.5
3.0

6
7 3

5.0 8

17
I41.4 67 II

Total Hrs.
29.0

I6.0
8.0

II.O

1.5
2.0

4.0
1.0

2.5
3.0
7.0
I.O

IO.O

I3.0
I2.5

6.5
IO.O

11.O

9.0
9.0
4.5
3.0
6.0

IO.O

I3.0

I7.O
228.0

Distance NM
I48.o

85.o
44.0
51.5

9.0
9.0

20.5
5.0
1.6

18.o
36.0

5.0
49.0
63.o
55.0
35.5
50.0
65.5
49.o
49.o
27.0
I2.O

28.0
38.5
76.0

75.o
I I72.0

Duration of cruise: 25 days
No of ports and anchorages visited: 28
Total distance: I,I72 NM
Total hours at sea: 225
Average speed: 5. ikts
No of overnight passages: 2
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A Summer in Greece

Brian Hegarty

Oleander of Howth was cruised out to the
Mediterranean via the Atlantic Route in
1993, having been acquired by us in the
fall of [992 at Hamble River. She is a
Laurent Giles designed Westerly Conway
ketch of ] 981 vintage and 36 feet overall.
She wintered on the hard at Cantieri
Nautia di Sibari marina on the west side of
the Gulf of Taranto.

For 1994 we decided on a leisurely
summer’s cruising in Greece and with this
in mind decided to circumnavigate the
Peleponnese anti-clockwise, and also take
in the north coast of Crete.

April [2 found Bud Bryce (ICC) and
myself flying to Rome to catch the after-
noon Simet bus to Sibari. Some three to
four weeks were then spent preparing
Oleander for sea.

Saturday May 7, [o.oo saw Oleander
clearing the tortuous entrance to Sibari
Marina and sniffing the sea breeze for the
first time this year. I always feel excite-
ment and anticipation on these occasions!

Oleander at anchor.

Aboard with me were Bud Bryce and Sean Flood (ICC)
bound for Corfu some 17onm away. It was a cracking good sail,
a beam reach to the east with a N to NNW wind force 5 to 6.
’George’, our Cetrek 7oi autopilot, came into his own for the
first time. Last year he sulked and could not be prevailed upon
to stand a watch at all at all ! By midnight we had passed the heel
of Italy and by 0600 the next morning Othoni Island, off the NW
corner of Corfu, was close by to the NE. By late lunch time we
were berthed alongside at Corfu Old Harbour.

To take out a transit log or not’? As Greece is a fellow member
of the European Union it is no longer necessary to purchase a
transit log. However, if one has one, and one’s yacht can take
large quantities of fuel, it is worthwhile as one can buy duty-free
diesel. I took out a transit log as I was not sure to what extent
new EU regulations might have got to places such as Crete. It
cost IR£~5, and proved to be a help as we moved south down the
Peleponnese, and in Crete.

From Monday May 9 to Monday May 16 we made day pas-
sages, with lunch stops, south through the Ionian Islands to
Paxos, to Levkas, Nidri, Sivota, Kioni in Ithaca, to Poros at the
south end of Cephalonia, to Zakinthos (a fine town worth a
visit); to Katakolon on the northwest Peleponnese coast. With
the exception of a close reach one afternoon on passage from
Sivota to Kioni (Ithaca) it had been engine all the way. The Med
is like that as regards wind - too much or too little, seldom just
right. I remind myself often that the ancient Romans and
Phoenicians did not have galley slaves for nothing! A reliable
engine is essential in the Med when passage-making is the order

Betty and Brian in the dinghy. PHOTO: Ann Bunting

of the day.
I see from the log that by the time we got to Katakolon we

were well into our lunchtime swimming routine. I remember we
arrived lunchtime, anchored away from the harbour off a beach
and had our usual swims, lunch and zizz in that order. Later, on
a hot, still, summery evening we moored stern to the quay at
Katakolon where the harbour authorities wished to see, and hold
overnight, our transit log. Katakolon is probably the closest port
to the Roman remains of Olympia, however Oleander’s crew
resisted this worthwhile possibility, and next morning at 0930
found us starting a 49nm hop south to Pilos. We motored south-
wards in calm conditions running parallel to the Peleponnese
coastline. Two porpoises and five Greek fighter planes were seen
in close proximity. One fighter buzzed us, coming straight up our
stern. At their speed one does not hear them coming. We got
quite a fright when it roared past our starboard side at mast
height. Then another came past our port side, but we had it spot-
ted long before it shot past. By 19oo we were approaching the
entrance to the Gulf of Navarino, a great inland sea entered by a
relatively narrow entrance at its south end. It was here in I827
that the Turkish fleet was defeated by the English fleet under
Admiral Sir Edward Codrington. As a result the Turks were
forced to make peace and in 183o Greece became an indepen-
dent country. Anyway we were bound for Pilos in the Gulf of
Navarino at its south end. Heikell’s Greek waters pilot spoke of
difficulty getting a berth here, so we were pleasantly surprised
to find a fine new unfinished marina giving good shelter. When
finished it will be a fine spot if they manage to retain any space
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for visiting yachts.
Next was a short leg to Port Longos on the east side of

Sapientza Island. Sapientza Island is situated just south of the
west prong of three which jut south from the southern end of the
Peleponnese. In all this area, and down to and including Crete,
the sailing is free of charter fleets. The area has a reputation for
tough winds which sweep off the high mountains. Fortunately
we were largely spared the experience. On this short passage we
passed close to Methoni with its ancient Turkish fort and
Venetian castle. It is a fine townland with numerous summer
houses and fine beaches. Sapientza is an uninhabited island apart
from those who live and work on a fish farm in the bay close by
the anchorage at Port Longos. We anchored in this delightful
spot at lunchtime and were joined by a Canadian, a German and
a Japanese yacht; quite an international gathering!

We were gone by 0800 the next morning bound for Kalamata
at the head of next gull some 3onm. Kalamata is the main port
and a considerable town at the southern end of the Peleponnese.
From here are good bus and train links with Athens, and it was
from here that Bud would leave us for home.

On Friday May 20 Sean Flood and myself got away from
Kalamata at iooo after several pleasant days there. Conditions
were bright clear sky, excellent visibility and wind NW F4. We
were bound 45nm southeast along the Mani Peninsular so we
had main and boomed out genoa for most of the day. This is an
inhospitable coast with the prevailing NW winds, high moun-
tains, poor anchorages and few, and very deep water. We were
bound round the southern tip of the Mani Peninsular and then
north up the east side for some 3 to 4nm to Port Kayio. By the
time we rounded Ak Tainaron, the southern tip of the Mani
Peninsular, there was a big lumpy sea and a gale up our stern.
Port Kayio was possibly our least comfortable anchorage of the
summer. It is big, mostly very deep, some areas of poor holding
so that one is limited as to where to anchor. On the third anchor-
ing we got Oleander secure, but stood anchor watches until
about 04oo in the morning when the wind subsided. A rugged
mountainous, remote, inhospitable spot if ever there was one!

We were glad to leave Port Kayio, though we did not start too
early after our restless night. It was sunny with a sparkling sea
and NW to W force 4 to 5 and excellent visibility as we headed
towards the southern end of Kithera Island which we could
clearly see some 3onm to the SE. Altogether a lovely day - some
sailing, some engine, bit of swell from the west. Later preparing
to anchor at Kapsali, on the south side of Kithera Island, Sean

Oleander Methana Peninsula.

sustained a nasty injury when he got three fingers on his right
hand caught in the electric windlass. Having administered first
aid we got Oleander alongside the short pier at Kapsali and Sean
was soon in the local hospital where he received excellent treat-
ment and friendship.

Monday May 23rd brought a calm sea, no wind and excellent
visibility as Sean and I left Kapsali at 07.15 bound towards Crete
50 nautical miles to the southeast. We were bound towards
Kissamos, a commercial port at the head of a bay at the west end
of Crete. Another relaxing day with ’George’ at work steering
so that Sean and I could relax. Thankfully Sean’s hand, whilst
painful at times, seemed to doing well. In any event the injured
right hand could still manage a glass! In due course we left the
island of Andikithera to starboard. Any breeze we experienced
was from astern, and I could not help thinking about giving away
the high ground. What would it be like returning from Crete? By
mid-afternoon we entered Kissamos Harbour where the harbour
master directed us to a berth alongside the north quay. Dredgers
are at work here deepening the harbour to eight metres in prepa-
ration for a new ferry service to connect with Italy.

Soon after 0700 the next day we left Kissamos bound for
Khania some 3onm distant. It was a passage accomplished in
almost fiat calm conditions. Khania is the old capital of Crete,
but has been superseded by Iraklion. It is a fine city and well
worth a visit. The harbour is quite small but has been dredged to
make the most of it. A small marina has been installed but is for
local boats and not visitors. Mostly visiting yachts lie stern to
the quay using their own anchors. Still, the harbour has great
character from the old Venetian lighthouse at the entrance,
which has a distinct list, to the fine waterfront buildings. I found
that in the main ports of Crete, port police looked for the transit
log, so I was glad that I had decided to get one. EU regulations
did not seem to have got there, up to this summer!

At Iraklion, by arrangement, we met Clayton Love and his
crew on Royal Tara, with whom Sean and I had a wonderful
evening. Now it was time for crew changes. John Malcolm
(ICC) arrived early Saturday, whilst on Sunday at varying times
William and Georgina Nixon (ICC), Betty Hegarty (ICC), and
our daughter Lysbeth all joined. Sean Flood departed for home.
His little finger had been dressed at the hospital at Khania.

The Nixons could only spare a week so we planned to go east
with them; return to Iraklion for their departure; then go west
with John and Lysbeth, and return to Iraklion after a further
week. In the first week we went east to the large sheltered

anchorage of Spinalonga and anchored off
the town of Elounda. It is a magic place
and one of the best anchorages one could
wish for in a blow - good holding, and a
choice of anchorages. We spent several
days here while it blew hard from the
NNW. A car was hired which enabled
forays into the mountains. On the morning
I was persuaded to leave Oleander we
journeyed high into the mountains to the
fertile Lasithi Valley some 2,0o0 metres
above sea level. What scenery
Spectacular driving over winding moun-
tain roads, lovely temperature, a green
valley studded with windmills (water
pumps now mainly replaced by electrical
pumps), a sighting of a pair of golden
eagles, and herds of goats all a-jingle with
their bells.

Whilst in this area we made a short pas-
sage to Ayios Nikoloas, a very popular
town which now has an almost completed
new marina where we spent a night.

PHOTO: Brian Hegarty
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However we were glad to return to
Elounda the next day. One of the pleasures
of our anchorage off Elounda was the
presence of a green turtle which we saw
close to Oleander most days we were
there. Apparently they feed on mollusks,
crabs and sea urchins, and we must have
anchored in its territory. We were to see
another of these fine creatures off the
entrance to Rethimnon Harbour a week
later.

Anyway it was soon Saturday, the
barometer had risen, the wind had abated.
The Nixons had to catch an aeroplane at
Iraklion on Sunday evening, so soon after
o6oo Oleander put to sea. The day started
with a dead noser, WNW F4/5, but soon
changed to a flat calm. We visited the
barren island of Dhia, some 7 nautical
miles off Iraklion, for swims and lunch.
Then it was back to our berth at Iraklion to
see the Nixons off.

On Sunday June 5 we took a taxi to
Knossos to see the remains of the Minoan

Kapsali Harbour, as seen from Hora.

palace excavated over a period of 25 years by the English
archaeologist Sir Arthur Evans. Interesting in its conception and
so unlike anything Roman! For the next week we explored the
coast west to Khania. On the way west from Iraklion we spent a
night at the little harbour of Bali, on the west side of Ormos Bali.
On the way back we had called there again. It is a lovely, unspoilt
little place with a fine harbour.

It was Saturday June I I, and we were back in Iraklion at our
berth once more. This was our third weekend at Iraklion. We had
excellent service from the Port Police regarding a berth. The
purpose of this visit was yet another crew change. John Malcolm
departed for England on Friday evening, and daughter Lysbeth
on Saturday. Sunday morning, early, Peter Bunting (ICC) and
Elaine Thompson joined, and later in the evening, Rob d’Alton
(Icc).

In planning this year’s cruise and visit to Crete I had been
acutely conscious that the Meltemi sets in the Aegean for July
and August. Were the Meltemi to set in before we left Crete then
we would have a difficult climb to windward as in the area lower
Peleponnese to Crete it blows from the NW and strongly at that.

It was Monday June 13 and this next two weeks would be
about recovering the ’high’ ground - in face getting to Spetsai
Island at the northem entrance to the Argolikos Gulf.

We departed Iraklion none too early, but then we were only
going to Bali Harbour once more, some 20 nautical miles away.
I see from the log that it was a day of calm sea, faint zephyrs
from the NE, cloudless sky, hot - big bimini and engine!

Next day was on to Marathi, a little harbour where one
anchors off. Situated on the south shore of Akrotiti just NE of
the entrance to Soudha it is a fine sheltered anchorage with pre-
vailing NW’lies.

Departing Marathi, we kept close in to the high steep moun-
tainous shore of Akrotiti. Towards Khania were we moored stem
to the quay at o915. Passage over, the day hardly begun.

Saturday June t8 found us leaving Gramvousa, on the west
side of Crete, early, bound NW towards Kapsali in Kithera. The
breeze was untypically SW force 2 and a rolling lumpy sea was
coming in from the WNW sending a backwash off the cliff of
Crete. Our main was set to steady Oleander and in hope of a
breeze. In due time we passed Andikithera on our port side~ and
slightly altered course for Kapsali. The sea had smoothed, the
breeze was WNW force 3, easy going and making good
progress. By 153o we were berthed stem to the quay at the
Kapsali and Betty with Peter, Elaine and Rob went off sightsee-
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ing by taxi.
Next day, yet another day of cloudless sunshine, found us on

passage east about Kithera Island and then on course for Ak
Maleas, the southernmost point on this third prong of land jut-
ting out from the Peleponnese Peninsular. This passage, like the
one from the Mani Peninsular southeast to Kapsali, crosses a
main shipping route. Shipping to and from the Aegean passes
south of Ak Maleas, north of Kithera and south of the Mani
Peninsula. Both times we crossed this lane there was plenty of
shipping about. This day provided excellent visibility so that we
enjoyed the mountainous vista of the Peleponnese to the full.
Our planned stop was Monemvasia which is an island connect-
ed to the mainland by a man-made causeway. It is a gem not to
be missed if in these parts. The island is high and precipitous
with an old village nestling beneath the cliffs on its SE side. This
village may have been deserted at one time but is now being
restored. There is a fine climb up a man-made route to a church
on the very top of Monemvasia - only the fit get to heaven in
Greece! We moored stem to the old ferry pier to the north of the
causeway and this was fine because there was no wind. The
holding is not great, so with prevailing NW’lies blowing strong-
ly the better place is to the south of the causeway where one can
either anchor or use a new marina which has been built but
which does not figure as yet in Heikell’s book. Rob d’Alton
spent a night or two at Monemvasia on his return to Iraklion to
catch his plane home. It was blowing old boots from the north
to northwest, and Rob said that where we had moored was
absolutely untenable. All yachts were anchored to the south, or
in the marina.

This east Peleponnese coastline is a wonderful cruising area.
After leaving Monemvasia we stopped for lunch in a lovely snug
little inlet and township called Ieraka. It is quaint and unspoilt -
so unspoilt that I could not even buy a picture-postcard of the
place! We should have spent a night here but did not as we had
to press on to Kiparissi, another quaint little place. There are lots
of very small one-man fishing boats around these parts. They
never seem to catch much, coming ashore morning or evening
with what seems a small bag of fish.

Then it was on to Leonidhion, the limit for the flotilla sailors,
so it can get crowded, as would practically every other harbour
we would visit from this time until mid-September! It just means
that if one wishes to berth at the pier one needs to be in by ~6oo.

From Leonidhion we moved up the Argolikos Gulf, to
Astrous, a port we liked, to Navplion, a wonderful historic old
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fortified town and port, but the pong in the harbour is overpow-
ering and the mud on anchor and chain is something else. As a
result of the foregoing this harbour tends not to get overcrowd-
ed!

Friday June 24 found us at Beltiza Creek on Spetsai Island.
There are a great number of huge motor-yachts, and yachts, and
ferries, and water taxis, and Flying Dolphin hydrofoils and.., it
is hot, squashed and uncomfortable. We were there so that Peter
and Elaine, and later Rob, could travel home.

Now Betty and I were on our own and we had just over a week
before we would be joined by the Hunt family from Kinsale -
Keith (ICC), Poppy, Holly, Sam and Jaimie. We decided to
spend that week at Astrous.

Monday July 4 at 0730 the Hunt family arrived having beefi
travelling all night. My log says ’much swimming and excite-
ment’! We had a wonderful two weeks with them on board.
Starting at Astrous, the most notable ports of call were
Navplion, Ormos Zoyioryia (Spetsai), Ermioni, Idra, Poros,
Methana, Epidhavrous, Aegina and Kalamata. It was a leisurely
time as distances were modest. Our days followed a pattern of
swims before breakfast for some, a lunchtime anchorage for
serious swimming, and sometimes more swimming in the
evening depending on the port of call. Holly was a keen
snorkeller and collected many, many sea urchin shells of differ-
ent sizes and colours. Sam was boatswain to the tender, as well
as being our authority on matters pertaining to World Cup
Soccer. He ensured that we were ashore to watch all matches of
interest to us. Jaimie at four was a great little man in the water.
He started swimming off Oleander wearing his lifejacket. He
progressed to armbands, and before the two weeks were finished
was swimming unaided. What joy to watch such progress!

A few days prior to the Hunt family departure our eldest son,
Robin, joined us for a week. We took him to Epidhavrous for a
cultural visit to the Roman amphitheatre there. Then, while we
had three on board, we passed through the Corinth Canal
(IR£Ioo for Oleander), after which we based ourselves at
Corinth for a few days. We took our dose of culture by taking an
early-morning visit to the remains of ancient Corinth. Robin’s
week passed all too quickly and he had to leave us for home.

The weather had been a little unsettled so Tuesday July 26 at
o4oo found us getting quietly away from Corinth while condi-
tions were calm. We did a 5o-mile hop to Trizonia Island at the
west end of the Gulf of Corinth, a nice place with a good anchor-
age. Lizzies Yacht Club on the commanding site overlooking the

Fishing boats at Kiparissi.

anchorage is an attraction. A marina has been under construc-
tion for some years beside the village.

We lingered at Trizonia for five days before retracing our
steps to Galaxidi for a few days. From here we made an early
foray to Delphi. After Galaxidi, which was very hot, we returned
to Trizonia, then to Navpaktos for a few days. Navpaktos is
worth a visit. It is an old Roman walled harbour of great char-
acter. It gets packed with boats and crossed and fouled anchors
and chains are to be expected! Our windlass was now giving
quite a lot of bother. From Navpaktos I was able to fax an order
for parts to Simpson Lawrence in Glasgow who sent them to
Ronnie Barr in Newtownards who brought them out in early
September. Then it was on to Massalonghi on the north side of
the Gulf of Patras - a very unusual spot for Greece as it is very
low-lying and surrounded by miles of very shallow sea and
islets. The harbour is about a mile from the sea up a dredged
channel. One of Massalonghi’s claims to fame is as the place
where Lord Byron died in the 182os.

From Massalonghi we crossed the Gulf of Patras to Patras
itself, a busy ferryport. Here Alan and June Mackay joined
Oleander for a week’s cruising. Whilst they were with us we vis-
ited Zakinthos, and then cruised north and clockwise round
Cephalonia to Argostoli, Assos and Fiskardlo, and then north
about Ithaca to Kioni and Vathi. Alan and June had to leave us
on Saturday August 2o, so Betty and I were on our own again.

After several days based on Vathi we set off for Astakos - a
small ferryport on the mainland. Anchored at an island bay for
swims and lunch, we were surprised by Ann Bunting (ICC) and
John Clementson arriving alongside in John’s Sadler 34
Faustina. Later both Faustina and Oleander anchored off
Astakos for the night. For the next nine days we cruised in-com-
pany around the islands off Kastos, Kalamos, and Meganisi, as
well as Nidri and a bay on the mainland 5 nautical miles north
of Nidri. It was a leisurely enjoyable time, lots of swimming,
meals on each others’ yachts, a day ashore at Nidri when we
hired two small motorbikes and explored Levkas island. Then it
was time for Ann to leave and Faustina headed north to Corfu
so that Ann could catch her plane.

Now with Ronnie and Hazel Barr (ICC) aboard, Oleander
departed Nidri for two weeks’ cruising which would finish at
Corfu. As hitherto our cruising day followed the pattern of an
anchorage for lunch and swims, and then on to our overnight
anchorage. First we turned south from Nidri to Sivota - the
Fiskardlo (Cephalonia), Port Polis (Ithaca), Pere Pigadhi

(Ithaca), Vathi (Ithaca), Frikes (Ithaca),
Kastos, Port Leone (Kalamos), Levkas,
Vonitsa (Kolpos Amvrakikos), Salaoros
(K Amvrakikos), Preveza, Paxos and
finally Gouvia Marina (Corfu).

September is, of course, a most pleas-
ant month in Greece. Most of the Italian
boats have returned to Italy so it is some-
what less crowded. Also the nights are
cooler which makes it that much better for
sleeping.

Ronnie had brought the spare parts for
the windlass, so we spent a whole day at
Fiskardlo dismantling and reconstructing
the windlass. I don’t think I could have
managed this task successfully without
Ronnie’s engineering knowledge. For me
it was yet another ’learning curve’.

Eventually it was all reassembled and
has worked’a charm’ ever since. The meal
ashore that evening was well earned.
Whilst there we met up with Clare (ICC)
and Ciaran Foley, cruising with their
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friend Tony Vernon on his Mystic 60. This cruise we resisted the
temptation to overnight at Kioni. We had already been to this
favourite spot several times, but went on instead to Frikes, a little
harbour and town of character at the head of a gulf. Its well
worth an overnight stay, but one needs to be in early to get a
berth. Another dream place for us is Port Leone on the island of
Kalamos, a lovely peaceful anchorage. The village stands in a
decaying state having been abandoned after an earthquake in
I953 which apparently destroyed the water supply. The church
stands proudly in the little township, cared for by residents from
the town of Kalamos further along the island. Maybe people, or
relatives of people who had once inhabited Port Leone. There is
a sense of caring in this place, even though deserted.

I had never been to Preveza and Kolpos Amvrakikos, the
inland sea east of Preveza, so looked forward to exploring it. We
spent one night at Vonitsa, and a night at Preveza. We liked
Vonitsa, nestling beneath yet another Venetian fort. Two logger-
head turtles were sighted, one off Preveza and another at
Salaoros. Whilst anchored these turtles would surface quite
close to us almost as if curious about us. I think we will return
to this place and explore it in more detail on another occasion.
We left Preveza at daybreak and had the anchor down at
Mongonisi, Paxos, soon after midday. The island of Paxos has
always been one of our favourite places so we spent two nights
here. From Mongonisi we overnight at Gaious; then lunchtime
at Longos and the next overnight at Lakka. Like all of Greece
roadworks have been extensive. Now a ro-ro ferry operates into
Paxos and there is a notable increase in cars and in development
on the island. Nevertheless it is still a lovely place.

And so it was on to Corfu Old Harbour where Betty left us
for home, and then Ronnie and Hazel. I was now joined by
Michael O’Farrell (Rear Comm ICC) and Jack O’Hare for the

final cruise of the season which would take us back to Sibari in
southern Italy.

First, however, we would go south for a little cruise on the
mainland, then to Paxos, back to Corfu, then to two islands north
of Corfu, and then on to Italy. The barometer had fallen and in
Gouvia we had thunderstorms - thunder, lightning and heavy
rain. As we left Gouvia on Tuesday September 2o it was inclined
to brighten and did. Our first night was spent in the bay of
lgoumenitsa. We had looked at the port and decided it was no
place for a yacht. From Igoumenitsa we lunch-stopped at the
Sivota Islands and then on to Parga where we enjoyed an anchor-
age behind an island all to ourselves. Then on a lovely fine day
again (barometer up again) we crossed a glassy sea to Paxos to
enjoy the four ports of call once again. At Lakka on this occa-
sion we met Arve Osmundsvaag (ICC) from Galway, sailing
with friends on a Norwegian HR352, Hera II. Then it was back
to Corfu Old Harbour stopping at Levkimmis for lunch and
swims.

Leaving Corfu Old Harbour the plan was to overnight at
Othoni Island, but before that I wished to visit the island of
Erikoussa which was new to me. We anchored in 5 metres at
South Bay, Erikoussa, a lovely sandy bay. It is less rugged than
Othoni, not as high and more verdant it seems. We will return
here another time. In the evening we anchored at Ormos Ammos
within the harbour at Othoni. Sheltering breakwaters have been
extended since my last visit here in Safari of Howth, and we
were told that more is planned. Next day we departed Greece for
this year, on passage to Santa Maria di Leuca on the very heel of
Italy, 48 nautical miles to the west, then to Gallipoli.

On Wednesday September 28 we are back at Sibari Marina,
having covered a modest 2,430 nautical miles for our summer in
Greece. Halcyon days !
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36’ 6" Motor Sailer

Designed by Ronnie Barr
AND REPRODUCED WITH THE KIND PERMISSION

OF A RILEY OF NEWCASTLE Co DOWN.

Length Overall: 36’ 6" (I t.3m)
Designed Waterline: 33’ o" (IO.O6m)

Beam (maximum): I2’ 6" (3.8xm)
Draft: Aft 4’ IO" Fr’rd 3’ 4"

(I.47m/t.2o2m)
Sail Area: 644ft"
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It’s a Long Way to Brittany

Mike Balmforth

Quarterwave, a Contessa 38, sailed from the Clyde in late June
to Camaret with a strong crew: son Desmond Balmforth; Ewan
McCullough and Justin Stogdale, his fellow instructors from
Tighnabruaich Sailing School; and all-round sailor and neigh-
bour John Conley.

We set off with high hopes of a fast passage at midnight on
24th June. It came as something of a cruel blow when the wind
swung to the SW a couple of hours later, slowing our progress
so that we only cleared Ailsa Craig at t loo -just 35 miles in [ [
hours. We should have been motoring, not being puritanical - it
was, after all, a delivery trip.

Things looked up at this point. The promised nor’wester
arrived, piped up to 25 knots, and propelled us rapidly past
Corsewall Point to the Copelands - another 44 miles, this time
in under 6 hours!

We had almost every kind of weather after that - 6 hours’
calm, then a 35-knot southerly off Skerries, but the anticipation
of popping into Howth before lunch on Sunday for a short,
sociable stop was a good morale-booster. We made it by I 120,
almost 36 hours for the passage.

We left Howth at oloo in a light southerly after a good
Sunday dinner, motor-sailed to Arklow, where we tied up beside
Verve for breakfast, a sleep, and some running repairs to a chafed
Autohelm cable and a hatch leak, before resuming our journey
at I4OO.

Thanks to a very spring tide, a flat mainsail, and Mr Volvo,
we made meteoric progress southward, tacking through about
5°0 over the ground, and making Rosslare by 2o2o.

By now this was becoming a bit of a routine - sail (or motor-
sail) for six hours, then eat and sleep for another six! It covers
the ground, is quite painless, but with no convenient harbours
between Rosslare and the Scillies, that routine had to change.

Thanks to the helpful co-operation of Arklow Harbour
Office, and the promise to pay £35 for the privilege, we had
obtained a hand-wrought forecast by fax from the Met Service
in Dublin. It promised continuing southerlies, with a risk of
gales, veering westerly at an unspecified later time. We set off
anyway at o4oo on the next tide, passed the Tuskar at sunrise
propelled rapidly south by another of those brisk tides. The wind
was southerly 4, the weather dull, the glass dropping, and we
wondered what this pleasure-sailing was all about.

Dawn saw us reaching in a F6 westerly at eight point some-
thing knots under almost full sail.

Then up went the cry: "Dolphins!" Everyone tumbled on
deck, and as if to help us celebrate better winds, we were briefly
escorted by a school of dolphins, which as ever had an uncanny
uplifting effect on morale - a good feeling that lingered until the
excitement of the Scillies landfall took over.

This windy episode had been the first chance to use our
newly-installed cutter rig in earnest - and we were well pleased.
The staysail (on a roller system) balances the double reefed
mainsail well, does not suffer the inefficiencies of a well-rolled

genoa, is easy to handle, and there is no risk of it coming
unrolled- a sure recipe for disaster! We had fitted checkstays to
balance the inner forestay, and these were tensioned by Kevlar
tails via lead blocks to the otherwise unused spinnaker winches.
It is a seamanlike set-up, and highly recommended as a proper
heavy weather option for the short-handed yacht with a roller
genoa - and that’s most of us!

Threading our way into St Mary’s from the north required a
degree of attention, for the rocks are a Ioretaste of those to come
in Brittany -jagged, and situated in the most unlikely places!
We made it into Hughtown Bay, and dropped the hook at o7oo
- a 27-hour leap down the Celtic fringe, and the longest passage
of the trip.

We weren’t anchored long when a cheery assistant harbour-
master came along to collect the dues for that quasi-Celt the
Duke of Cornwall and Earl of Rothesay. It was a good-
humoured affair, however, and the bill was settled at £5 for half

Brittany coast. PHOTO: Mike BalmJbrth
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a day, for we suddenly decided that we must visit some of the
parts that harbourmasters do not reach!

So, after a brief reconnaissance of the inadequate harbourside
showers, we had a look round the town, bought some water, fuel
and stores, enjoyed superb showers at the campsite (on Garrison
Hill, not averse to British or Irish yachtsmen, not so keen on
French) and cleared out to the South Bay at St Agnes, where we
had a rewarding run ashore on this most charming island.

By now the weather pattern had totally changed. The ridge

Gigha

Isles of
Scilly

Outward delivery
Smith cruise

.............. Balmforth cruise
Homeward passage

La Rochelle

that had followed our wave into the Scillies was well estab-
lished, it was fiat calm, and we enjoyed a good meal before set-
ting off under power at 2I IO, with the objective of reaching
Ushant at the right time in its tidal regime!

We motored until 0600, when the first whisper of an easterly
ruffled the water, and built over the next couple of hours to a
pleasant F4, giving us a fast fetch for the second half of our chan-
nel crossing. Crossing the shipping lanes was interesting, and
without problems, but if it had been poor visibility... !

Before noon we saw the slim pencil of the Crea’ch radar
tower on the bow, by 1340 it was abeam, and after a quick reach
down Ushant’s awesome western coast, we turned cautiously
into Lampaul Bay, the approaches to which are guarded by very
fine lighthouses, but completely devoid of any guide to the loca-
tion of the many outlying rocks! No wonder one local industry
is selling prints of the numerous wreck locations!

As a first port of call Lampaul could not be nicer. Free visitor
moorings, a pleasant village atmosphere, useful shops and that
strong maritime atmosphere that only exists in such places make
one feel at home. Better still, instead of landing straight into
mainland marinas, there was the added opportunity to explore
the archipelago that lies between here and France!

So we spent the next day pottering. Through the Passage de
Fromveur- and if you are a collector of serious tides, it is not to
be missed - and through the rocks to Tie de Mol~ne, a gem of a
spot with a good harbour, a supermarket, a lifeboat museum,
and, being part of the Celtic fringe, a church of St Ronan, no less.
My, but these saints got around!

Now we were on the last lap of the first leg (whatever that may
mean), and it only remained to take the last of the ebb through
the Four to Camaret. It goes without saying that rock-threading
in these parts is a bit of a navigation class, so this is a good time
to admit to having the Yachtsman’s Friend aboard in the shape
of a hand-held GPS receiver!

By I9OO we were tied up in a crowded Camaret Marina,
which was full of English yachts pausing on passage. We, how-
ever, were looking out for some French friends that we had met
at Waterford the previous year, and with whom we had arranged
a rendezvous. Sure enough, they arrived just after us. They
(Andre and Franqoise Levassor) sail a Sancerre 36, and, being
from Nantes and based in the Morbihan, were able to give us
some invaluable advice for the coming month, and most useful
of all, a copy of the restaurant guide for yachtsmen published by
Le Bateau. Don’t cruise in France without it!

This first stage of our voyaging ended with a splendid multi-
national three-crew dinner, which marked the beginning of the
Smith family (our co-owners’) cruise (see itinerary), which was
destined to end at La Rochelle three weeks later.

It did not seem long before I was again driving the length of
Britain, crossing the channel by ferry, and then heading south to
La Rochelle for the start of the holiday. (A delivery trip is, of
course, not counted as such!).

Our complement for the first part of the cruise was self,
Alison Balmforth, and Willy and Penny Scott. Willy and I sailed
5o5s in the dark ages, whilst Penny’s only cruising experience
was a trip to St Kilda with us the previous year - a trip she is
reluctant to admit she enjoyed!

La Rochelle was humming with activity when we arrived. A
major youth championship, to be sailed in 42os and Hobie Cats
was about to commence, which involved unwrapping hundreds
of new - yes, new - boats, and they occupied most of the car
park. By dint of bending a few rules (and a bit of the barrier) we
got close enough to effect the gear changeover, said goodbye to
our co-owners, and set about stowing ship, and finding le restau-
rant!

Next day (Thursday 2 [ st July) we took the water taxi across
to the old town, and found ourselves queuing next to John and
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Joan Glow (ICC - 8C/R Feolinn/) They were unhurriedly sail-
ing back from northern Spain.

By now we felt it was time to leave, partly prompted by the
over-wann microclimate of Les Minimes marina basin, and
partly by the fact thai our paid-up lime was over! We cast off at
t7oo, and motored quietly down the channel, along the south
shore of ile de Re, and anchored about three hours later m the
Anse du Martray, a wide bay sheltered by rocks at low tide, and
ideal m the north-east wind that would have made the usual
anchorages on the north side untenable.

Friday saw us under way at o745 - ii was a hmg way to ile de

Yeu, and we wanted to make the most of the breeze, even if we
were close hauled. The wind came and went, typical of offshore
winds, but ten hours later we were anchored in Port de la Meule,
on the south side of the island.

One could hardly think of a nicer first port of call, even if the
North Biscay Pilot warns of poor holding in places. We dis-
missed that as unlikely to trouble the likes of us, and proceeded
to drag steadily back out to sea! Half an hour later, with two
anchors down (as recommended) we were ready to investigate
the culinary delights ashore.

Port de la Meule is a small place, but it has two restaurants.
The one nearest the harbour is dearer, and that I oo yards up the
lane - Restaurant de la C6te Sauvage - a little less so. Keen to
acknowledge these benefits of competition we enjoyed a splen-
did meal, laughed ourselves silly over some unrepeatable banter.

Next morning it was more sunshine flom a cloudless sky, and
no wind, so we pottered round to Port Joinville to faire le shop-
ping, and so on. The marina here is full lo the gills, but you can
buy fuel, lay alongside the quay, and then enter the wet dock, the
gates of which open for a couple hours around HW. In all a Sauzon, Belle ile. PHOTO: Mike Balmfi~rth
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St Agnes, Isles of Scilly.

handy spot, particularly as water is on tap, and the fishermen will
happily swap a bucket of ice for a can of beer.

The town, which is severely invaded by trippers in the middle
of the day, is most attractive, but we were not acclimatised to the
heat, which was fine at sea, but definitely not so in harbour.

So we got away at 0745 next moming, bound for Ile Hoedic,
the next island to the north. Again we were lucky to get a breeze
for most of the day, and covered all but the last 9 of the 46 miles
under sail.

As anyone who has cruised in this area will know, both Ile
Houat (Duck Island) and Ile Hoedic (Duckling Island) are a
delight to visit, even if it is an experience shared with more
yachts than you have ever seen in a few square miles!

Whilst Houat has quite a township, Hoedic has that slightly
disorganised air beloved by the true island connoisseur. Its a bit
like Inishbofin or Tory Island - even to the chip shop, except this
one served poulet rrti et frites, which sounded much posher, and
was eagerly purchased!

We were now in the wake of the ICC cruise, an event we
would like to have joined, but could not have got away at that
time. In fact, we never saw another Irish or Scottish yacht - but
there were enough of every other nationality to make up for that.

It was Monday 25th July, and we were now in the cruising
heartland - or more accurately the cruising playpen of Brittany.
One dull and quiet weekday we counted over 40 sails around the
horizon, and in the Morbihan the boats were packed like sar-
dines. And who could blame them - the sheltered waters, sub-
lime climate, and fine facilities everywhere are in stark contrast
to what we are more used to.

After being tourists for a day around Houat, we made for the
Morbihan, taking the tide up to ile aux Moines, impressed by
this super-Strangford. We enjoyed another good meal ashore,
and got up early to have a jaunt around the islands, before drop-
ping into Port du Crouesty for water, fuel, ice, food and drink. It
may be an oddly artificial place, but is fine and handy for the
storing; we were in and out in jig time, and offto Belie lie before
lunch.

The light breeze was dead ahead, as was the tide, so we un-
ashamedly motored quietly to the south west, through the
Passage du Beniguet, and explored the somewhat inhospitable
coast between Le Palais and Sauzon, the scenery of which was
considerably enhanced by two topless (female) bathers aboard a
small cruiser in what they thought was a secluded cove! We
arrived and dropped the hook at Sauzon at 163o.

Sauzon is clustered round a drying har-
bour, with the choice of a slightly-exposed
anchorage just outside the breakwater, or
the usual Brittany scrum round a couple of
visitor mooring buoys. We opted to
anchor, and went ashore for a pleasant
stroll round what was voted the prettiest
port so far.

Next morning (Wednesday July 27th)
the previous day’s sou’westerly, which
would have been perfect for the passage to
ile de Groix, had disappeared, so once
again we were motoring. We had been
struck by the dearth of life in these seas.
The contrast with home waters is com-
plete, for we had never seen so few
seabirds. Indeed, on this passage we could
see very little of anything, for with the
glassy calm came even hazier conditions.
We were maritime tourists with no sights
to see!

Port Tudy was disembarkation point for
the Scotts. We waved off our Irish crew on
the Lorient ferry.

So now we were two, and we decided to press on to the
Glenans, for we had arranged our rendezvous with the Scottish
crew - Alison’s sister Doris, husband David and son Alistair, at
Morgat on Friday, almost mo miles away.

Strange place, Les Iles de Glenans. We thought we had seen
a lot of yachts at Houat, but this was the ultimate maritime car-
avan park. There were hundreds of small sailing cruisers anchor-
ed in every imaginable nook and cranny of the archipelago. As
it was approaching dinner time, there was hardly a soul to be
seen on any deck, so we thought that getting a seat in the restau-
rant was going to be a problem. But, when we got ashore - it was
deserted! We were almost the only diners in one of the estab-
lishments, and the other did not serve evening meals!

We learned that the shore establishments were totally geared
to the daytripper trade, and the yotters all ate aboard, which
explained the overwhelming cooking aroma in the anchorage!

Pilotage amongst the Glenans is more straightforward than it
at first seems, and we also observed the locals’ answer to the lim-
ited anchoring space in La Chambre - wait until the last vedette
leaves, then anchor in their buoyed fairway!

Next morning (Thursday 28th July) we left at o93o by the
west channel, the most direct route for Penmarc’h Point, with
the prospect of a sail, for during the night a front had passed, and
a F3 nor’westerly looked like giving us a nice fetch to the west,
followed by some close hauled sailing up to the Raz. The tide
was with us for a while, but as we came onto the wind at
Penmarc’h, the tide became adverse, and the wind piped up as
well.

Once well clear of the point we tacked in and out of the Bay
of Audierne, and when it seemed that we might not get to the
Raz by turn of tide, simply carried a port tack right into the outer
harbour at Audierne, well-sheltered in this wind, and anchored.

Audierne is one of these place that one might easily miss in
the rush from Raz de Sein to Benodet. It is well worth a stop,
either to anchor in the pleasant bay behind the breakwater, from
where it is a 2o-minute trip by dinghy into the town, or by head-
ing upriver (after half flood) to the municipal marina in the town
centre, where there is depth at LW.

It was an early start next morning to catch the tide at the Raz.
Once again there was no wind, so we motored beneath the cliffs
to arrive at Pointe du Raz at o740, and given the quiet conditions,
took the opportunity of diving through the Passe de Trouziard.
The North Biscay Pilot gives a pretty strong caution about this
channel, which is inside all but one of the rocky islets off the
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point, but as it was near slack water, it was
no more difficult than any other tide-girt
short cut.

We arrived at Morgat at IO45, and pre-
pared to change the oil - the price one
pays for much motoring - and found the
reason tbr the slight loss of coolant
noticed over the past few days. The heat
exchanger bracket had fractured, leaving
it hanging by its push fit pipes! Quick,
what is the French for weld?

By the end of the afternoon, thanks to a
helpful garage, the bracket was welded,
the exchanger re-fitted, the oil changed,
the new crew aboard, and the skipper
exhausted! However, we were ready lbr
our last few days in Brittany, and the pas-
sage home.

David had never been cruising, so he
had offered to indulge his hobby, and
liking for French food, and do all the
cooking. As he said, he did not know the
ropes, but he could probably find his way lie de Sein.
around the galley. No-one disagreed! We
prepared to be indulged.

We had by now visited every offshore island from La
Rochelle northwards, so a look at Ile de Sein was almost manda-
tory, and well worth the slight detour. This charming place holds
great fascination for the French, who come in droves in day trip
boats, and many of whom have holiday homes there.

We anchored offthe lifeboat slip, enjoyed a stroll through the
narrow alleys of a village huddled on a tiny patch of land, and
had a peaceful night. Next morning a breeze from the south-west
propelled us 2o miles north to Ile de Mol6ne, which we
approached by leaving Les Pierres Noires to starboard, and then
weaving round Vielle Noir and through the Passe de la Chimere.
By now, thanks to the GPS and the large scale SHOM chart of
the area, which shows every imaginable detail, we were rock-
hopping with impunity.

Although, with the benefit of hindsight, we should have
stayed put in the secure and sheltered harbour of Ile de Molbne,
the only shop was shut, so we decided to press on to Ushant for
our last night in France. We made our way out past the rocks of
the south-west channel, which concentrated the mind wonder-
fully!

Unfortunately, the south-west breeze had become a bit more
substantial, and we learned the weather limits of Lampaul
anchorage the hard way, getting some involuntary acclimatisa-
tion for our channel crossing as we pitched at the mooring all
night! We did, however, find the boulangerie open.

The tide served best at the convenient time of o90o, and the
forecast was for SW 4-5, so after careful preparations we slipped
the mooring at o9oo and punched our way out of the bay. Once
round the comer it was a different story, tbr a soldier’s wind and
a couple of knots of fair tide had us galloping northward towards
the Scillies on a three sail reach. No, we hadn’t set the spinnaker
- the third sail was the staysail!

By 17 I5 we were halfway, and even though the wind backed
into the south, and dropped a little, we continued to make good
time, raising the Bishop and Round Island lights just after dusk,
closing St Mary’s Sound shortly after midnight, and groped our
way through the Sound into Hughtown bay in the pitch black to
anchor at o135. A most satisfactory passage - 304 miles on the
chart, and logged, in 16 hours 35 minutes.

Visits to the water bowser, supermarket, butcher, laundrette
and pub restored complete order in all departments, and after
lunch we pottered over to St Agnes, to introduce everyone else
to its delights. A good walk finally shook off the sea legs, so to

PHOTO: Mike Balmforth

speak, and an hour in the pub solved the puzzle about how an
island with a handful of inhabitants could support such a fine
establishment. The answer was the succession of motor launch-
es that brought drinkers and diners by the score.

Not long after low water the next morning (Wednesday 3rd
August) we set off for New Grimsby Harbour. Too early, as it
turned out, for there was about six inches too little water on
Tresco Flat, where we made an involuntary stop for morning
coffee! After a short stop at anchor, a walk ashore on Bryher and
a spot of lunch, we got away at I3IO hoping to pick up the first
of the north-going tide at the Tuskar next afternoon.

We had a grand sail for the first twelve hours, running happi-
ly north under spinnaker. Not long after midnight that wind
began to desert us, and after the usual wrestling match with the
spinnaker in the dark, we resorted to engine at 0320 until the
breeze returned at o8oo. By lunch we had the kite up again, and
the Tuskar came abeam at 36oo, just as the tide began to make.

At Arklow the wind again deserted us (southerlies are only
reliable when they are headwinds), making us motor past
Wicklow Head with the last of the tide, and then beach-hop north
to Howth, where we tied up at o445, Thursday 4th.

At this point we were back to social sailing, for the Harbison
and Watson families were off to Brittany a week later, so a brief-
ing dinner was deemed essential! I hope they remembered more
about it than I did.

Next day we had a light headwind, so motor-sailed quietly
north, putting in at Ardglass where Doris and David were meet-
ing friends, then flying home from Belfast. Young Alistair
stayed aboard. It was the weekend of Ardglass festival and the
place was jumping - literally - for the star attraction of the week
was bungee jumping, which was taking place a few yards from
our berth. We went for a walk!

On our return we were delighted to find Reiver (Peter
Williams, ICC) tied alongside. They were on their way south for
a West Cork cruise, and needed no excuse to toast the end of our
cruise, the beginning of theirs, the Balmforth wedding anniver-
sary (that was three drinks - but I think we thought up some
more reasons!).

Next morning the tide commanded an early start if we were
to have the best of the ebb from the Copelands to the Mull. We
set off at 0620, and had a mixed day of sailing and motoring as
the easterly breeze came and went (easterlies are only reliable
when they are headwinds!). Ninety miles and fourteen hours
later we dropped the hook in Ardminish Bay, Gigha.
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The next day was a milk run. We had planned to leave
Quarterwave with Jon Fitzgerald at Oban Yacht Services to do
some west coast sailing before the season’s end, so we motored
up the east side of the Sound of Jura to avoid the initially adverse
tide, then enjoyed a good push from the flood from the
MacCormaig Isles right to our destination. It would have been
nicer to have had a good sail to end with, but the enforced alter-
native enabled us to have everything shipshape before we got to
the mooting.

It had been our longest cruise in recent years. The ship had

covered 1,877 miles, and I had enjoyed being aboard for 1,43r

of them! The logistical problems of successive crew changes
were well worth tackling.

It is just a pity that those sunny sailing waters are so far away.
Sometimes I wish I lived in West Cork, although if I did I sup-
pose I might want to cruise in the Shetlands!

DELIVERY: Clyde to Camaret

Toward
to Howth
to Arklow
to Rosslare
to Hugh Town (chart distance)
to St Agnes
to Lampaul
to Ile de Mol~ne
to Camaret

TOTALS

Miles under sail: 408
Miles under power: 91
Miles under power and sail: 60

BALMFORTH CRUISE:

La Rochelle
to Anse de Martray
to Port de la Meule
to Port Joinville
to Ile Hoedic
to Ile Houat
to Tie aux Moines
to Port Crouesty
to Sauzon
to Port Tudy
to Ties de Glenan
to Audierne
to Morgat
to Ile de Sein
to Ile de Mol~ne
to Lampaul
to Hugh Town
to St Agnes
to Bryher
to Howth
to Ardglass
to Gigha
to Oban

TOTALS

Miles under sail: 449.
Miles under power: 225
Miles under power and sail: I98

QUARTERWAVE I994

Log Distance Time Speed

2,830
3,037 207 35.33 5-9
3,O7I 34 6.50 5.2
3,105 34 6.33 5-4
3,276 I45 21 .oo 6.9
3,279 3 o.8o 3.8
3,385 lO6 17.3o 6.I
3,398 I3 2.7o 4.8
3,415 17 3.50 4.9

559 93.46 6.o

3835
3848 I3 2.75 4.7
3905 57 lO.OO 5.7
3916 i1 2.00 5.5
3962 46 8.50 5.4
3969 7 1.25 5.6
3983 14 2.25 6.2
3993 IO 1.5o 6.7
4o13 2o 4.oo 5.o
4036 23 4.80 6.i
4059 23 4.25 5.4
4Io3 44 7.00 6.3
4128 25 4.40 5.7
4147 I9 4.1o 4.6
4175 28 5.50 5.I
4186 II 1.75 0.3
4289 lO3 16.25 6.3
419I 2 0.50 4.0
4295 4 I.oo 4.o
4509 214 39.50 5.4
4572 63 IO.75 5.9
4663 9I I4.OO 6.5
4707 44 7.00 6.3

I52.05872 5.7

Power/Sail

Sail & Motor
M/Sail
M/Sail
Sail
Motor
Sail
Motor
M/Sail

Motor
Sail
Motor
Sail
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Sail
Motor
Motor
Sail & Motor
Motor
Sail
Motor
Motor
Sail & Motor
Motor Sail
Motor
Motor
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Jacaranda’s Cruise to the Normandy Beaches

Bob Gilmore

Jacaranda is a Nauticat 40, a ketch, very strong, seaworthy and
well fitted out. It is luxurious inside, and has all possible elec-
tronic aids to navigation - radar, with interfaced Decca, and a
Cetrek Chart Plotter, incorporating GPS.

The crew: Ron and Renee Green, joint owners and skippers;
Connie and myself, Bob Gilmore, helping. We are all retired.
The ladies between them provisioned the boat, and shared the
cooking, and I did most of the navigating.

The principal objective for Ron was to revisit the Normandy
beaches, in the 5oth anniversary year of his original landing on
Sword Beach, with the first wave of tanks to arrive on June 6th,
1944.
Saturday 3oth July.
By 23.30 the wind had abated to an easy southerly F2-3, so we
took on diesel and, with Ron and Renee taking the first watch,
we began our passage southwards.

We had previously agreed that on passages of more than a few
hours, we would have five watches in the 24 hours, namely: mid-
night to o4oo; o4oo to o8oo; o8oo to t4oo; ~4oo to 2ooo, and
2ooo to 24oo. The watches were to be by "families’, ie the
Greens taking one, the Gilmores the other. This is a scheme
which works extremely well, and means that the night watches
are not too long, but long enough for everyone, when they get
used to the rhythm, to get adequate sleep. Also, during the day,
we can all meet up for meals, and with an odd number of watch-
es, the time rotates every day.
Sunday 3lst July.
The rest of the night passed uneventfully, but the wind was now

New Grimsby Harbour, Tresco. Looking NW, Cromwell’s Castle to right. PHOTO: B Gilmore

too light to be of much use, being from the south, Fo-2 most of
the time, with a rare ’gust’ in the morning to F4, also ’on the
nose’. So this was all motoring or motor-sailing, the powerful
Ford engine of the Nauticat allowing us to keep up a very steady

7 knots. The morning was beautifully sunny. Rockabill Light-
house was passed at about m.5o, and at I5.OO, as we passed west
of Bray Bank, it had clouded over and was now raining, becom-
ing very heavy in the next hour. Wicklow Head was abeam at
I7.oo, right on our schedule, and our speed over the ground
began to creep up.

We passed through showers and sun, and the evening became
cold. The Tuskar Rock was abeam at about 22.30, and for the
remainder of the night, the wind was variable, mostly very light,
but, for such light winds, ] don’t think I have ever seen such
rough seas, with a very uncomfortable motion, not much
improved by hoisting sails. It was cold, with occasional clear
skies. We spent a lot of the time in the small hours dodging a
fleet of trawlers.
Monday ISt August.
In the morning, the wind filled in and veered to westerly F4,
occasionally up to 6, so we took in a reef, and of course the sea
got rougher, not easing until the Scillies were in sight. By I4.OO,
the sun appeared and the sea became much calmer. Our landfall
was Round Island Lighthouse, and we entered New Grimsby
Harbour at ~9.oo, where we were to spend the next three days
before sailing for Falmouth and then Dartmouth, Weymouth,
and on to Poole.
Monday 8th August.

Gales were forecast for Portland, and
boats were crowding into the town quay in
very large numbers. All along the quay,
boats were rafted up to six abreast, and
with very little fore and aft spacing.
Warps, boards and fenders had to be
tended all night, as with the SE’Iy gale,
there was a severe swell sweeping into the
harbour. Heavy weather kept us in Poole
for the next two days - especially as
Jacaranda was the inner boat of the very
tight raft. At last, on Wednesday ioth
August, we were able to move, and in the
middle of the day slipped down to
Saltem’s Marina, nearer the exit from
Poole Harbour, ready for our passage to
Cherbourg the next day. After our restless
berth at the town quay, it was a relief to
have a quiet night at a pontoon in pleasant
surroundings. This would not, however, be
a good place to stay for long - the charge
per night was £3o!
Thursday lIth August.
There were three low pressure areas, but
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not very deep, and not coming our way,
and the forecast at 05.55 for Wight,
Portland, Plymouth was for N, occasion-
ally variable, F3, becoming NW F4 or 5,
so we judged it reasonable to set off on the
76-mile passage to Cherbourg. We cast off
at 06.20, and 20 minutes later were
through the entrance of Poole Harbour.
The wind was N’ly 1-2, so once again,
sailing was not a useful means of propul-
sion. It was a lovely day, and the chalk
cliffs were beautiful, including Old Harry
at Handfast Point. At noon, the wind
became S’ly 1-2 - even worse for sailing
to our due-south destination. The visibili-
ty at sea level was only I-2 miles, in spite
of a warm, bright sun, and this applied
until we rounded the mole at the western
entrance to Cherbourg’s outer harbour, at
16.20. We tied up in the large marina,
where there seemed to be plenty of room
for visitors, at 17.00. It is the only all-tide
marina in this part of northern France. We
had anticipated some trouble in finding
berths in Normandy at this time of the
year, but nowhere did we have any diffi-
culty in getting placed. We found
Cherbourg quite a pleasant place to
wander around, and our berth was quite
near to the town.
Saturday I3th August.
From now on we had to be careful in
timing our departures, as all the harbours
to the east are tidal. The most practical
way to cruise them is from west to east, as
otherwise one could not easily stem the
tide and time a passage to arrive close to
high tide. Our next port of call was St
Vaast-la-Hogue, about halfway down the
east coast of the Cotentin Peninsula. At
lO.45, we cast off and left Cherbourg by
the eastern entrance, having hoisted main
and genoa in the outer harbour. It was one
of those beautiful sunny days we were
having so many of on this cruise. The
wind was northerly, with a very strong
east-going tide, so we soon had to change
to starboard tack to bypass a buoyed area

St Vaast-la-Hogue, looking south - low tide. PHOTO: B Gilmore

with wrecks. At Pierre Noir (W cardinal buoy), we turned onto
an E by N course, and by t3.oo were rounding the Pointe de
Barfleur, cleating by two miles to avoid the Barfleur race. From
then on, the wind lessened, and we had to furl the genoa. We
rounded Tatihou Island, S of St Vaast-la-Hogue at I4.oo, and
then crossed an area marked green on the chart! There was
plenty of water at this stage of the tide, we successfully passed
the long breakwater, and entered the harbour through the open
lock. The marina was quite crowded, but we managed to get a
berth. A group of yachts, dressed overall, of the Royal Lyming-
ton Yacht Club, on their annual outing, used up a considerable
proportion of the berths for the bigger boats.

St Vaast is a very pretty, unspoiled village, but in I982 the
harbour was enlarged, dredged and lock gates were installed,
changing it from a sleepy fishing village to an important yacht-
ing centre. It is still, though, very attractive. The gates are open
from HW -2 to +3, but at extreme neaps, they may be open for
as much as t 2 hours less at each end. The facilities are good, and
there are plenty of restaurants. We had a meal in the centre of the
town on Saturday evening. Monday I5th was the Feast of the

St Vaast-la-Hogue, looking south - high tide. PHOTO: B Gilmore

Assumption, so that it was a festive weekend. On Sunday, large
numbers of craft of all kinds took what seemed to be most of the
population out of the harbour, to Ile Tatihou, or on trips round
the offshore islands, and in 3 or 4 hours they all returned.
Monday 15th August.
Ten minutes after the gates opened, after allowing the conges-
tion to lessen, we cast off at i4.45, bound for the inland town of
Carentan, 22nm away. It was another perfect day, apart from
being, as usual, windless.

We sailed inside the Iles Marcouf, and fairly close inshore,
passing quite close to Utah Beach, one of the American landing
places on D-Day. The impressive American War Memorial was
visible on the skyline. We passed the fairway buoy at I6.3o, and
soon were motoring along the well-marked drying channel,
leading to the canal into Carentan. The buoys are moved as nec-
essary to allow for the shifting sands. It was fairly slow going
against the ebb, but it was a pretty journey through low-lying
marshy land, with a wildlife reserve on our starboard hand. This
area is largely under water in winter. It reminded Connie and me
very much of the bayous of Louisiana, which we had cruised a
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few times in recent years, in our son’s boat, Teal. Access to the
lock is limited to HW -2 to +3 hours, but the channel is limited
to a draft of 12 metres at neaps, 2m at springs. We had to wait
for the lock gates to open, and 15 minutes later tied up to a pon-
toon at the small marina in Carentan - a beautiful rural setting
on the edge of the town. This is an uncrowded harbour, but for
the 7th consecutive year, it has won the label ’Port Bleu
d’Europe’. Quite a few boats from the south of England make
Carentan their base for the year, largely because of the high
marina costs at home. It was an attractive little town to explore,
and I would say that it was our favourite stop on this cruise.
Among other places, we visited the beautiful 12th-century
Norman and Gothic church of Notre-Dame de Carentan.
Thursday i8th August.
It was a cool misty morning when we headed towards the lock
for its first opening at 07.30. There was little time to wait, and
we cleared the drying channel and rounded the fairway buoy by
o9.IO. The mist had cleared to give us another sunny day. We
were on our way to Ouistreham at the northern end of the Caen
Canal. There was a long time to wait before the lock there would
open, so we thought it would be a good idea to look at the
remains of the wartime mulberry harbour at Arromanches on
our way. From about 1o.4o, we changed direction to pass as
close inshore as we reasonably could to have a look at Omaha
Beach. By I 1.2o, the mulberry harbour was visible ahead as a
series of blackish concrete masses. As we got closer, they
opened up and we eventually spotted the rather inconspicuous
red and green buoys marking the entrance, opening to the east.
At 12.oo, we sailed in and cruised around for half an hour or so
to look and take photographs.

On leaving, we sailed north-east, and then east to clear the
shallows of the Plateau de Calvados, littered with wrecks from
the D-Day landings. Just south of the plateau was Gold Beach,
one of the British landing places. After passing the plateau, we
drew close inshore, to see Sword Beach, and then out again to
locate the Ouistreham fairway buoy, as the sea was all very shal-
low in this area. We negotiated the main channel down to the
holding pontoon, where we berthed at 16.3o, as the lock was not
going to open until about 19.oo. We moved into the lock just
after I9.oo, and berthed in the marina, just inside, at I9.45. The
marina at Ouistreham is very pleasantly situated just off the
beginning of the Caen Canal, but the town, just across the lock
gates, was quite accessible. We spent tour nights here, as
planned, to give Ron and Renee a chance to explore the invasion
sites, memorials, graveyards and war museums. This they did by
taking bus tours around the area. It was touching to see every-
where stickers with the message in English "Welcome to our
Liberators".

Connie and I explored Ouistreham locally, going for walks
along the canal, and a lovely walk along the beach, eastwards
from the canal. While Ouistreham was quite good on facilities,
there wasn’t a satisfactory supermarket in the town, and Connie
and I had to walk a couple of miles out on the Caen road to pro-
vision at one. Our small backpack was a great help for the return
journey. One day, we took the bus into Caen, an attractive and
well-restored city. Most of the city was destroyed in the I o days’
bombardment by the Allies, before taking it in t944. In the
church of St Pierre were photographs of the devastation. The
spire was blown right off, but, with the rest of the church, was
completely repaired, down to the original detailed stone-work,
by 1956. Nowadays it is only just possible to spot the junction
between the old and the new. We had a number of good meals in
Ouistreham at restaurants near the harbour.
Monday 22nd August.
We had for some time realised that we were not going to be able
to visit a number of other destinations on our original list, such
as Honfleur, Deauville or Guernsey. Time was now running
short, if we were to be back in time for the end of the month, as

Ron and Renee had promised the use of Jacaranda as a com-
mittee boat for racing at the Royal Ulster Yacht Club. The fore-
cast at o6.55 for Wight, Portland, Plymouth was E’ly or variable
F23, becoming SW, F3-4. We had to try to use the spring tide as
much as possible, as the currents were fierce at times. The lock
was open at o9.15 (local time), so we cast off at o8.5o, to get near
the head of the queue, and shortly after opening time we tied up
in the lock opposite a large dredger, and then watched over thirty
yachts of all shapes and sizes trying to fit in, with varying
degrees of skill and success. One quite small boat, with a
bowsprit nearly as long as the hull, tried to come alongside just
behind us, steered by a confident-looking single-hander - at
speed, and putting his engine into reverse, his stem swung out
to port across the lock in front of several other boats. The result-
ing chaos took some sorting out! Eventually, the lock settled
down, the water was lowered, and we sallied forth.

The weather still held - it was sunny and warm and calm
again, so it was another period of motoring. There was excessive
rolling motion, and the main halyard became looped forward of
the mast and around the steaming light. After a lot of trial and
error, between us we managed to free the halyard, but not with-
out lifting the steaming light off its mount. None of us felt we
could safely climb the mast in these conditions, so the light
swung until we reached Falmouth. The foul tide was not too
strong in the morning, and by 13.oo (when we reset our watch-
es to BST) we were able to make use of the strongest of the tidal
stream until it turned easterly at about 18.30, which took us well
over to the north-western comer of the Cotentin peninsula. At
times, our speed over the ground was over 11 knots. During this
period, at about 17.oo, with Ron and Renee on watch, we were

Skipper taking a well-earned rest. PHOTO: C Gilmore
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accosted by a French customs launch,
which came up behind us at high speed.
They asked the usual questions, but fortu-
nately appeared satisfied and didn’t board.
We decided to cross the ’voluntary’ part of
the shipping lanes at fight angles, because
of the large concentration of shipping
moving in and out of the adjacent com-
pulsory lanes north of the Cotentin
Peninsula, although it added several miles
to our passage. But with the tide now foul,
it took a few hours to reach the lanes. At
20.40, the Casquets Lighthouse was
abeam, and shortly after 21 .oo, Alderney
was 8 miles to port. By ol.oo, the tide
changed to westerly, and now we had to
head almost northeasterly to keep a proper
course at right-angles to the lanes
(348°C), because of the strong set. At
o2.48, we entered the eastbound lane, and
changed course along it, 29o°C, towards
Falmouth. As we left the continuation of
the separation zone, there were seven ves-
sels visible within a few miles on the radar
- three west-bound, three east-bound and one fishing boat in the
middle! Over the next three or four hours, we had to take quite
a lot of avoiding action. We now had a F3 wind, but westerly on
the nose, of course, and the sea again became quite rough.
Towards morning, there were several rain squalls, and it became
cold. From o9.oo, the sun appeared, and remained for the rest of
the day, but it remained rough, and the wind was against us. A
few miles out of Falmouth there was a full-scale air-sea rescue
going on. We got the impression that someone had fallen over-
board, but we didn’t hear the outcome. At t6.4o, we once again
berthed in the town marina. One of the jobs we did was that
Renee and I hoisted Ron up the mast to reseat the steaming light,
which was not damaged, nor was the cable frayed. In the
evening, Ron and Renee treated us to a delightful seatbod meal
at the same bistro as we had visited on our way eastwards.

Jacaranda alongside in Weymouth Harbour. PHOTO: R Gilmore

Wednesday 24th August.
We cast off from the fuel pontoon at I I .oo and tied up in Bangor
Marina two days later.

The cruise had lasted 27 days, and we covered in that time a
distance of 1,323 nautical miles. It had been very enjoyable and
satisfying, as we had achieved our main objectives, although, in
common with many this season, the overall extremely good
weather, while having its obvious compensations, had interfered
with sailing breezes! For us all, it was new cruising area and was
most interesting.

Date From

31.7/t.8.94
5.8.94
6.8.94
7.8.94
8.8.94
Io.8.94
11.8.94
13.8.94
I5.8.94
18.8.94
18.8.94
22/23.8.94
24/26.8.94

Total

Bangor
New Grimsby
Falmouth
Dartmouth
Weymouth
Poole (town quay)
Poole
Cherbourg
St Vaast-la-Hogue
Carentan
Arromanches
Ouistreham
Falmouth

TABLE OF DISTANCES

To Distance (nm)    Under way (hrs/mins)

New Grimsby 3m.2 43 35
Falmouth 76.5 Io Io
Dartmouth 76.o IO IO
Weymouth 73.4 o9 3o
Poole (town quay) 23.4 o5 o5
Poole (Saltern’s Marina) 1.2 oo 2o
Cherbourg 76.3 Io 4o
St Vaast-la-Hogue 25.7 03 05
Carentan 21.8 03 30
Arromanches 32.1 04 2 I
Ouistreham 26.o o4 3o
Falmouth 231.2 20 i2

Bangor 349.o 54 ~ 5

1,322.o             I79 23
Total Engine Hours: I2O oo

IO0



Red Velvet’s Whit Cruise

Paul Butler

Having had such bad weather sailing south to Galicia last Whit,
it was felt that this should not happen two years running and so
it was resolved that Red Velvet set sail for Brittany and a little
beyond, this Whit. I was on board for the entire cruise; Lorraine
Scully and Conor Cahill sailed as far as Morgat (on our return);
Don McCarthy as far as Ile de Groix; Nicholas Butler as far as
Les Sables d’Olonne. Charlie Hohn and Gerry Godsell joined
me for the return passage from Morgat.
Thursday I9th May
As we prepared for our bonded stores and our departure the wind
was in the NE force 5 making the pontoon outside the Royal
Irish Yacht Club a most uncomfortable berth. We moved into the
Coal Harbour leaving messages to that effect for Customs and
Connaughton’s. Our intended time of departure was 18o0. By
I745 the bond had not arrived and we were aghast at the
prospect of a dry run all the way to Ile d’Yeu, our intended first
port of call. I got the suppliers on the telephone just before they
closed. They had completely overlooked the order but pulled out
all stops in having all sent out to us in a private delivery van
immediately. The bond was stowed and sealed by Customs by
I9oo and we were through the harbour mouth by 19 [ 8.

The wind was still fresh in the NE and after having had the
engine running for just 15 mins (a fact that was later to assume
great significance) we settled on course for Wicklow Head under
full sail with the wind well aft of the beam. Off Wicklow Head
veal stew was served and we had a glorious night’s sail down to
the Tuskar.

The Tuskar was abeam at 0608 on Friday. At o83o I attempt-
ed to make a link call via Rosslare Radio but was told that my
signal was breaking up. Shortly thereafter, when the new
Autohelm and the GPS packed in, I realised that our batteries
were completely flat. The engine had only been run for a quar-
ter of an hour and, although the switch was set to one battery
only, it transpired that, through a wiring fault, both batteries
were in operation. Our new engine cannot be started manually!
Fortunately the wind held with us and we were able to continue
down to the Longships LH in an easterly 5/7 navigating by dead
reckoning.

As we reached the Longships LH at 07o0 on Saturday the
wind decreased and by noon we were close to the Runnel Stone
Rock in a flat calm by t3oo. Shortly thereafter I contacted
Falmouth Coastguard on the hand-held VHF (they have a boost-
er on Land’s End) to give our position and status. A passing fish-
ing vessel heard us and kindly towed us all the way into Newlyn
where we tied up at I73o. The bond, having been long opened,
the four crew of the fishing vessel were each presented with the
Order of the Black Bush. I have no note in the log of what we
did for the rest of the evening and I cannot remember!

On Sunday 22nd May, after breakfast ashore, I met Andrew,
the Harbourmaster, French Counsel and an old acquaintance.
Andrew would not hear of me seeking a mechanic. He borrowed
long jump-leads from a trawler and jump-started us from the

Paul and Don. PHOTO: Lorraine Scully

harbour work boat. While the others had showers ashore
Andrew and I opened another bottle of Black Bush. At I6~3 we
cleared Newlyn Harbour and set course for the Chanel du Four
in a southwesterly 3.

By o830 (French time) on Monday we had Phare du Four
abeam only to find that in calculating the tides I had referred to
the wrong month, an expensive mistake in terms of time, and it
took us until [53o to reach the Raz de Sein which we went
through in slack water.

We had a beautiful night and moming sail in a straight line
from Pointe de Penmarc’h to the northern end of Ile d’Yeu and
tied up in the marina at Port Joinville at I445 on Tuesday. We
spent a leisurely afternoon in the town and took a taxi to Port de
la Mule for a welcome, though disappointing dinner (my
favourite, Restaurant Port de la Mule, was closed).

On Wednesday, after shopping ashore, the late morning and
afternoon was spent being sociable on board with Sue and Barry
Dunkerley of the motor-yacht Domino and Ian and Shirley Gray
of the catamaran Hannah-Elizabeth. We departed at 17I5 and
had a pleasant sail in a south-westerly 3/4 to St Giles-Croix-de-
Vie where we tied up on the marina at 2ooo. We proceeded
straight to the nearest restaurant (Hotel du Centre) where we had
an excellent dinner. St Giles is a small town with good facilities
for yachts but it is mainly a holiday town that was still very quiet
at this time of year.

To get the tide right we delayed our departure until I345. The
wind was westerly 5/7 but there was glorious sunshine and we
put two reefs in the main. The directions warn of a swell at the
harbour entrance in onshore breezes and I can confirm that no
attempt at departure in conditions of that day should be made
save with the most robust and reliable engine (which we had).
The breaking surf was the greatest I have experienced within
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yards of dry land. The cockpit filled several times. After about
~5 minutes, however, we were able to bear away to the south and
had a most exhilarating sail down to Les Sables d’Olonne where
we tied up at 1645. On Don’s wife’s advice we had dinner in
Hotel Beau Rivage. This proved to be the best dinner of the
cruise. Worth, in Guide Michelin terms. ’a considerable detour’.
The entire meal was perfectly presented by four waiters and a
sommelier. When, towards the end, we were asked did we want
coffee and indicated that we did, the head waiter explained that
he would bring the coffee menu; the same ran to two pages! The
highlight of the cruise was to have been a visit to Chateau Muton
Rotschild near Paulliac on the Gironde. To this end I had made
arrangements by fax for a private visit and received confirmation
from Mlle Patricia Bourdon that she would await the pleasure of
our company at 1 I.oo on the 27th of May (for those interested,

Inner harbour - Le Palais. PHOTO: Lorraine Scully

her fax number is 56 73 20 44 - phone 56 73 20 20).

The forecast, however, offered us W/SW 5 or 6 and I felt that
conditions for entering the Gironde would be very uncomfort-
able and conditions might have kept us in for longer than we
could afford. We reluctantly decided to re-schedule the cruise,
skipping Paulliac and the Gironde.

Friday 27th May we saw Nicholas (who had looked forward
to travelling as far as Paulliac) off to his train for Paris, had
breakfast and departed at I o45. The wind
was still in the west force lour as we
headed north for Ile de Noirmoutier under
full sail. The wind had died by I5OO and
we completed our passage to
L’Herbaudiere on the north of the island,
arriving at ~945- We had another good
dinner (Restaurant La Grande Voile 5139
o9 3o) ashore and a very late night.

There was no wind on Saturday morn-
ing. After an earl), lunch, we set off under
power for Belle Ile at 1245. At 16oo we
spotted a large Beneteau in the flat calm.
They hailed us and explained that their
fan-belt had broken and the company
from which they chartered provided no
spare. We took them in tow and entered Le
Palais. Tidal conditions were perfect for
going straight into the wet dock in the
inner basin and for leaving the following
morning. I had thought that the
Beneteau’s crew of about nine was all
male. When they arrived on board, how-

ever, there was what appeared to be a very attractive woman
among them. It transpired that we had stumbled upon a stag
party from Paris. The ’woman’ was the prospective groom
dressed in drag! We joined them ashore for the rest of the
evening.

Sunday at o9oo we slipped out of the wet dock and were able
to tie up alongside in the inner harbour. We had a leisurely break-
fast ashore and spent the rest of the morning shopping and sight-
seeing in this wonderful town. As the tide was dropping we had
to leave at noon and set course for Ile de Groix under full sail in
an easterly 4/5. By 16oo we were tied up at the slip in the inner
harbour at Port Tudy waiting for the tide to enter the marina via
the lock gate. We were greeted by old friends, Guy and Laurence
Tonnerre, and met new ones tied up beside us, Jacques and
Maurice. Guy’s Caf6 de la Jette has now become Hotel de la
Jette with eight excellent bedrooms, all en suite and with views
of the harbour or sea. We had a fine dinner at Le Thonier (97 86
5454) and adjourned to the Chez Serge, ’Taverne Irlandaise’.

The following day was our first rest day. Lorraine went on
walkabout with her camera and the rest of us took it easy until
the afternoon when shopping and other preparations for dinner
commenced. Guy and Laurence were our guests on board that
evening. We started with wild smoked salmon (which had trav-
elled very well from Dun Laoghaire), moved on to spiced beef
(ditto), potatoes and cabbage; after cheese, we finished off with
a Far Bretagne which had been prepared and presented by
Laurence. We later adjourned to the Tonnerres’ new house
where we spent some considerable time trying (weakly and un-
successfully) to resist an insistence that we imbibe more and
more champagne and eau de vie.

I saw Don off on the o7oo ferry to Lorient on Tuesday. (Ile de
Groix is one of the many convenient places in these cruising
grounds for a crew change - well inside the day he travelled by
ferry to Lorient and by air to Cork via Paris). At 114o we left
Port Tudy under full sail in a south-easterly three. We had a
pleasant sail with a little motoring to Ile de St Nicholas
(Glenans) where we dropped our hook in glorious sunshine off
the beech. After a swim we inflated the tender for the first time
this cruise and looked forward to going ashore, exploring the
island and purchasing pre-cooked lobster amerique for con-
sumption aboard that evening. Concern quickly turned to
dismay when I eventually had to accept that I had failed to stow
the tender’s paddles in Dun Laoghaire.

As our appetites had been so whetted we decided not to spend

Po~ Tudy. PHOTO: Lorraine Scully
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the evening on our ideal anchorage (one that I have found ten-
able on only about a third of my cruises in the area) and we
motored over to Concarneau in a fiat calm where we tied up to
the pontoon at I73o. We dined in the Ville Close and had a rea-
sonably early night.

After breakfast ashore, the following morning we purchased
the balance of les cadeaux, took on fuel and set off for
Douarnenez at Io56. For once the wind was on the nose and very
light; we motor-sailed for the first five and a half hours. The Raz
de Sein was as quiet as we had left it and we entered Douarnenez
at 2i 15. We ate well ashore in the nearest, another excellent
meal.

This was my first visit to Douarnenez. It was well worth the
detour. We found the town and, in particular, the floating mar-
itime museum fascinating. We departed at 1415 in a fresh south-
westerly wind with the intention of going to Camaret as our last
French port. The wind, however (contrary to the BBC forecast
which offered SW 4 or 5), quickly increased to 7 to 8 with a very
nasty sea flowing into Douarnenez Bay. We decided that it
would be wiser to head for Morgat and we duly arrived at its
marina at I6IO. We ate ashore after getting the forecast and
making preliminary inquiries as to the feasibility of leaving Red
Velvet in Morgat for at least two weeks.

There was no improvement in the forecast this Friday morn-
ing (SW 5/6 increasing 6/7, perhaps gale 8 later) and the longer
range forecast available at the port office offered no prospect of
improvement over the weekend. As the three of us had to be in
Dublin by Monday, we decided to leave Red Velvet in the
marina.

After breakfast ashore we set out (on foot because we missed
the bus) for Curzon. On the road we were picked up by one Mike
Luke. Mike, it transpired, was the skipper of the motor yacht
Tregoney of Fowey. He had a car and plenty of spare time, his
duties being to maintain the yacht for her owner and be ready for
a weekend cruise at short notice. Mike drove us to the informa-
tion office in Curzon. Our original intention was to return via
Paris. However, it transpired that there was a Brittany Ferries
sailing from Roscoff to Cork that evening and Mike kindly
offered to drive us all the way to Roscoff. This gave me the wel-
come opportunity of re-visiting a delightful restaurant (the name
of which escapes me at the time of writing), one of the best in
this part of the world, and having a leisurely lunch. Not only did
Mike drive us but he assured me that he would keep an eye on
Red Velvet over the coming weeks.

Lorraine coasting at Longships. PHOTO: Paul Butler

Wednesday/Thursday 22nd/23rd June
The first opportunity I got of returning to France was when I
became free on Wednesday. Charlie Hohn and Gerry Godsell
were free too, so we took the I73O train to Cork, dined at
Lovett’s with Don and got the midnight ferry for St Malo. There
we hired a car and made our way to Morgat.

Red Velvet had suffered no harm. It transpired that our berth
cost us a fraction of the charges prevailing in Ireland and
England.

In the morning of June 24th we provisioned Red Velvet, had
a few drinks with Mike Luke. We set off in a westerly 4 at I623.
At I73O (BST) we hove-to south of Ushant to listen to the match
in peace. We had an uneventful, though most pleasant passage
all the way to Dun Laoghaire where we picked up our moorings
at 0043 on the 27th of June. During the 55-hour passage we
motored for some I9 hours; the wind was never ahead of the
beam. The cruise was one of my most pleasant in France and
marked the beginning of our best year. We were later to spend
the month of August sailing around Ireland anti-clockwise
during the course of which we visited 24 ports and spent only
one day with the wind on the nose.

RED VELVET - FRANCE I994

Passage Arr. Depart Distance Time Engine Night
Date Date N miles Hrs Hrs

Dun Laoghaire-Newlyn 2I May 22 May 213.5o 46.0o - 2
Port Joinville 24 May 25 May 252.00 46.50 I3.oo 2
St Giles 25 May 26 May ~6.oo 2.75 - -
Les Sables 26 May 27 May I5.oo 3.00 - -
L’Herbaudiere 27 May 28 May 36.00 6.30 2.oo -
Le Palais 28 May 29 May 39.00 7.25 6.00 -
Port Tudy 30 May 3I May 22.00 3.75 0.50 -
Ile de St Nicholas 31 May 31 May 24.00 3.8o I .oo -
Concarneau 3I May oI June 8.75 2.00 2.00 -
Douarnenez oI June 02 June 64.o0 lo.25 5.25 -
Morgat 02 June 24 June I I .oo 2.oo -- --

Dun Laoghaire 27 June 337.00 55.30 I9.oo 2

Totals/Averages I,O38.25 188.9o 48.75 6

Speed Date/Time
Nmph Arrive Depart

4.64 I7.3o 16.13
5.42 (Ile d’Yeu) I4.45 I7.15
5.82 (Croix de Vie) 20.00 I3.45
5.00 (d’Olonne) 16.45 ~o.45
5.71 (Ile de Noirmoutier) 19.45 12.45
5.38 (Belle Ile) I9.3o I2.I5
5.86 (Ile de Groix) ~6.oo 11.4°

6.3I (Iles de Glenan) I5.3o I7.3o
4.37 19.25 Io-55
6.24 2I.I5 I4.I5
5.50 I6.Io ~6.23
6.o9 0o.43

5.50



A Journey into the Interior

Jarlath Cunnane

The re-opening of the Ballinamore/Ballyconnell canal, now
called the Shannon/Erne Waterway in 1994, has added another
region to the inland waterway network. Already an improve-
ment can be seen in the towns along the waterway, as they cater
for the new waterborne tourists.

Another region which would benefit from a similar restora-
tion is the Corrib/Mask/Carra navigation - an almost forgotten
waterway, which traverses some of the West’s most spectacular
scenery.

To examine the present condition of the waterway, I under-
took an enjoyable trip over a series of weekends through the
entire system. Part of the trip was undertaken on my narrowboat
Aonbarr, part by Canadian canoe, and where appropriate on
foot. The trip took place over a period of time hut for continuity
is described as a six-day cruise.
Day i
The waterway begins (or ends, depending
on your point of view) at the Claddagh

~Basin in Galway Harbour. This is the start
of the Eglington Canal which by-passes
the weir and rises through two locks to the
river Corrib. Opened in I852 and named
after Lord Eglington, the Lord Lieutenant
of Ireland, it is over a half a mile long.
Unfortunately it is now closed to traffic
because the swing bridges carrying road
traffic were replaced with low-level cul-
verts in 1954. The locks are still intact, but
the lock gates all require attention.

On the approach to the Corrib river we
pass the Corrib Yachting and Rowing
Club with its magnificent cannons guard-
ing the canal entrance, the remains of the
defunct Clifden railway bridge to star-
board and University College to port. We
boarded Aonbarr and motored upstream
under the new Galway bypass bridge, the
last obstruction to navigation. Lough Corrib.

We continued slowly upstream past
Menlo Castle and through the Friars’ Cut (a short ancient canal
dug by friars) into lower Lough Corrib. The navigation channel
is well marked with consecutively-numbered markers dating
back to the steamer era. The Comb was surveyed by the
Admiralty in 1846, chart no 5o79. The water level is now about
one foot lower, so it must be used with caution. Lunchtime saw
us in Annaghdown to visit Annaghdown Abbey where St
Brendan the Navigator died in 577- Annaghdown is better-
known through Raftery’s poem ’Annagh Cuan’, commemorat-
ing the loss of a boatload of people t¥om the village on their way
to the fair in Galway.

After lunch we set out through the narrows between upper
and lower Lough Corrib. The channel here is serpentine, but,

providing one doesn’t accidentally skip a navigation number, no
difficulty will arise. We moored for the night at Kilbeg pier
which has the attraction of a pub by the pier, where we had a
good night’s entertainment.
Day 2
A late start after the carousing. We continued our cruise to
Inchagoill island where we moored for the night at the landing
in perfect peace and quiet, well sheltered by the forest. On the
island amongst the trees are the remains of an ancient church and
burial ground, with interesting inscriptions.
Day 3
Recovered, and taking advantage of the calm morning we were
away early heading into the mountains of Connemara and the
Joyce country. Motoring between the high mountains on either

PHOTO: Jarlath Cunnane

side we [ound the entrance to the Maam or Bealanabrack river
and moored for the night at the recently rebuilt quay and slip-
way at Maam Bridge. In the steamer days this was the terminus
for Connemara. The house which Nimmo, the harbour and roads
engineer, built as his base here, is now a pub. Naturally we
stayed here overnight!
Day 4
Downstream again, aided by a fast-flowing river which was in
flood after heavy overnight rain, to port are the remains of an
early mining venture, the spoil heaps on the hill indicating the
location of the shafts. After a few miles, to port is a small island
called Castle Kirk (the Hen’s Castle), a stronghold of the
O’Flahertys which has seen much warfare, its most notable
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Jarlath and his canoe. PHOTO: Frank Guilfoyle

giving employment.
Excavation of the canal started in

October I848 following the survey and
feasibility study. 500 men were employed
cutting through rock 8’ to 20’ deep over a
distance of 4 miles. There were problems
with water leakage through the cavernous
limestone, but these problems were being
dealt with when, in March t854, the engi-
neers in charge received instruction not to
proceed with any more work on the navi-
gation aspects of the canal and complete
only such works as were necessary for
drainage. The money had run out, rather
than the water.

Consequently the lock gates were not
installed, regulating weirs were construct-
ed at the Mask end of the canal, and at
Cong the water was diverted into the Cong
river. The canal era was over, the country
was now well-served with railways.

Today the canal holds water for 3-5
miles to its diversion. Part of the canal at
Ashford Castle was backfilled by Lord
Ardilaun to make a new entrance road to
Cong, having bought this section of the
canal in I876. The estimated cost of the
canal and drainage work including the
connection to Lough Carra was over
£48,ooo.

.... Day 5
Started walking the route of the dry canal,
which starts at Ashford castle. The I st
lock is just above the bridge, barely visible
through the undergrowth. The quality of
the stonework to the locks and bridges is
first class. After walking past the three
locks - a total distance of about a half-mile
- we arrived at the point where the water
is diverted out of the canal, and into the
river.

Here we launched the canoe and pad-
dled 3.5 miles upstream through the rock
cutting. The starving men who chiselled
their way through hard limestone deserve
admiration through the engineer records
’there were many instances where gangs
of men did not earn more than 3d per day,

although allowed full prices for their work’. We continued
through the sluice gates which control the flow and enter Lough
Mask, another large lake, I o miles long by 3 to 4 miles wide.

Near the shores to the east is Lough Mask House - former
home of Captain Charles Boycott. Keeping to the eastern shore
of Lough Mask which is Io miles long by 3 to 4 miles wide, we
entered the Robe river which was once navigable to Ballinrobe.
The lock has been converted into a pumphouse. At Ballinrobe
the quay complete with bollards awaits the steamers that never
arrive.
Day 6
Downstream again after a night in town, and north to the Keel
canal to Lough Carra. The Keel canal is one mile long with one
incomplete lock - a weir now - and having passed under a road
bridge we enter Lough Carra.

Lough Carra is different from the other lakes, with its bright
clear water, a pale green tint and a white lime deposit on the
bottom. Carra now has the distinction of being the first area from
which jetskis and fast powerboats are prohibited by the Depart-
ment of the Marine. Entering Carra we explored the western

Keel Canal. PHOTO: Jarlath Guilfoyle

owner was Granuaille, the pirate queen of Clare Island. It is
reputed to be connected by an underwater passage to Doon Hill,
from where a lighted beacon could summons help from Clare
Island by a series of similar beacons in the Killaries. The castle
was previously a Joyce stronghold prior to its capture by the
O’Flahertys. Donal O’Flaherty married the young Granuaille in

546 and was himself killed shortly afterwards, leaving Gr~iinne
to rule Connemara in addition to her island territory.

By evening we approached Ardilaun Island from where Sir
Benjamin Guinness of Ashford Castle took his title Lord
Ardilaun, and past Ashford Castle to nearby Lisloughry Pier to
our mooring, just outside Cong. The village of Cong is famed
for its fishing, the priceless Cross of Cong and ’the Canal that
wouldn’t hold water’.

The history and myth of the canal is interesting and worth
relating. At the beginning of ~ 848 surveying was initiated on a
project to connect Lough Mask and Lough Carra with the Corrib
navigation and improve the drainage to Lough Mask which then
had no visible drainage outlet apart from subterranean drainage.

No doubt the project was also to provide famine relief by
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end, first paddling through a shallow
narrow strait. Once through the shoals we
headed towards Ballintober Abbey which
dates from the 12th century and is still in
use. Granuaile’s son, Theobald of the
Ships, is buffed within the abbey. Of inter-
est too is Church Island, once occupied by
one of the canons of the abbey, Cummin
Mac Fiachna, a scribe of note. On the
north shore are the ruins of Burriscarra
Abbey and nearby Castlebourke and
Castlecarra, a 12th-century Norman keep.

Back through the straits again to Castle
Island, also known as Moore’s Island,
where the ashes of George Moore the poet
are interred. Here we found his memorial
which has the following inscription from
the oration by his friend George Russell
(AE):

’George Moore, Born Moore Hall
1852. Died I933 London. he forsook
his family and friends for his art, but
because he was faithful to his art, his
family and friends reclaimed his ashes
for Ireland. Vale.’
The famous Moores include; John

Moore, first President of Connaught,
George Henry Moore MP, who cam-
paigned for tenants’ rights, his brother
Augustus, the mathematician, killed while
riding in the Grand National in 1845, his
sons George Moore, the novelist and poet,
and Colonel Maurice Moore, who organ-
ised the Irish Volunteers with Eoin
McNeill and later became a Free State
Senator.

The Moores lived on the shore a short
paddle away to the north in Moore Hall
which was built in I792. They had a rep-
utation of being benevolent landlords in
contrast to their neighbours.

John Moore joined General Humbert
and the French in 1798, and was appoint-
ed President of the Republic of
Connaught following the victory over the
English at Castlebar. After the defeat at
Ballinamuck he was imprisoned and died
in Waterford jail.

Ballinrobe Quay.

Cong Canal Lock.

We inspected the remains of Moore Hall, regrettably burned
by republicans in I923 during the Civil War. The inscription
over the door reads: ’Fortis Cadere Cedere Non Potest’.

On this ironic note we end our inland cruise, having travelled
the entire length of the Corrib/Mask/Carra waterway, but only
superficially explored the lakes.

I believe the waterway, if restored and isolated dangers
marked, would surpass all other Irish waterways for interest and
scenery and restoration would not cost a fraction of the
Shannon/Eme link.

Summary of Distances Travelled

Galway-Annaghdown
Annaghdown-Kilbeg
Kilbeg-Inchagoill
Inchagoill-Maam Bridge
Maam Bridge-Cong
Cong Canal-Lough Mask
Lough Mask-Ballinrobe
Ballinrobe-Keel Canal
Keel Canal-Keel Bridge
Keel Bridge-Ballintober
Ballintober-Moore’s Island
Moore’s Island-Moore Hall
TOTAL
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Miles
8.0
3.5
8.0

IO.O
12.O

3.5
8.o
8.o
I.O
8.0

6.0
I.O

77.o
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Marie-Claire II
Explores the Channel Islands and North Brittany

Sean McCormack

After last year’s trip to the Shetlands, Orkneys and Fair Isle in
anything but summer weather, it was decided to head south in
[ 994 in the hope of finding warmer climes and the sun. We were
not disappointed. We chose the Channel Islands and North
Brittany as this was an area new to Marie Claire. The crew for
the trip were Mark L’Estrange, Con Moran and myself, as skip-
per, doing the full trip and we were joined by Myles Byme and
Vincent Dromey for the first week. Willie Finnie made his way
to St Malo to undertake the second half of the cruise with us.

We departed Howth in the early hours on Friday I st July.
During the first day we had a mixture of motoring and sailing
which was pleasant as the day was fine and sunny. Saturday was
dull and warm and gradually the wind went into the south and
we ended up beating. At 22o5 hours we anchored in St Ives Bay
in Cornwall as the prospect of beating into a foul tide off Land’s
End during darkness appealed to no-one on board. We were
away again at 0240 hours Sunday in dark, misty and damp con-
ditions. We were abeam of the Longships LH at o615 hours,
motor-sailing. During the day we saw a lot of shipping in the
English Channel including a minesweeper and an aircraft carri-
er. During the early hours of Monday morning, the onwatch
crew reported being mightily entertained for long periods by
constant shoals of fish darting by the boat. An unkind sugges-
tion from a bunk below that plankton might be responsible, or
being too long at sea, was not well-received on deck.

We arrived in Braye Harbour, Aldemey at 1o45 hours
Monday in poor visibility and after making due allowance for
the strong tide trying to suck us south into the Swinge. The
charge for a mooring in Braye Harbour was £8 and the water taxi
costs £ [ per person each way which can add up.

Aldemey, measuring 3~/2 miles by I I/2miles, is the third
largest of the Channel Islands. The French flavour strongly per-
vades the narrow cobbled streets and the restaurants.

It has a population of 2,400, many living in the attractive and
historic town of St Anne. Punctuating the coastline are many
fortifications. The Germans, who occupied the Channel Islands
during the Second World War, added many concrete defences,
both new and to existing forts. Some of the nineteenth-century
forts have been converted to other uses. Aldemey is a haven for
wildlife, flora and fauna and is surrounded by white sandy bays
and beautiful beaches. We preferred it to the larger and more
commercialised islands of Guernsey and Jersey to the south. We
spent two very pleasant days exploring the island on foot.

We adjourned to the Albert pub on the Monday evening to
watch Ireland playing Holland. Mark draped the TV with the tri-
colour but the small crowd and lack of atmosphere was in stark
contrast to watching at home. The result did not help either.
However, to show that we were not bad losers, we had the youth-
ful crew of a nearby Dutch yacht back to Marie Claire for drinks
which went on ’til late, with the consequential feeling the fol-
lowing morning.

Wednesday saw us away from Braye Harbour and south

Point Corbiere Lighthouse. PHOTO: S McCormack

through the Swinge, which lies close west of the main island. We
were on our way to Guernsey and our approach of St Peters Port
was via the Little Russel Channel. We had confusion for a while
in the channel as we tried to identify the Roustel Lt Beacon. its
black and white chequered cone top bad disappeared to be
replaced by a steel frame.

We were met by the harbour launch and directed to a waiting
pontoon. We were now into the area of big tides, marina cils and
lock gates. These dictated our sailing schedule for the next two
weeks. When we got into the marina we found it very crowded
and the charge was £IO per night and tree use of showers. This
was the average marina charge in both the Channel Islands and
Brittany, and together with the free showers everywhere, this
expenditure was less than expected.

Guernsey, the second largest of the Channel Islands, has a
population of 55,ooo. St Peters Port is the main harbour, having
several marinas, and is overlooked by the ancient royal fortress
of Castle Comet for nearly eight centuries. Castle Comet is one
of the main attractions on the island and well worth a visit. It has
had many modifications down through the centuries, the least
attractive were the German concrete emplacements of the last
war. It was bombed by the Royal Air Force in the closing stages
of that war.

During our stay we took a half-day bus tour of the south end
of the island and saw many large houses, valued between a half
and five million pounds, owned by wealthy tax exiles. On
Wednesday night we dined rather well in Flavio’s Italian
Restaurant and on Friday night we also had a fine dinner in Da
Nellos, followed by a few drinks in Guernsey Yacht Club.

Thursday we took a day trip in Marie Claire to the neigh-
bouring island of Sark, returning to St Peters Port in the evening.
Sark is a beautiful, small island lying to the east of Guernsey. We
put into Maseline Harbour on its east side and were very lucky
to get a mooring as it tends to get overrun with day-trippers.
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Maseline Harbour, Sark.

Tractors are the only allowed form of motor transport and there
were many Killarney-type jarvies touting for business. While
the scenery is beautiful,the number of visitors and tourist shops
of the hut variety tend to spoil the eastern side of the island. We
had a lovely bar lunch in the Hotel Dixcart as it started to rain.
The afternoon turned miserable as we made our way back to St
Peters Port.

While in St Peters Port both Myles and Vincent left to make
their separate ways back to Dublin. We were now down to three
as Willie did not join us for another five days.

Having five on board while passage-making from Howth to
Aldemey was, for me, a real luxury. We had two watches of two
and I was on hand to help when necessary, making cups of coffee
or a meal, navigate and do the very important and onerous job
of skippering a thirty-foot yacht! I soon discovered great scope
for cheating. By being around to call the watch coming on duty,
having a cup of coffee ready for everyone, and then when I was
sure the watch just gone below was out for the count, I was free
to have a little snooze. Anyway ifI was caught sure wasn’t I only
dreaming up some new delightful anchorage for them to enjoy!

Away at o91o hours on Saturday, in a light SW wind, bound
for St Helier in Jersey. For a few hours mid-morning the wind
got up a bit and we had some nice sailing. We got into St Helier
in mid-afternoon and two hours later we were able to get into St
Helier marina. It was interesting at low water to see the old har-
bour which completely dries, full of bilge keelers and, most fas-
cinating, a huge number of fin-keeled yachts moored in wooden
cages. We had not seen this arrangement before and I’m still not
sure how it is safely accomplished.

On Sunday we hired a car and toured the island. Jersey is the
largest of all the islands and it also had a French look and feel
about it. It was a lovely hot day and we enjoyed a swim in St
Aubin’s Bay, drinks in St Helier Yacht Club, and saw a fair bit
of the island. The skipper was driving at a business pace, while
Mark the navigator, after a promising start, showed signs of
fatigue after mid-morning. Con remarked at one stage, after
passing Trinity Church for the third time, that he would much
prefer to see it once at thirty mph instead of three times at sev-
enty. Our only disappointment during the day was finding the
German underground hospital closed by the time we got there in
the afternoon.

After some early morning shopping on Monday and obtain-
ing much-needed ice, we got away at IO15 hours in very hot sun
and windless conditions, destination lies Chausey. The pilot

describes them as a formidable collection
of rocks and reefs which emerge at LW
after a fall of as much as eleven metres to
look like the surface of the moon. The only
inhabited island is La Grand Ile whose too
inhabitants make a living from fishing and
looking after the day-trippers who swarm
the place during the summer months. The
islands are French and the most southerly
of the Channel Islands being only ten
miles from Granville to the east and fifteen
miles from St Malo to the south. I got the
idea of a visit here from Bernard
Corbally’s article in the 1989 ICC annual.
Settled weather is highly desirable for a
visit.

After leaving St Helier we set course
for the NE Minquires Buoy, paying due
attention to tidal set. We had no wish to get
any closer than necessary to the notorious
Minquires Plateau. We arrived I75o local
time and found the place very crowded

PHOTO: S McCormack with all sorts of craft. We tied alongside a
small French motor boat, after briefly

going aground in the main anchorage, which is at the SE end of
La Grande Ile. We had planned to dine ashore but found that the
only restaurant closes on Mondays. We had two drinks in the
only pub and later walled part of the island and took photos. It
was a delightful place on this lovely settled summer’s evening.
Before retiring for the night we had a nightcap in the cockpit
under a magnificently clear starry sky.

Tuesday 12th and away at 0840 hours bound for Granville on
the French mainland. It is a fine sunny morning, but with no
wind. As we approached Granville a bank of fog closed in and
we lost sight of Granville and the harbour entrance. There are
other yachts and some trawlers about as we edge our way hope-
fully in the direction of the marina entrance. We are no sooner
in and tied up in this fine ~,o5o-berth Herel marina than the fog
lifts and all is visible again. Granville is a walled town of 16,ooo
people and, in recent times, has developed as a popular yachting
centre. It has a splendid new yacht club which only opens at
weekends and one race evening per week. It has one of the
biggest tidal ranges in the world at thirteen metres and one can
easily observe the water movement on a wall.

While having a drink in the adjacent Hotel Herel, we met the
yacht club commodore, Autoive Le Roux, who had a marine
business in Patrick’s Road, Dalkey, for several years and was a
member of Dun Laoghaire Motor Yacht Club. We had a pleas-
ant few drinks with him.

Wednesday morning we got away at 0850 having watched the
fast-rising tide cover the marina cil and soon afterwards we had
enough water to get out. We are St Malo-bound and as the Decca
has been unreliable for the past two days, a careful watch on our
track is required in the fast, springs, tidal streams.

We entered St Malo without any trouble through the Chenal
de la Bigne. As we were only staying one night, we opted for the
St Servan Marina rather than the more central city marina which
involved lock-gates. We met Willie Finnie who arrived by ferry
from Jersey having flown there earlier in the day from Dublin.

St Malo is a wailed city, faithfully rebuilt in its original style
after having been flattened in August ~944- We pottered around
the city centre, which we greatly enjoyed. It was quaint and full
of character and had lots of atmosphere. We enjoyed dinner and
later a few drinks sitting outside a bar, watching all the activity.
Each of us could have stayed another day or two here but as we
were now back up to full crew with Willie’s arrival, other ports
were calling.

We said farewell to St Malo on Thursday. This morning as we



set sail with Saint Quay-Portrieux our des-
tination. It is yet another lovely morning
and for a change we had wind, but unfor-
tunately its from the wrong direction. We
motored out the main channel in company
with many other yachts to Le Grand Jardin
Lighthouse, and then on to the Chenal de
la Grand Porte. After this we started sail-
ing but the wind direction slowed our
progress and we did not arrive in Saint
Quay-Portrieux until late afternoon.

This is a fine, new, very large marina
accessible at all stages of the tide and a
blessing on this rock-strewn coast of
drying harbours. Some pontoons remain
to be fitted while many others lie vacant,
not surprising when the nightly charge for
a thirty-footer is FFt35, by far the most
expensive of the entire cruise. Many of the
units in the new harbour shopping centre
lie idle and the small town itself was dead
in late evening when I took a stroll. We
dined on board and didn’t even get uptown
for a drink which says something for the
facilities ashore.

Mooring cages, old harbour, St Helier.

One of the goals for the trip was to visit ]le de Brehat but this
was dependent on fine, settled weather. More settled than this
one could not expect and so this Friday morning we are on our
way to La Chambre, ile de Brehat. We motored in hot, windless
conditions and had no difficulty in picking up the marks and
getting into the island’s only deep water anchorage. We dropped
the hook at HW in one of the most beautiful anchorages I have
seen in some time. We had lunch in the cockpit and later went
for a walk over much of the island where no cars are allowed.
The scenery was unbelievable and we took many photos. We lost
our way a few times, as we had no map, but found our way back
to the village square, where we had two drinks. There were
many visitors on the island but it was not overrun like Sark and
we voted it best stop of the trip. We had a swim offMarie Claire
and then dinner on board. Many yachts came in late and
anchored for the night as it was the French Bastille weekend. We
were just about afloat at LW.

We paid a late evening call to another pub in the village and
it was near midnight when we got back to Marie Claire. We all
felt rather pleased with our discovery of this gem off the French
coast and the weather to enjoy it to the full.

The island bug had by now taken hold and it was decided to
make for the small group of islands, or more correctly rocks,
known as Les Sept Iles (The Seven Isles). We were away at 1135
having waited over one hour for fog to lift. We motored as there
was little wind but later the wind got up and we were able to sail.
Approaching the islands it became clear that this was not going
to be a repeat of our ile de Brehat experience. For a start there
was now a force 3/4 wind and no sign of the sun. The sea was a
bit lumpy and the anchoring area small, wild and exposed. After
dropping the hook we went ashore, leaving Mark on board. We
explored the lighthouse, old fort and wind generator. We decid-
ed against staying the night and went over to the new marina in
Trebeurden. On the way we hoisted the spinnaker as Con
claimed that this was his third cruise on Marie Claire and he had
not yet seen it fly. Had we got one at all? We had a great sail all
the way to the marina entrance and the tide was right to get us
over the cil. We found another new partly-filled marina but this
time we were happy with the facilities ashore, where we had a
very late evening meal in a restaurant overlooking the marina
and then two drinks in a nearby late bar.

Sunday morning was spent pottering around as we could not
leave the marina until midday. We planned to visit Morlaix but
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needed to arrive near HW, but as we couldn’t get out of
Trebeurden until after half flood, things became a bit difficult.
We got away at 1345 hours and had a fast sail in a NE 3 to the
entrance of the Morlaix river. Careful navigation was essential
as there was a lot of dirt on this particular passage and also
strong currents, and poorish visibility did not help either. We
picked up the green perch marking Pierre Noire rocks which is
the first mark of the Treguier Channel. After this the other marks
appeared as expected and we were soon abeam of Chateau du
Toureau and into the main channel. From here it was just a
matter of keeping in the deep channel between the oyster beds.

Between the towns of Locquenole and Dourduff, the river
went shallow and we tied up to a large mooring buoy in the
middle of the river, alongside a French yacht. The plan was to
make up to Morlaix on the flood next day. After lunch in the
cockpit we went ashore to see the small town of Dourduff.
However, we discovered that the mud ashore was too soft to
stand in and so we motored in the Avon about one mile to the
town. Consequently, we had not enough petrol in the outboard
to motor back and this resulted in us carrying everything over
rocks, tricky paths and more mud to regain the safety of Marie
Claire later in the evening. A major mud-cleaning exercise was
required before coming on board.

During our visit to Dourduff we inspected the derelict yacht
club, a rather sad sight. We enjoyed excellent mussels and drinks
in Caf6 du Port and generally relaxed. We dined well on board
later, thanks to Mark’s pork chops and good local wine.

On Monday I8th we had a lie-in as it would be mid-morning
before we could head up the river to the town of Morlaix. We did
not hear the French yacht leaving in the small hours as they took
the tide out of the river heading for St Malo. At T I35 hours we
untied our line to the mooring buoy and slowly headed upriver.
We touched gently once or twice before we reached Morlaix, a
sixteenth-century town at the head of the river of the same name,
seven miles inland from its entrance.

The lock gates into the marina had not yet opened when we
arrived, and as I was concerned about getting out in the after-
noon while the river had sufficient water, we opted to tie up to
the pier wall on the seaward side of the lock gates. The main
objective now was a full shopping in preparation for the trip
home and all of the crew wished to buy wine to take back. We
walked to a large supermarket on the outskirts of the town to find
it closed for lunch. We then had a coffee in a nearby pub before
doing the shopping. I was given the job of choosing the wine and
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La Chambre Tie de Brehat.

suffice to say that Christmas came early in I994 for this partic-
ular store. We had great difficulty in procuring a taxi and then in
convincing the driver that it was a taxi and not a removal truck
that we required. However, a generous tip put everything right.
Getting everything and everybody on board Marie Claire took
some time as there was only a chain on the pier and no footholds.

We were away in the afternoon and got downriver and out to
sea by the Grand Chenal without difficulty. Our plan was to head
for the Isles of Scilly and spend three days there as two of the
crew had not been there previously.

The afternoon was dull and a light NW wind meant that we
were motor-sailing. About 23oo we were getting some lightning
and half an hour later it got really severe, with a freshening wind
and the heaviest rain I ever saw. More worrying was that the vis-
ibility in the rain was very poor and we were right in the middle
of the English Channel with a lot of shipping about. At the
height of the electrical storm it was terrifying, every fifteen to
twenty seconds, to see the lightning illuminate the shipping
around us and, in particular, one nearby supertanker, and then
see nothing until the next flash. This heavy part of the storm
lasted about thirty minutes and during it one member of the crew
was foolish enough to ask what would happen if lightning hit the
mast. The chorus of replies was not recorded in the log.

About 0230 the wind went light and we started the engine, but
the oil pressure light refused to go out and after repeated
attempts, we still had the problem. We tried to sail in a lumpy
sea and with little or no wind. All next morning and day we were
becalmed for long periods or moving at no more than three
knots. We were now headed for Penzance in Cornwall where we
expect to have a better chance to sort out the problem than in the
Scilly Isles. During the day as we sizzled under a blazing sun,
going really nowhere, we were troubled by wasps which we
killed with a magazine. I lost a pair of sunglasses during one
encounter. Someone suggested that with this rate of progress,
perhaps we should postpone the killings, as hunger might be a
problem later.

Late Tuesday evening we got a nice wind from the NNE and
we started to make good progress towards Penzance which we
finally reached at 02 IO hours Wednesday. As we slowly sailed
through the lock gates into the dock we were aware of a number
of yachts at anchor in the outer harbour. Next morning the skip-
per of one of these yachts remarked on our excellent timing at
the lock gates. Apparently the gates only opened as we
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approached them. Not bad timing after
thirty-six hours at sea.

In the morning we got a mechanic to
look at our problem which turned out to be
only a faulty sensor and our oil pressure
was ok. Better to be sure I suppose. We
spent a pleasant morning in Penzance
attending to various jobs and some gift-
shopping for the folks back home.

The lock gates opened at I42o and we
were away five minutes later on our way to
Hughtown, St Mary’s.We arrived in Porth
Cressa Bay just as darkness fell. It was a
fiat, calm evening so there were no worries
about the anchor holding. We enjoyed a
late evening meal on board and retired
after a nightcap in the cockpit which was
enjoyed in this very tranquil setting.

We all went ashore on Thursday morn-
ing and each one went their separate ways.
I did a little shopping and went for a long
walk over St Mary’s. Back on Marie
Claire we had a light lunch before setting
off for New Grimsby Harbour, Tresco. We

opted to go south and west about rather than through Tresco
Flats. I always find navigating around the Scilly Isles difficult
and today was no different. We dropped the hook in New
Grimsby Harbour in the aftemoon. Alas this was too late to
make the Tresco Gardens which some of the crew were looking
forward to seeing for the first time. The afternoon was hot and
we cooled down with a swim on the beautiful and deserted
Pentle Bay beach. We then walked several white sandy beaches
to reach Old Grimsby harbour. We enjoyed two much-needed
and expensive drinks in the rather plush Island Hotel. We then
had an excellent dinner in the New Inn Restaurant, near New
Grimsby pier, and later two drinks in the adjoining bar.

Up this Friday morning at 0600 and away half an hour later,
homeward-bound. It is a lovely moming with a NNE four which
means it is right ’on the nose’. The wind unhelpfully stays in this
direction all day and we were up to twenty-five miles west of our
rhumb line, heading for Dingle instead of the Tuskar. Nightfall
still sees the wind in the same direction and during the early
moming it goes lighter and we motor-sail for a few hours.
Around 0930 Saturday the wind veers to the SE as promised and
freshens. We had several hours of great sailing in the required
direction for a change.

During one of my periods off watch, I had difficulty sleeping
due to the snoring of one of the on-watch crew. This was noted
in the log and keelhauling was proposed, but the offer of a round
of drinks in Howth Yacht Club was accepted as an alternative!
We were fortunate to catch a favourable tide at the Tuskar but
then, as expected, we sat for five hours during the night looking
at the Wicklow Head light. We arrived back in Howth marina at
Io15 Sunday.

An interesting feature of the cruise was the complete absence
of customs in Britain and France as a result of the new EU reg-
ulations. However, in the Channel Islands we had to clear cus-
toms not once but twice. Once in Alderney which is in the
Guernsey Bailiwick and again in Jersey which is a separate baili-
wick. Both areas also have their own currency.

We had a super trip with a lot of fun and some good sailing
but because of the fine settled weather, we had more motoring
than we would have liked. After last year’s trip north we cer-
tainly got the warm weather we were hoping for. The islands vis-
ited stand out more than the mainland ports, with the notable
exception of St Malo. But then I shouldn’t be surprised as we
are, after all, an island race.
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Date

July

ist

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

ioth

I ith

12th

13th

14th

15th

16th

17th

18th

19th

2oth

2ist

22nd

23rd

24th

Totals

From

Howth

St Ives Bay

In Alderney

Alderney

Guernsey

In Guernsey

Guernsey

In Jersey

Jersey

Iles Chausey

Granville

St Malo

Saint Quay-Portrieux

Ile de Brehat

Tr6beurden

Morlaix River

Morlaix Quays

Porth Cressa

New Grimsby Harbour

To

SUMMARY

St Ives Bay

Alderney

Guernsey

Sark

Jersey

Iles Chausey

Granville

St Malo

Saint Quay-portrieux

Ile de Brehat

Les Sept Iles

Morlaix River

Morlaix Quays

Penzance

New Grimsby Harbour

Howth

Dist NV

225.5

168.o

23.2

IO.O

29.4

36.0

I 1.O

24.4

39.6

I5.9

27.5

20.4

2.9

142. 7

io.o

269.4

I,I23.0

ILLUSTRATION: W Finnie

Hrs Mins

4I IO

32 o5

o5 oo

02 IO

o5 5o

o6 35

02 OO

o4 35

o7 35

o3 35

05 1o

o3 45

OI 20

35 55

02 30

5t 45

224 40
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Rounding Cape Horn

Peter Hogan

Tuesday 23 February, 33 days into the voyage, was a red letter
day. The sky was overcast, wind was light from the NW and
Molly B was carrying all sail, including the mizzen staysail. The
course had just dipped below the 45° parallel on the approach to
the Horn. It was a grey morning as I pottered about on deck.
Suddenly I espied a ship far off on the northern horizon, a boxy
shape with a superstructure almost amidships. 1 switched on the
VHF and was soon talking to Ross Finlay on the bridge of the
Australian Venture. She was out of Melbourne and bound
around the Horn to Europe. We had a long talk of the type which
mariners have. What the old whalers used to call a ’gam’. We
discussed the weather, where we were going and even dipped
into sport. The Australian Venture was following the same route
as Molly B, along the 45° line and above the line of ice on the
pilot chart. Ross gave me ice reports, mentioning that there was
much ice this year but it was all well to the south. I asked him to
drop a line to my dad in Ireland and he promised to do so when
the ship docked in England (which he did). I asked him why the
ship did not use the Panama Canal to get to Europe. He said that
it was expensive to transit the canal and did not save much time.
His company had a sailing each week around the Horn. After a
certain amount of searching he found Molly B as a small blip on
his radar. The Australian Venture passed about two miles away
from the Molly B and was soon hull down on her way to Cape
Horn. The meeting made my day, even though at noon the daily
run for the day was only 56 miles. The wind improved over the
afternoon as Molly B started out on her approach to Cape Horn.
It was comforting to have talked to someone, to know that some-
body, somewhere, had a record that I had got this far.

Molly B turned to the south on her approach to the Horn at
the end of Week 5. I could expect to round the Horn sometime
in Week 7. Two days later Cape Horn comes up on the GPS as a
waypoint, 985 miles away. (The longest distance the GPS cal-
culates is I,ooo miles). I watch the degrees south latitude clock-
ing up on the GPS as Molly B presses on further south. The
following day we crossed the 5°0 line. We are now onto the outer
reaches of a small-scale chart and Cape Horn appears as a head-
land to be rounded, almost like beating around Wicklow Head.
But this is the Southern Ocean and the ’Screaming 5os’. the
waves build up with the wind and every now and then break right
across the deck. The most common rig now is the reefed mizzen
and a jib or storm jib with the mainsail down and well furled.
Occasionally a wave will catch the thin plywood of the self-
steerer and snap it where it is attached to its stainless steel
holder. I become well-practised at retrieving it, trimming down
and replacing it, thus arriving at a selection of smaller vanes to
suit the stormy conditions.

Bigger waves occasionally result in complete knockdowns as
Molly B spews around and gets caught in the breaking crest of a
particularly big roller. The first time it happens, a lot of water
comes spouting in through the main hatch onto the chart table
area. All the electronics are nearby (GPS and VHF) and 1 can

see that they are liable to be wiped out by a wave if we have a
bad knockdown with the hatch open or if a porthole burst. I wrap
them in plastic bags and hope for the best.

As we approach the long mass of South America, with all its
islands, stretching down along its west coast, I have to worry
about the position of Molly B. I do not want to get too close to
the coast too early, in effect putting the boat on a lee shore. At
the same time, we have to approach the land simply to round the
Horn. There is great safety in simply being well away from the
land.

I rarely now can go on deck except to change the rig and
check the ropes and equipment. When I do this, I wrap up well
in two of everything. Two sets of pants, two oilskins, two har-
nesses, a damp towel around my neck and a woolly hat. I scurry
up on deck, make sure I am well hooked on, close the hatch
behind me and do what I have to do. I winch in a few inches on
the jib. Tighten down on the kicker of the mizzen, adjust the self-
steerer slightly, stow an errant line, do a quick check on the fore-
deck and the rigging, then dash below again before a wave
breaks. Molly B screams to the south.

The wind stays largely in the north-west. Molly B tacks down-
wind in broad legs as she positions herself for the approach to
the Horn. Jybing is not easy in the high winds. As the boat comes
around facing downwind, the jib tends to crack with an almighty
bang as it flaps back and forth from side to side, at times hitting
the inner stay and shaking the whole boat. I wonder how the
mast can stand it. I have my hands full back in the cockpit with
the self-steerer disconnected. I have to steer the boat around
through the breaking waves, disconnect the mizzen vang, raise
the mizzen boom on its topping lift so it does not get caught in
the self-steering vane as it comes across, get it to jybe across at
the right time by pulling it, then tend to the jib which by now
will be aback. As the boat takes up its new course I re-connect
the self-steerer and adjust it, re-attach the boom vang and then
fine-tune both the sheets. I don’t have to worry about the running
backstays unless the mainsail is up.

Around this time, in particularly heavy wind, I got it wrong
and the mizzen gybed back as I was tending to the jib. It pulled
against its vang and the boom snapped in two when the strain of
the vang came on the boom. I had to drop the sail, get the boom
down into the cabin and do a quick repair with some spare wood
and nuts and bolts. I also used glue and had to light the fire for
the night to get the glue to set.

The water from the waves and flying spray finds holes in the
fibreglass which did not exist before. They drip down on me as
I lie in my bunk. Everything is damp. The boat crashes onward,
the waves at times rolling right over it. I take the spray dodgers
off to give the waves a clear unobstructed passage across the
decks. I watch the barometer, tapping at it every few hours and
recording the results in the log. I lie on my bunk, reading, obliv-
ious to the motion, the cold, the damp, the dark or the noise. I
rarely bother to look out. There is no danger from passing ships.
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The ice is supposed to be to the south,
if the pilot chart is to be believed, and we
are tacking downwind in the centre of the
fairway between the ice and the land. It is
very tiring to do anything other than lie on
the leeward bunk. Eating, the high point of
the day, lasts for about 5 minutes. I cook
up a big mess of rice, spuds or spaghetti
once every two days. (The leftovers last
for the second day). I wolf the food down,
straight out of its pan, burning my mouth
in the process, and collapse onto my bunk
to sleep it off. No room for finesse or good
manners here.

At the end of the 6th week Molly B had
run a distance of 881 miles for the week.
This was the best week’s run for Molly B
ever, making a 9oo-mile week seem like a
possibility. But record week’s runs were
not really on my mind at that stage. Cape
Horn was 329 miles away to the SE. In /
three days I could expect to round it.

The barometer was dropping. The sea
turned a more icy colour and the number
and types of birds increased, indicating
the proximity of the islands of southern
Chile, some Ioo miles to the east. I spent
a moming reading the detailed descrip-
tions of the channels and anchorages of
Tierra del Fuego. It seemed reasonable to
contemplate one of the many anchorages
dotted around Cape Horn Island. I will
relate in detail the four days of the round-
ing of the Horn and then quickly conclude
the tale.

I lit the fire and sailed on under full sail.
This was Thursday March 4, I993. In the
afternoon a hazy sun came out, with a high
’mackerel’ sky, reasonable indications of
approaching bad weather.

The wind built up over the afternoon
and evening as I reduced sail. First the
main sail came down. The the jib got
replaced by the storm jib. Around midnight, as the boat
screamed along, I dropped the reefed mizzen, leaving Molly B
in the care of the storm jib and the self-steerer. The motion, with
only the small sail to steady the hull as it crashed downwind, was
extreme and I spent an uncomfortable, rocky and rolly night.

Friday morning was grey and misty with visibility less than a
mile. The wind was strong but I was able to hoist the reefed
mizzen in an attempt to steady the motion of the hull. Around 6
o’clock a wave, breaking over the stem, snapped the self-steer-
ing vane. I replaced it with the smallest vane on board, my
’Screaming 5os’ vane. I ate a big breakfast, like a gladiator
getting ready for battle. A tin of apricots, ham, an egg, fried
bread, coffee, peanut butter, marmalade, and biscuits. At noon I
was 22o miles from the Horn, the barometer was still dropping,
the wind and sea building up. The wind was from the NW so the
course, tacking downwind, was parallel to the land. There was
no danger of getting pushed onto a lee shore.

In the afternoon, again I dropped the reefed mizzen and ran
on under storm jib. Speed under this tiny sail was a steady 6.5
knots. The meanish running sea would attempt to force the hull
to surf with occasional waves breaking clean over the cab. One
of them caught the companionway hatch when it was left
unlatched, forcing it open, and a torrent of water came pouring
in all over the galley. I became obsessed by the barometer,
checking it each hour and logging its descent. It was now just
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around I ,ooo millibars and falling.
Molly B ran on all night as the wind increased. I cat-napped

in my oilskins, putting on a second set to go on deck. It was an
anxious-making time. How much worse could it get? Molly B
was now pretty well out of control as she ran downwind. The
storm jib, out on the forestay at the end of the bowsprit, was
acting like a spinnaker and dragging the hull dead downwind.
The self-steerer, which I could see clearly from the companion-
way, looking out through a porthole in the washboard, was
working overtime, revelling in the strong winds. The faster the
boat went, the more power and leverage in the steering paddle.
A wave would totally cover it and still it would be working,
pulling away at the tiller with its chain and control lines. A faith-
ful helmsman. But running downwind, as we were, the storm jib
at times ’jibed’, crashing across and hitting the inner stay with a
mighty crack which vibrated the mainmast and the whole boat.
Sometimes it would do this in quick succession, shuddering and
whipping back and forth as the wind caught it on either side. I
feared for the mast or the forestay or both. I tried adjusting the
sheets but could not stop it. More successful was to adjust the
self-steerer to bring the boat more across the wind and waves.

Saturday dawned grey and misty. I remember thinking that I
would not like to be navigating around Cape Horn by celestial
in these conditions. I would have given Cape Horn a wide berth,
sailing well to the south. The waves had built up into big sweep-
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ing rollers, their tops being blown off in a white-out of spin drift.
It might have been blowing force 9. Occasionally Molly B would
be hit by an awkwardly-breaking wave. The water, filling the
cockpit repeatedly, was making its way into the seat lockers and
from there into the bilge. Nothing serious, though, and I simply
pumped it out every now and then. "I hope nothing, like a wood-
chip, jams the pump," I thought. I would have had to use a bucket
to clear the bilge.

I wolfed down another big breakfast, which shows that
morale was high. By noon, Cape Horn was 95 miles away. More
important, Diego Ramirez Island, a small outlying reef, was
some 60 miles distant and we were about to pass over an under-
water shelf where the depth changes from the 2,000 metres of
the South Pacific and up onto the shallow reef running out under-
water from the tip of South America. The plan was to pass in-
between Diego Ramirez Island and Cape Horn. The barometer
was now down to 982 and still dropping. The storm was proba-
bly at its peak.

At 2 o’clock in the afternoon the sun came out but the wind
remained very strong and the waves continued to menace. The
clouds filled in again and Molly B ran on downwind, the storm
jib dragging the hull along at up to 8 knots, well above hull
speed. The storm jib also continued its trick of flapping back and
forth like a whip, shuddering the rigging, mast and hull.
"Something has to give," I thought. There was nothing further I
could do. I could not reduce sail further. I did not have a sea
anchor, I did not believe in trailing warps. I stood jammed in the
companionway and peered out through the porthole in the
locked hatch at the overworked self-steerer. It veered from side
to side in a regular hypnotic pattern. I crawled forward in the
cabin to the barometer to read it every hour. It finally seemed to
be stalled, if not rising. But still the wind raged. I felt like a man
locked in a barrel, heading downriver to roll over Niagara Falls.

By late afternoon Molly B was very close to Diego Ramirez
Island but ! never saw it in the mist and fading light. I had other
things on my mind. Twice Molly B was knocked down by break-
ing waves, the mast at least horizontal with the water. Perhaps it
was the disturbed water on the underwater shelf over which we
were sailing. The main casualty of these knockdowns was,
again, the vane of the self-steerer and I was kept busy with my
saw and Stanley knife making replacements. I opened a can of
soup and ate some cheese. With less than 60 miles to go to the
Horn, I began to feel confident. "Its in the bag," I thought.

I did some calculation. It looked as though Molly B was going
to sail past Cape Horn in the middle of the night. It would be nice
to see it, having come all this way, I thought. I decided to try and
heave-to, using the mizzen sail to hold the bow into the wind and
waves. I dropped the storm jib but I could not get the mizzen up
in the strong winds. It fouled in the rigging and then flapped
itself to smithereens. End of mizzen. I decided to try lying ahull.
This I did with the tiller lashed over to port in an attempt to keep
the bow facing the waves if the boat should try and run off down-
wind. I secured everything on deck as well as I could in the
white-out conditions and went below. I was standing around in
the cabin, getting the feel of the boat under this sailless condi-
tion and preparing to take off my oilskins. It was dark in the
cabin and I was holding a flashlight in my hands.

Suddenly, without any warning, and with an almighty
WHOOSH, like the flush of a Victorian toilet, followed by a
BANG like the impact of an express train, a wave hit the side of
the Molly B. Over she went as I calmly found myself walking up
the bookcases on the port side of the cabin. Everything went
quiet as Molly B reached the top of her roll, there was an instant
of stillness as I looked about with the help of the flashlight in my
hand. Aft at the companionway I could see the water spurting in
through the hatch like it used to do in sinking submarines on the
TV. Forward the beam of the flashlight landed on the base of the
main mast. I thought it was at a funny angle and that it had

broken at deck level and fallen inside the cabin. Then I realised
the odd angle was because the boat was upside-down. Then,
slowly, like a heavy, steady, pendulum, the hull righted itself.

I was a bit disoriented and confused at the time and had to
figure out later what had happened. The boat had turned upside
down but had come up the same side it had gone over. There was
a terrible mess down below, with water sloshing about above the
the floors and the contents of the galley splattered all over the
navigation area on the port side opposite.

I immediately went topsides to check the deck. The masts
were still standing. My first thought was to get us sailing again.
There was no reason why another wave should not come along,
hit us sideways, and turn the boat over again. And with me on
deck. Then I noticed, in the dark, the port-side shroud of the
main mast was swinging about, unattached to its chainplate, its
rigging shackle had sheared at the chainplate. I think it might
have been a Taiwanese shackle. The set-up, running backstay
and the lower, main mast shroud must have saved the mast. I try
fitting a replacement shackle but cannot unravel the twisted rig-
ging in the dark. At the top of my mind is the thought that anoth-
er wave is coming. I then discovered that the self-steering paddle
has sheared at its ’safety tube’ by the sideways force of the water
against it. The boat must have lurched violently to port. It is a
big job to replace the paddle. So, no self-steering. I grab the tiller
and start steering through the spin drift, running downwind
under bare poles and taking the waves on the quarter.

I steered all night, crossing the reef between Cape Horn and
Diego Ramirez. The full moon came up. It was very beautiful,
the silvery sky turning the clouds, waves, boat and myself into
the same ghost-like white silhouette. There did no seem to be
much danger as long as I kept steering the stern of the boat into
the oncoming rollers. It got cold. I piled on the sweaters and
woolly hats. I ran two lines from the tiller through blocks into
the companionway and so could steer from the cabin, standing
on the companionway steps. I got tired. I shook my head and
stamped my feet and kept steering.

By early Sunday morning it seemed that the seas had become
more regular, though there was not much sign of the wind abat-
ing. Perhaps, in the NW wind we were now getting some shel-
ter from the land and were through the broken water of the
shallows. I decided it would be alright to lie down.

I had a cat nap in full oilskins and sea boots. At dawn I got up
and things seemed a lot better. I found a shackle and some tools,
unravelled the rigging and got the mainmast shroud set up again.
I replaced the safety tube on the self-steerer. This was no easy
task as it involved climbing out over the stern to get at the vane
mechanism. I hoisted the storm jib. Then, with the dawn fully
over, I looked up to the north and saw in the distance the faint,
grey shape of the most famous and most feared headland in the
world, Cape Horn.

I was exhausted. I slept a bit more, then got up. The Horn was
still there on the north horizon with a dramatic backdrop of
mountains behind it, not unlike a ragged version of the t 2 Bens
of Connemara as seen from the sea. I turned on the motor in an
attempt to get closer to the Horn. The sea was very disturbed and
choppy and there appeared to be a strong, east-flowing current.
Molly B made little headway under motor and I gave up the
attempt when, in a careless, fatigued error, I let one of the ropes
from the confusion on the deck get caught in the prop. I took
some photos of Cape Horn and hoisted the flag. Molly B was per-
haps 20 miles from the Horn.

I slept some more, did further repairs and slept, repairs, sleep,
repairs and so on. To do even the simplest things seemed very
tiring. The mizzen boom had been broken again by the force of
the capsize and that had to be repaired. The cabin became a car-
pentry shop. Other damage included a badly burst mainsail, even
though the sail had been furled on its boom. I took the mainsail
off and bent on the spare.



I was lucky. The wind continued to ease off and give me two
days of respite in which to recover from the capsize. At first I
had though "this is it. I better head for the Falklands, and take a
breather." Then, when I had thought about it and done a full
survey of my situation, I said, "what the hell. Nothing here I
cannot repair. We go on." Cape Horn was in the bag.

I got a fire going in the stove. I put a Yothu Yindi cassette on
the tape machine, an aboriginal rock group which Micaela had
introduced me to.

’Hey, Yolngu Boy, under the cycad palm,
Now you know for sure that I really care for you.
Come with me. See a brand new day.
Come with me. See a brand new day.’

sang the singer to accompaniment of drum machines and didger-
idoos. I looked around at the confusion of the cabin, the wood
shavings of the repaired mizzen boom on the floor. Tools all over
the place, books, charts, blankets, clothes scattered about to dry.
A photo of Micaela on the bulkhead. I felt a strange sense of
relief, of calmness and of idiocy at the whole situation and I
broke down and cried.

The Falkland Islands are directly on the course from the Horn to
the north, nearly 300 miles distant. As it tumed out it would not
have been that easy for Molly B to call into them. The wind
returned and blew another gale from the west. This and the
strong current contrived to push Molly B some 200 miles to the
east. I pinched up into the wind for three days in an attempt to
pass close to Port Stanley, capital of the Falklands. I was hoping
to speak to them on the VHF.

My arrival off Port Stanley, however, coincided with another
blow. I got as close as 32 miles from the entrance. I could hear
the local radio station and tried repeatedly calling on the VHF.
No luck. I pressed on to the NE. Ahead lay a further 7,000 miles
and IO weeks of sailing.

(Extract from the .final chapter of a yet-to-be-published book
called ’The Log of the Molly B’, written by Peter Hogan).
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Ricjak to St Kilda and the Western Isles

James Cahill

At ~83o on Wednesday July 2oth I994, Ricjak, a 42ft steel
cutter, with a crew of five people, departed from the Old Coast-
guard Station at Rosmoney, Westport, Co Mayo for St Kilda. On
board were Tadgh O’Driscoll and his son Ciaran, Joe Bourke,
Pat Quinn and skipper James Cahill. We motored through the
night and Joe had his first breakfast at 0630. We were unable to
set the main sail until IOOO. Eagle Island, off the Belmullet
peninsula, was astern by midday. It was a two-hundred mile sail
to St Kilda on a course of 13 degrees true.

Our position was due west of Barra Island at IOOO hours on
Friday morning. We passed a large stem trawler, the Atlantic
Princess, registered in Hull. At I62O and sailing somewhat
slower now, Pat got the first glimpse of St Kilda on the horizon.
It was a balmy afternoon and by 18oohrs with eight miles to go,
the log read 246 miles. The barometer was high at IOI9 and
steady. By I93O we were rowing ashore and introduced our-
selves to Roy Trick and Jennie. They arrived shortly after us on
Vida, a 38-foot Rival ketch, registered in Southampton. It was an
ideal evening to visit the famous island group. On landing, we
met the officer commanding the army base. She invited us to the
Puff Inn where we enjoyed drinks and delicious fish and chips,
this seemingly being the fare on Friday nights in St Kilda! We
visited the little museum which has been established in one of
the original village houses, refurbished by the National Trust of
Scotland. We were informed that volunteers can stay and work
on the island for two weeks in summer for about £200 per week.
The National Trust has a waiting list of three years. We met a
Drogheda man and a Dublin girl who were there also with the
National Trust at this time. About twenty such volunteers stay
on the island at any one time. They travel there by ferry from
Oban and, weather permitting, they return as scheduled. The
island is very stark with no trees, high cliffs and huge numbers
of seabirds, predominantly gannets, puffins and fulmers. We
were informed that apart from the houses there are about t,ooo
’cleats’, mostly inside the walled village. The wall was built to
keep animals out of the village from the cultivated plots. They
are little stone structures and dot the island. They were drying
houses to preserve the dead birds, mainly puffins and fulmers of
which the islanders killed over a thousand each year. They acted
as ventilation rooms and the wind, blowing through their stone
walls, dried out the flesh and preserved the meat and feathers.

We also saw the Soay sheep which are a breed indigenous to
the island. ’Soay’ was the Viking name for sheep which indi-
cates that the sheep were present on the island of Soay, one of
the five in the group, when the Vikings first landed. We had a
very pleasant evening at the Puff Inn - the army recreation
centre.

Next morning, Saturday, we were woken by our friends on
V/da who called us on the VHF. They informed us that the
weather as going to deteriorate quickly with winds from the
south-east. This would leave our anchorage very exposed and so
by IIOOhrS we weighed anchor and sailed east towards the

Sound of Harris. The sea was choppy but as evening approached
the wind reduced considerably. We planned to anchor in West
Loch Tarbert on Harris but made our landfall well to the south
and to windward just in case we could get through the shallow
and hazardous sound of Harris. It cleared up into a beautiful
evening and we approached the entrance with caution and a
rising tide. We soon discovered, as another member of the cruis-
ing club, M d~lton, explained in his article in I983 (page 36),
that the buoyage system in the Sound of Harris had been
changed - the entrance now being from the east. Unfortunately,
we had not read his article and we experienced the same confu-
sion. I had not purchased an up-to-date chart as I had thought
that there would be no question of sailing through it during the
planning stage prior to our departure on the cruise. However, in
the midst of the confusion, we fortunately looked up Reed’s
which immediately clarified the situation for us. We successful-
ly navigated the shallow channel and by 19oohrs we were snugly
at anchor in Loch Maddy on North Uist - 5 miles to the south of
the sound. This ferryport had five permanent moorings. We were
the sixth boat in and had to lay our anchor - log reading 315
miles. Ashore, we had a nice meal in the local hotel after which
Pat and Ciaran disappeared! They returned again at about 0630
after an all-night party and bonfire in Benbecula, a neighbour-
ing island to the south which is connected by a causeway. The
pubs in North Uist close at 2130 or 22oohrs.

In the early hours of the morning the wind, which had been
forecast 24 hours earlier, got up very strongly from the southeast
and blew in violent gusts from the North Lee mountain. It is 250
metres high and directly to the southeast of the anchorage.
Before dawn, I checked the anchor and laid out another ten
metres of chain. The anchor was holding. I went ashore to find
out what had happened our two crew members and brought their
dinghy, one of the two we keep, out to the boat, where Joe slept
and Tadgh kept watch. We were just settling back when I heard
a loud blast from an aerosol foghorn.

Our friends on Vida were unable to sleep and while sitting in
their enclosed cockpit, they suddenly realised that Ricjak had
taken off. The Admiralty comment is that the holding ground
(mud) was not safe. Apparently, the ferry chums the mud and
while it settles down, it does not provide reliable holding. Our
friends on Vida said they never saw a boat get under way so
quickly!

Ricjak had been anchored about 200 metres windward of a
small rocky headland. This just about left clearance for the ferry.
The five permanent moorings were laid between us and the
rocky shore. The only thing I was able to do was to drive towards
the land pulling the anchor. I motored between and then astern
of the boats on their moorings.

There was a little shelter at the island end of the ferry pier.
Manoeuvrability was very severely restricted because our
anchor was on a long length of chain. We were hemmed in on
all sides by rocky shores except for a tiny stone beach. I did
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manage to get the boat turned around sufficiently to reverse her
onto the beach under the steps to port with the wind blowing on
the port bow. It was half-flood on a spring tide which did not
make things any easier. We were, however, just out of the lumpy
sea. By keeping the engine gently in reverse we were able to hug
the shore sufficiently to send Joe in with ropes. The rudder was
providing a great anchor! We had the boat securely tied on a
temporary basis when the two party boys returned.

They were in great "spirits’ and just in time to haul in the fifty
metres of half-inch chain and sixty-pound CQR. Their dehydra-
tion was becoming serious by the time the anchor was aboard!
Later the harbourmaster came on duty and he kindly gave us
directions towards two additional pern~anent moorings which
were situated at the entrance of the old and very small fishing
harbour.

Upon picking up one of the moorings Alastair McCloud, the
doctor’s son, beckoned us from the shore. I brought him on
board and he proceeded to steer us through the narrow but deep
channel S-bend of the harbour entrance and to a fisherman’s
mooring. Many of these are made of heavy ropes slung from one
side to the other. Both sides were rocky cliffs about 4 metres
over high water. Next morning, Monday, we tied up to the pier.
We lay snugly at the pier in the village until Wednesday when
the nasty southeast gales had passed. The unfortunate sailors on
the moorings in the main harbour were for much of the time
unable to get ashore during this period. It is true when they say
’the devil’s boy has the devil’s look’!

We toured most of North Uist and Benbecula with Alastair in
his mother’s car on Monday and Tuesday. We dined out each
evening and generally enjoyed our stay in Loch Maddy.

On Monday we listened in regularly to the Coastguard search
for the yacht Crusader which had left Oban for Loch Maddy but
had not arrived. She was crewed only by her skipper. Air/sea res-
cues were called out and the yacht was repeatedly called during
the night by the coastguard. When called at 7am she casually
answered the coastguard to say that she had anchored for the
night in a small cove on the northwest of Skye. She was told by
a not-bemused coastguard that one Nimrod, two helicopters,
three lifeboats and the Hebridian coastguard bad spent the night
searching for her. While she had given an ETA for Loch Maddy
of 19oohrs on the previous day, she had omitted to radio in her
change of plans due to severe weather conditions.

On Wednesday at o74o we were under way once more. We
planned to sail directly to Stornoway on the island of Lewis to

Traditional house in the Black House village.

the north. The morning was calm and a gentle breeze developed
during the day. At I7oohrs with increasing wind, we entered
Stornoway Harbour. We reported to the harbourmaster. HM
Customs followed us in their Landrover along the docks to the
place where we tied up. They did not inspect and except for
pleasantries had only one question; "when were you last in
Morocco?" We gave them the appropriate reply and they wished
us well. We had a wonderful meal at the Crown on the quayside.
The log read 378 miles.

The next day Tadgh and I took a bus tour to the western part
of Lewis. Lewis and the Uists are dotted with lakes which
occupy a sizeable percentage of the land mass of these islands.
Barra and particularly Harris are mountainous. 31,ooo people
live on the islands. Of the 2o,ooo living in Lewis about half
reside in Stornoway. The island never fully recovered from the
tragedy of I January 1919 when the lolaire, returning ex-ser-
vicemen, foundered at the Stornoway harbour entrance with the
loss of 2o5 young men. 79 were saved. This was followed by
mass emigration of about I ,ooo people per annum for Io years.

We toured the west coast and the traditional Black House vil-
lage. The old houses with walls about five feet wide and a turf-
filled cavity had only a hole in the roof to serve as a chimney for
the fire which was set on the floor in the centre of the houses,
which had no gables.

Then to the folk museum in one of the many old churches.
Carloway Broch or Dun is a well-reserved example of a hollow-
walled tower abut seventy feet in diameter, only found in
Scotland and dating from the first century AD. We visited the
Standing Stones of Callanish before returning to Stornoway
tourist office.

Lewis. On returning to the harbour at I8oohrs I discovered
that a retired fisherman wanted us to move to another part of the
harbour. He didn’t care what the harbourmaster’s instructions
were. He insisted that the harbourmaster was in charge during
the daytime but that his day ended at 1800. As an appointee of
the fishermen he was then in charge. It did not matter that the
harbourmaster had authorised us to tie up where we were. We
planned to leave early next morning. We moved a few yards,
took extra water on board, did a sail repair to the genoa and went
to be.

At o55o on Friday the 29th July it was cold and flat calm. The
forecast given on Thursday was for southeast winds becoming
quite strong. We thought that we would have to travel southeast
through the sound of Skye and beat our way towards Barra.

In Loch Maddy I was informed by a
trawler skipper that the overfalls in the
Little Minch can be very dangerous
because the sea is shallow. He avoids the
whole area in a wind-against-tide situa-
tion.

The Shiant islands lie mid-way
between the northwest point of Skye and
Lewis. The wind however did not develop
as soon or as strong as we expected and we
motored in a calm sea southwards through
the North Minch leaving Lewis and then
Harris behind. Eventually with a gentle
breeze we sailed once more into Loch
Maddy at 21 oohrs having logged 48 miles.
We were very fortunate to have travelled
this distance south before the winds devel-
oped. We were now 46 miles from
Castlebay in the island of Barra and tied
up to a ship’s mooring at the entrance to
the loch.

Saturday was a dreadful day. The
barometer dropped to 1oo6. At o85o we
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were under way with two reefs in the main and a storm jib set.
18 miles to windward lay Lough Boisdale in South Uist. I esti-
mated this would require 45 miles’ sailing. There was a heavy
sea running in the Little Minch. It was indeed a bad day and it
was very difficult to reach Loch Boisdale. At 164o the log read
460 miles and we were still six miles to the loch. By I9oohrs we
were ashore after securely anchoring to a ship’s mooring buoy.
We had a meal served by a waitress in traditional kilt costume.
The evening was very relaxing after a hard day at sea- a day not
fit to be out. The hotel was an old shooting lodge and the pub
annexed to it was full of life. Pat bought plenty of fish and
prawns from a trawler. We woke up to a beautiful Sunday morn-
ing.

We motored to the island of Erriskay - the island on which
the famous whiskey ship, the Politician, sank at the outbreak of
the second world war. We entered the natural harbour on the east
side of the island and went ashore. There is a dangerous half tide
rock in the centre just outside its entrance. We kept to the south
of it. Tadgh and I walked over the main road towards the village
on the northwest side. The Politician had apparently mistaken
the Sound of Erriskay for the Sound of Barra to the south in
dense fog and ran ashore. The locals told us that the remains of
her could still be seen above the water at low tide until recent
years. A friend whom we had met in Loch Maddy informed us
that he came across a diver who had found six bottles of whiskey
on the wreck in recent years. He had consumed four of them
when, to his disgust, he was offered £2,000 for each of the
remaining two bottles.

At 123o we left Erriskay and motored the remaining twenty
miles or thereabouts to Barra. At 16oohrs with 487 miles record-
ed on the log we picked up a mooring in Castlebay. The feis ceoil
which had run for two weeks had just finished on the Saturday
night and the Caledonia McBrayne ferry apparently took nearly
I,ooo people off the island that morning.

I visited Barra eleven years ago and this time I was amazed
at the changes which had taken place. We had been informed on
the other islands that there was a lot of building activity on
Barra. We certainly witnessed it. The island which has a popu-
lation of about 1,300 people has many new buildings, a new hos-
pital, a new ferry pier (as on the other islands) and there appears
to be a very buoyant local economy. I spoke to a number of
people who had returned to Barra to retire and build new houses
there. Barra had been connected to Vatersay by a causeway built
over the sound of Vatersay in recent years. The latter has a small
population (maybe IOO). It is slightly larger than Erriskay with
an area of about 4 square miles. It was one farm until the middle
of the last century. The ancestors of its present population had
lived on the very remote southerly island of Bemeray. Houses
were built for them by the Home Office when part of the farm
on Vatersay was divided amongst them.

Whilst in Barra we had the pleasant surprise of meeting
Paddy Macklin whom I last met in Madeira before we crossed
the Atlantic in 1985. Paddy, of Irish parents but living in
London, had a folk boat at that time and was awaiting a crew

member to assist him with a planned Atlantic crossing. We never
saw him again and had been asked by a number of people while
in the Caribbean if we had come across him. Now he was on a
Nicholson 32. We recounted all the different experiences and
happening which had occurred during the intervening years. He
stated that he sailed on the west coast of Ireland in 1993 and had
anchored for nearly a week at Rosmoney, Westport, which was
only about 200 yards away from us but on the other side of the
hill. He did not see Ricjak and so our chance reunion was put
back by a full year.

Monday was another dreadful day with very little wind and
torrential rain. It was impossible to do any touring, apart from
what we had done on the Sunday evening. Some people we
became acquainted with on the Sunday night were on board the
Wallis Ocean Services Vessel, the Abel J, registered in Alaska.
The vessel spends all her time bringing camera crews to far-off
locations such as Easter Island and South Georgia. She is a prac-
tical motor vessel, beautifully appointed, about four years old
and is immaculately kept.

At 180o in the pouring rain we decided to set sail for Tory
Island. The forecast was for more south-easterly winds veering
to the southwest. We decided to make as much headway as pos-
sible before the southwest winds developed. Our log read 522
miles at Berneray. Just under 24 hours later we were west of
Aran. While crossing Donegal Bay in a freshening easterly
wind, we listened to the drama experienced by a trawler, the
Western Viking which was in trouble off Killybegs and taking
water. The crew were taken off by helicopter. The skipper even-
tually managed to get her safely to Killybegs.

On Tuesday moming at 0700 the Black Rock, west of
Blacksod, was abeam. The wind which blew strongly during the
night gave us a speed of about seven knots for most of the time.
It gradually eased as we sailed between Achill Head and
Carricakin about one cable due west of it. Sailing through the
centre of the passage can only be attempted in fine weather. We
rounded Achill Head and into a sea mist. The day gradually
brightened. We motored eastwards into a different climate and
through Clew Bay over a calm, sun-drenched sea. At 16oohrs we
laid anchor at Inislyre. On going ashore we had a small celebra-
tion with Tommy Gibbons and our friends on the island while
waiting for the tide to rise.

At 1745 we tied up to my wooden boardwalk in front of the
Coastguard Station at Rosmoney. We had logged 747 miles.
Within one hour the boat was cleared out. Joe went for a bath,
Tadgh went home for a shower, Ciaran and Pat went for a beer!
I put Ricjak on her mooring and had a very good night’s sleep.

The sail to St Kilda, which is 47 miles west of the Sound of
Harris, a distance of 251 miles, took 49 hours, at 5- I knots. Barra
to Rosmoney, 250 miles, 45 hours, 5.5 knots.

30 gallons of diesel were burnt. We visited five islands by sea
and another two by road. The weather was mixed and unsettled.
We were lucky with the winds.

Total distance logged - 747 miles. A full I4 days.
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Leisurely Cruise to Portugal and the Med

Stephen Malone

We had left Symphonie hauled up ashore in Vigo at the end of
our cruise last year in the Lagos brothers’ boatyard. On the 21 st
May this year, four of us - John Lennon, Margaret and Billy
Fennelly, and the skipper- flew to Oporto in Portugal, this being
the most convenient airport for Vigo. We had reservations at the
Grand Hotel do Batalha, a 4-star hotel near the railway station,
and this proved to be very comfortable and well appointed and
reasonable.

On the next day, Sunday, our train to Vigo left at 15.oo, so we
had a few hours to see a little of this interesting old city, in the
morning. It was not the best of days to visit the great port ware-
houses. It was a grey wet morning, and most of the citizens of
Oporto were in raincoats, carrying umbrellas. We settled for a
visit to the bustling open-air market beside the railway station.
This was very crowded indeed, with an astonishing number of
caged birds, rabbits, puppies and fowl of all sorts on sale.

The train journey to Vigo was very leisurely, and, the weath-
er having cleared to bright sunshine, we enjoyed some pleasant
scenery, particularly along the Rio Minho, which forms the
boundary with Spain. A cruise up the Minho could be very
attractive, and we regretted that our schedule precluded this. We
had reservations at the Tres Luces Hotel near the shopping heart
of Vigo, and this also proved to be very comfortable, as well as
being reasonable.

Monday morning was wet and miserable. The skipper took a
taxi to the Bouzas dock area, where, with some difficulty, he
located the Lagos boatyard. The work done on Symphonie
included re-alignment of the engine with a new stern-tube. The
bill, which was quite considerable, had to be paid in cash before
the boat was launched. We had brought with us a new propeller,
and, in accordance with the operation of Murphy’s Law, this
didn’t fit the shaft. Modifications were carried out but the upshot
was that launching had to be postponed until Tuesday’s after-
noon tide.

It was agreed that we could sleep aboard, on the slipway.
Toilet facilities in the yard were primitive, to say the least, but
the Lagos brothers introduced us to the small yacht club at
Bouzas, where the facilities were somewhat better, though short
of lavish. We dined well, however, at a small local restaurant, for
£6 per head, including two bottles of very palatable wine.

All portable items had been removed from the yacht for safe
storage indoors in large cardboard boxes, and we spent several
hours next day putting everything back aboard, a task just
completed in time for launching at I4.3o.

Alfredo Lagos was adamant in insisting that the crew on
board at launching should consist only of himself, his mechan-
ic, and the skipper, who was instructed to sit for’ard of the mast
and not to interfere. As Symphonie came off the slipway and
went afloat, the mechanic was slow in starting the engine, and
the wind abeam pushed the boat against the harbour wall, where
a projecting steel angle pulled a stanchion out of the deck. This
meant a couple of hours at the Bouzas Yacht Club marina while

the stanchion bracket was refitted (at no cost, of course).
While the work carried out by the Lagos boatyard was expen-

sive, in the skipper’s view, it must be conceded that it was well
done. Engine vibration was greatly reduced, and the persistent
drip from the sterngland was eliminated.

We eventually set sail for Bayona at t 6.3o. Alfredo Lagos had
given us permission to use his mooring at Bayona, and we
picked this up at about 18.3o. We had another excellent meal
ashore at the Tunnel Restaurant. The log noted that it was a
lovely moonlit night.

The outboard motor having failed to start, was brought ashore
and we gave it to Angel (sic), who was in charge of the marina.
The motor was returned in good order next day. The weather had
turned very fresh, and rowing the rubber dinghy ashore was
becoming tedious, so we decided that a marina berth was worth
paying for, particularly for the toilets and showers. We were still
in the last week of May, and early in the season, so life ashore
was relatively quiet. We met the crews of two British yachts, one
on a return voyage to Wales, and they had horrific tales of high
seas and a multiplicity of lobster pots on the voyage north from
Cape St Vincent.

The weather had greatly improved on Thursday 26th, and we
shopped around for stores. The following day we set sail for
Viana do Castelo where we entered after a quiet passage of 3o
miles, motor-sailing in light airs and beautiful weather. We
found a new marina still under construction, where we were
allowed to berth free of charge. We had made contact, through
David Fitzgerald, with David Lumby, an Englishman living in
Viana do Castelo, and he visited us shortly after we arrived, and
gave us some helpful advice on cruising in Portugal.

This was our first Portuguese port of call, and our introduc-
tion to the Portuguese formalities. We had expected a relaxation
of these with the entry of Portugal to the EU in I993. No way.
We were interviewed by three separate officials, each of whom
filled out what appeared to be identical forms, including pass-
port details of everyone on board. This procedure, with minor
variations, occurred at every subsequent port of call. In a few
cases, the Capitan of a marina was able to deal with the formal-
ities, but even then, the forms had to be completed in septupli-
cate. It must be said that the officials were invariably polite and
helpful.

Viana do Castelo is acquiring a reputation as one of the
favourite ports on the west coast of Europe, vying with Camaret,
and we found it very attractive indeed.

Our schedule required us to move on, however, and we left on
Saturday 29th May for Leixoes, about 35 miles south. Again we
met light headwinds, and motor-sailed. Leixoes is the main har-
bour for Oporto, at the mouth of the Rio Douro, and is Portugal’s
largest artificial harbour. It is possible to sail up to Oporto, but
the advice we had was that the entrance is plagued by shifting
sands and pilotage is essential. We had decided, in any case, to
make a call at Peniche en route to Lisbon, where we expected to
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Barren background beach - Aquadulce.

be joined by three more crew, arriving on 2nd June. Leixoes har-
bour was crowded, and rather scruffy, but we got a berth on the
small marina and were warmly welcomed at one of the three
yacht clubs, where we joined in the celebration of some event,
the nature of which we did not discover.

We left on the following day for Figueira da Foz, about 65
miles south. One of the advantages of these relatively short pas-
sages was that they were made in daylight, an important con-
sideration in view of the very numerous lobster pots scattered
around within three miles of the shore. Tunny nets needed also
to be considered, although we did not meet these until we were
east of Cape St. Vincent.

On reaching Figueira da Foz, we made our way to the old
fishing port on the north side of the harbour, as suggested by the
’Atlantic Spain and Portugal’ pilot, but were waved energetical-
ly away, and directed up-river. There we found a large new
marina under construction, and a very courteous customs officer
welcomed us and indicated where we could berth. There were
only a few other boats, mostly local as far as we could see. This
marina was far from complete, and water was available only at
the main customs reception pontoon. Once again, there were no
charges. From the work, so far completed, and in progress, it is
obvious that this will be a marina offering extensive facilities.
The town is also very attractive, with a friendly atmosphere. We
were quite reluctant to leave after two days.

Another early morning start was needed for the 65-mile pas-
sage to Peniche, just around Cape Carvoeiro, inside Berlenga
Island, once again in light but favourable weather, and bright
sunshine - and many lobster pots. Peniche is a very busy, crowd-
ed fishing harbour. We entered, about 20.00, just ahead of two
other, larger, yachts, under Dutch flags. The three boats circled
around, looking for suitable resting places. All dockside spaces
were occupied; as were all moorings. Then a launch with a
young customs officer came to our aid, and directed us to moor
alongside a trawler, Symphonie on one side, the Dutch boats on
the other. He came aboard, but declined the offer of a drink, and
invited us ashore to undergo the inevitable form-filling proce-
dure. Fred Carlisle’s comment on Peniche in his very informa-
tive article ’Port Hopping to Gibraltar’ (Yachting Monthly, June
I98o) was "shelter and holding seem good but there is little to
take you ashore". We do agree.

We performed a rescue service on our departure from
Peniche. About half-an-hour out we were hailed by a medium-
sized cabin-cruiser, two men on board, travelling at speed. The

message, as we understood it, was that
they were taking water fast, and were in
danger of sinking. We came alongside,
took their line, and headed back towards
port. They had obviously contacted some-
one ashore by VHF, as shortly a launch
appeared, at speed, and relieved us of our
tow.

We departed from Peniche at o8.15 on
Thursday 2nd June, bound initially for
Cascais, but with the prospect of a contin-
uing southerly sector in the wind, we
decided to proceed up the Tagus to Lisbon,
motor-sailing as usual, in great comfort.
(We had been advised against mooring in
Cascais in any wind from a southerly
direction).

In his article (see above) Fred Carlisle
says "you have to be awfully keen on big
city harbours to venture up to Lisbon."

In our opinion he is wrong. Lisbon is
very exciting. It now has a new fourth

PHOTO: F Pocock marina, entry about I mile above the
bridge, adjacent to the rail station to

Cascais, as well as stations north, close to excellent supermar-
kets, and within easy and cheap taxi ride to restaurants and bars.
We had some excellent meals. We viewed Lisbon from the
height of the Ascensor. We took the train to Cascais for a swim
on Sunday. We bought 5-1itre bottles of good wine for the price
of two pints of Guinness in Dublin.

The new marina was not yet open, so we tied alongside at the
dock just down from the Guardia and Customs offices, adjacent
to the only ladder - a mistake, as we were burgled on Saturday
night. They took two cameras, a walkman, and a wallet contain-
ing credit cards and Eurocheques. We were grateful that they
took so little. And we still think Lisbon is well worth a visit.

Anne, our son John and her brother Brian arrived by air on
Sunday night. A convivial family party followed on board, with
samplings of local wines and duty-free spirits. It was a hot night
on board weatherwise, as well, and we were quite happy to arise
next morning, and prepare to depart. The new marina is in an
inner section of the harbour, the entrance being closed by a
swing bridge, opened readily on demand, but only after 09.30,
so that we had to wait until then to get away.

Another very pleasant sail down the Tagus, with a moderate
free NW wind, avoiding the shallows opposite Cascais, before
we turned south, bound for Sines, about 60 miles away. For the
first time on this voyage we met dolphins, two or three schools
joining us for spells of up to ten minutes.

The bay at Sines is protected by a long sea wall, the south end
of which we rounded at 22.00, and dropped anchor off a lovely
sandy beach. There were only two other yachts at anchor. The
town is at the top of a cliff but the climb is well worthwhile.
There are several restaurants-bars overlooking the harbour, all
with fish grilled on open-air roadside barbecues.

Next morning we swam off the beach, and spent a relaxed few
hours shopping for stores and sightseeing. There is a particular-
ly interesting ornate church above the beach. Sines is being
developed as a holiday resort and there are signs of very con-
siderable expenditure on the approaches to the beach, and a new
promenade. A marina is also planned. This could become a
major yachting centre, as there are no other suitable ports of call
between this and Cape St Vincent, though there are numerous
anchorages, open, of course, to the frequently heavy westerly
swells.

Having decided that our next leg would take us around Cape
St Vincent, at least as far as Lagos, a journey of about 85 miles,
involving a night passage, we delayed our departure until 16.oo.
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Wind was a light but favourable NW, and we motor-sailed for a
few hours, until a freshening wind enabled us to cut off the
engine. We were shortly broad-reaching at 5 to 6 knots. As night
fell, the sky was overcast, and the wind freshened again to NW

5 with heavier gusts. Main and jib were reefed, and very good
progress maintained. We picked up the light on Cape St Vincent
about 22.oo, and had it abeam, about 4 miles off, at oo.3o. Young
John and Billy were on watch accompanied by the skipper (who
was not going to miss this exhilarating pan of the trip).

Once around the Cape, the wind eased somewhat, but we con-
tinued to make such good progress that we decided to avoid
Lagos (which we would be entering in darkness about o3.oo),
and carry on to Villamoura.

We entered the marina at Villamoura at o9.3o on Thursday
9th June, a bright sunny morning. We had travelled lo5 miles in
I8 hours, and were tired but happy.

Once again we went through the tedious paperwork, at the
marina control office, giving the same information at three sep-
arate desks. This, however is a very fine marina, with all facili-
ties, although charges were relatively high at £~I daily. An
excellent sandy beach is reasonably close. Villamoura attracts
large numbers of British (and other) tourists, who stay in the
huge apartment blocks fronting on the marina. There are lmmer-
ous bars and restaurants in the marina complex offering good
value; a satisfactory meal ashore with wine costs about £9 a

head.
Rising inland of the marina is a new shopping area, terraced

and tiled in a most attractive layout, the shops being mainly of
the boutique variety. Behind and beyond there is the less ornate
older town. There are a few good supermarkets, one of these
being very close to the marina.

Hard day at the Spanish office. PHOTO: Anne Malone

Major crew changes occurred at Villamoura, where we re-
mained until Monday 16th June. We had intended to sail to Faro,
this being the airport, but fresh easterlies, and a warning of a
Levanter gale, decided us against, and we were quite happy to
enjoy Villamoura’s marina comforts. Departing and arriving
crew had to travel by taxi to Faro, not too expensive a trip.

John Lennon hosted a farewell dinner at the ’Snooty Fox’
(how British can you get?) on Friday night, and the Fennellys
and he left us the next morning. Later that day Marie-Clare
Lennon was collected at Faro, to join the crew.

The fresh easterly made for very exciting swimming in the
breakers on the beach. Plastic surfboards were all the rage, and
John and Marie-Clare were quickly provided with two of these.

One further crew change came on Sunday, when Brian
Lennon left us and Greg Owens arrived. The crew readjustments
now being completed, we replenished our stores on Monday and
reported our departure from Villamoura and Portugal in general
at the marina office about 12.oo. A fault in the engine control as
we approached the reception pontoon resulted in our being
unable to slow down sufficiently, and Greg, who had jumped
ashore to take a warp around a bollard, got his little finger
jammed, and badly bruised, between warp and bollard. (The
finger is still swollen. Sorry, Greg!)

First aid measures, to finger and engine control, took time as
did refuelling and the inevitable paperwork, and it was 15.oo
before we finally got away. The fact that the crew list was now
substantially different from that on arrival raised no questions.

The wind had moderated since the day before, but it was still
about force 4 from the SE - practically on the nose. Our target
destination was Puerto Sherry, about 96 miles away, but making
poor progress we decided to make an overnight stop in the Rio
Faro, which we entered at t9.3o. The approach has to be taken
with some caution, as there are sandbanks to be avoided each
side of the entrance to a faMy narrow channel between sea walls.
A heavy swell must also be taken into account. There is a wide
estuary inside, and we dropped anchor, just to port of the chan-
nel to Faro, and spent a very peaceful, pleasant night with an
excellent dinner of Irish ham, local veg and wine.

Up at o7.oo, and with breakfast taken, broke out the anchor
at o8.oo. Conditions outside were very calm, and there was no
swell at the harbour mouth. Care was needed, however, to keep
out of the way of the many fishing-boats returning at high speed
from their night’s work.

Having a little time in hand on the schedule for reaching
Gibraltar, we made another overnight stop in the Rio Guardiana,
which forms the frontier between Portugal and Spain. Having
released ourselves from Portuguese formalities at Villamoura
we were very reluctant to re-open them by a visit to Vila Real de
San Antonio, and elected instead to call at Ayomonte, on the
Spanish bank of the river. There is a small harbour, which we
inspected, but it was obviously fairly shallow, and rather crowd-
ed, so we moved up-river, and anchored in a bight just N of the
ferry landing. To avoid swinging in the river current, which was
quite strong, we took a stem-line on to an unoccupied mooring,
before going ashore. Ayomonte was quite an interesting town
with quiet tree-lined plazas, and a few good restaurants. Tourist
traffic to Portugal is brisk and escudos are as acceptable as pese-
tas, although the exchange rate is not too exciting.

We departed from Ayomonte at o8.oo, on top of the flood, and
had a quiet run to the harbour bar, where, again, there was no
problem with swell. Wind as usual was light from the SE and we
motor-sailed to Puerto Sherry, and arrived at 21.30. The marina
reception being closed, we tied up for the night at the arrival
pontoon. Next morning, having dealt with the formalities, we
were allocated a berth on the very sparsely-occupied marina.

An article in Yachting Monthly (Nov 1992) described Puerto
Sherry as "a first-class location for a sophisticated marina" and
"the best port in Atlantic Spain". These comments are very prob-
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ably true. The 7oo-berth marina has a very large, palatial hotel,
acres of dry dock, several restaurants and hundreds of apart-
ments. In mid-June, when we were there, the whole complex
was oddly quiet. A very large proportion of the not-many yachts
on the marina were unoccupied, as were most of the apartments.
The hotel was almost empty. Our marina fees gave us access to
the hotel’s three full-size swimming pools, saunas, jacuzzi and
steam rooms, of which we had almost exclusive use. We drank
alone on the spacious terrace, and in the plush split-level main
bar. Only a few of the many shops were open, and there was no
supermarket in operation. Toilet and shower facilities were first-
class and security arrangements were efficient. The nearest town
is E1 Puerto de Santa Maria about 2km distant where we shopped
by taxi. The marina fees, £I5 per day, were not excessive for the
facilities provided, particularly the magnificent swimming
pools, jacuzzi and saunas. We enjoyed all the delights for two
days, before moving 4 miles across the bay to the port of Cadiz.

Here we found yet another new marina, just beside the old
one at the RCN de Cadiz. This is a friendly yacht club, which
provides adequate meals at reasonable cost. Marina fees were
also reasonable, less than £9 per day. The centre of Cadiz is
about a kilometre away, a pleasant walk along a seaside prome-
nade. The city is fascinating, with the powerful Moorish influ-
ence in its buildings and narrow streets, barely wide enough for
one car.

Anne and the skipper spent a busy morning in the market, and
this being Saturday, the fresh food stalls were at their best and
busiest. We bought meat, vegetables and fruit, and also stocked
up with other necessities at the supermarket nearby. We had an
enormous load in the taxi back to the boat. After dinner aboard
we went ashore to find a bar with a TV, hoping to watch Ireland
v Italy in the first round of the World Cup.

It took some persuasion to spur a comatose crew to make our
departure from Cadiz at 1 I.oo next day (Sunday). We had
intended to make Barbate (about 36 miles away) our next port
of call before Gibraltar, but as the weather had at last produced
a favourable NW force 3, we decided to make for Tarifa, about
60 miles off, as this presented the advantage of a much shorter
05-mile) passage through the strait. We had a very enjoyable
sail under full main and boomed-out genoa in a wind that fresh-
ened to 4 with gusts to 5. As we approached Tarifa in the
evening, the sunlit mountains of North Africa to starboard made
an unforgettable vista. To port, the hills and valleys west of
Tarifa were lined with rows of windmill generators, scores of
them, taking advantage of the fresh winds prevalent in this
southern part of Spain, which also boasts of being the windsurf-
ing capital of the world. The Pilot book is dubious about Tarifa
as a port of call, but things have changed. After a bumpy passage
through the tidal race east of Tarifa Island, we nosed around an
obviously-busy fishing harbour, all quayside berths occupied,
until we were signaled by a man, (who turned out to be the har-
bourmaster) into one of the former naval vessel pens, which are
now apparently used by visiting yachts, as well as some fishing
boats. This was a comfortable enough berth, with a tidal range
of less than four feet, and very convenient to the town. The one
snag was the noisy and protracted preparations of neighbouring
fishing boats for going to sea in the very small hours of the morn-
ing. We were the only yacht in the harbour that first night, but
three others arrived in the following couple of days. Tarifa is an
interesting, very pleasant town, with some good restaurants and
a colourful population of young windsurfers. It is worth a visit,
although the harbour could be uncomfortable in easterly winds.
The ferries to Tangiers leave from Tarifa, with a connecting bus
service to Gibraltar.

After two days in Tarifa we left at 10.30 on Tuesday 21 st June
for Gibraltar, about 15 miles distant. The wind had stayed in the
NW, and continued fresh, up to force 5. This made for a very
exhilarating sail; with a favourable tide, we touched 1okts. We

were well into Gibraltar Bay at 12.30, having averaged 7kts. The
customs office is located at the NE comer of the Rock, adjacent
to Sheppard’s Marina and Marina Bay. Paperwork was almost
on a par with the Portuguese. We berthed, mostly by accident, at
Marina Bay rather than Sheppard’s. Rates were £6.50 per day as
against £6.00 at Sheppard’s but the shore facilities in the matter
of restaurants, bars, and a very good Safeways supermarket were
more than worth the minimal extra.There was a flat rate of 5op
per day for electricity, and water was metered and charged. (Our
tank was full so we didn’t use shore water. Bottled drinking
water was delivered to order).

Our latest crew addition, Fred Pocock, had arrived in
Gibraltar the previous day, and joined us shortly after we
berthed. Having shopped at Safeways, we dined very well on
board. We were very pleased next morning that we had left
Tarifa when we did, as a fresh easterly had sprung up, and quick-
ly developed into a full Levanter gate, which lasted three days,
keeping us pinned in Gibraltar. Gibraltar gets a rather bad press
from yachtsmen, but it does have sufficient of interest to enliv-
en a couple of days. We made the tour of the Rock in a 7-seater
taxi, and enjoyed it greatly. The driver was very well informed.
We learned that fresh water is mainly produced by desalination,
in a plant using refuse as fuel, much of this refuse being import-
ed from La Linea, just across the causeway in Spain, and that
some of this water is exported to Spain. The man-made tunnels
in the Rock can accommodate 17,ooo men. The heavy artillery
gun at the summit of the Rock was capable, during World War
2, of firing across the strait into North Africa. Virtually all
Gihraltarians are bilingual in Spanish and English.
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Greg frees British neighbour’s jib. PHOTO: F Pocock
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Although visibility was not good, there were dramatic views
of the strait. We visited the awe-inspiring, cathedral-like, St
Michael’s Cave, and paid the obligatory courtesy call on the
Barbary Apes (who appeared to be bored stiff by the attentions
of the endless stream of tourists).

After this tour we had a late but satisfactory lunch at the
Clipper pub. Dinner on board was cooked by Greg, who is some-
thing of an expert and plans to open his own restaurant in Temple
Bar before Christmas (advert). Greg also earned Brownie-points
by going aloft to free the jib of a neighbouring British yacht.

We found that prices in general in Gibraltar are not cheap, but
to avail of the duty-free facilities is certainly worthwhile. These
can be ordered from the liquor-shop-cum-bookstore on the
marina, which arranges delivery to the boat.

The Levanter had blown itself out by Friday morning (24th
June) and we were on our way in bright sunshine at o8.3o, bound
for Fuengirola on the Costa del Sol. Light airs again made it nec-
essary to motor-sail, but we averaged 5kts for the 52-mile trip,
arriving at the Fuengirola marina about ] 8.00. This is a large,
fairly-new, marina, accommodating hundreds of yachts, and
berths were readily available. Fuengirola was once an attractive
town with its own character, but nowadays, sadly, it has little to
recommend it, unless one has a liking for crowded beaches,
noise, funfairs, fish-and-chip shops, and a multiplicity of small,
characterless bars. Having designated this as the venue for yet
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another crew change, we had to remain until Sunday, 28th June,
when Greg departed and Jo Leyden arrived, both by means of
the train to Malaga airport. Malaga port would have been more
convenient, but the Pilot was dismissive of Malaga as a port for
yachts, saying these were not welcome. We found this to be true
enough when we made an emergency stop there, having left
Fuengirola, on the 28th, about 08.30, to replace a couple of rivets
in the boom goose-neck. We tied alongside a deserted stretch of
wharf, but very quickly a Guardia Civil squad-car arrived, and
told us to move. We pleaded for an hour’s grace, and this was
granted. It appeared that the only accommodation for visiting
yachts was in the fishing port on the west side of the harbour.

On leaving Malaga, in late afternoon, we met the usual light
headwind and motor-sailed to Puerto Caleta de Velez, about ] 5
miles east of Malaga. This is a small, but very pleasant harbour,
now with a 2-year-old marina, complete with toilets and show-
ers at fees of about £6 per day (this was more or less the stan-
dard charge on most marinas on the Costa del Sol). Once again
we dined well on board, and had a few cervezas and cheap but
palatable Spanish cognacs ashore before retiring.

Leaving at 09.00 next morning, we met the usual light head-
winds. Diesel was not available in Caleta, but would be at
Marina del Este, about I8 miles on, so we made for it. It proved
surprisingly difficult to locate, tucked away in a little cleft in the
rocks, but our GPS was quite certain it was there and so it was;

a very beautiful small marina, spotless-
ly new and clean. We bought our diesel
and oil, resisting the temptation to stay.
We anchored off a nearby beach, and
had a glorious swim, followed by our
normal lunch of tomatoes, bread and
cheese, with cool white wine. (It is
worth noting that we had no problems in
keeping a plentiful supply of ice in the
ice-box at all times. All marinas now
stock ice, usually at 250 pesetas per kilo
bag.) We did not normally rig our
awning for these lunch breaks, but put
up a large beach umbrella in the cockpit.
Some form of shade in the mid-after-
noon is quite essential.

After lunch, the breeze having died
completely, we motored onwards to
Motril, ~ I miles east. As was normal,
the wind came up from the SE in the late
afternoon, but we were unable to hoist
the main as the halyard had jammed
around the radar reflector, having been
left slack when we lunched. As we were
close to Motril by this time, things were
left as they were, and we motored into
the harbour. Motril harbour is open to
the SE and is subject to an uncomfort-
able swell, particularly if one has to
anchor, which would normally be the
case. Fortunately, we found a vacant
berth on the small yacht club marina, to
which we were made welcome. The
club is most hospitable, matters being
presided over by a most affable and
loquacious Capitan, who made a
lengthy, but courteous examination of
the skipper while completing the
inevitable forms in septuplicate. What
were the names of the four provinces of
Ireland? Where was Galway, whence
came friends of the Capitan, met while



he was a student in Granada? A small yellow notebook was pro-
duced, in which were written some phrases in English, and the
single word ’awesome’. What was the meaning of ’awesome’?
The skipper did his best to explain. On completion of this inter-
view the Capitan grinned and said "slS.n leat," as we shook
hands.

We left Motril next morning (28 June) in a flat calm, and
motored on to Almerimar, 37 miles east. The coast in this region
is very harsh and barren, with little or no vegetation, but with
vast areas of plastic greenhouses along the shore and foothills.
The beaches, which are of golden sand between Gibraltar and
Malaga, are of fine brown gravel. In place of the nearly unbro-
ken ribbon of high-rise hotels and apartment blocks, there are
here only small isolated pockets of more modest holiday homes.

Almerimar is a medium-sized seaside town, depending large-
ly on Spanish holiday-makers. The principal feature is the large
new marina, offering I,OOO berths, as well as acres of storage
space ’on the hard’. With so many new marinas appearing on
this stretch of coast (and many more under construction) rates
are becoming very competitive, and ’special offers’ are
common. On completing the form-filling ceremony in the con-
trol tower at Almerimar, we were told that if we wintered
Symphonie here we would get a discount of 40% on next
season’s marina fees. To impress us further, the Capitan, having
received payment of the fee for our overnight stop (about £7),
said "go raibh maith agat"!

This is a splendid marina, with all facilities, but the location
is not attractive, set as it is against a background of barren rocky
mountains, the nearby beach consisting of dark brown gravel.
The glossy brochure tells us that "Almerimar isn’t just a port-
marina, its location constitutes an oasis coming up from an arid
zone of incomparable wild beauty...and surrounded by a plastic
sea which every season feeds Europe with first-class world-
famous horticultural products". (The ’plastic sea’ is, of course,
the vast acres of plastic greenhouses!) There is, also, an 18-hole
72-par golf course "considered to be one of the best designed by
Gary Player."

We moved on, next day, 21 miles to Almeria, capital of the
region, and the hub of bus and rail services, and with air con-
nections via Madrid or Barcelona to Dublin or London. Anne
and Joe had return flights booked from Alicante on 2nd July, and
travelled there by bus on the previous day.

We discovered that yet another new marina was being built
and nearing completion in Almeria. Berths were already avail-
able, with water-points, but no electricity, as yet. No showers or
toilets, as the large new clubhouse was far from complete and
the old Almeria Yacht Club, where facilities were available, was
two miles away. The new marina is very near the centre of the
large town; there are many good restaurants, supermarkets and
shops.

Almeria was the most important Moorish capital in Spain. On
the west of the city are the ruins of the Alcazaba, the fortified
Moorish stronghold, covering hundreds of acres, and well worth
seeing. The climate is intensely hot and dry, with 320 days of
sunshine a year, making it a place to visit in winter, its landscape
has made it the location for films such as ’Lawrence of Arabia’
and several ’spaghetti’ westerns.

The weather was now becoming extremely hot, and, although
showers using our own waterhose were taken frequently, we
missed the cooling electric fan in the cabin. We decided to move
about 5 miles back west to the new marina at Aquadulce.

This turned out to be very similar, in amenities and setting, to
Almerimar, at marginally cheaper rates, and with a more attrac-
tive town and a slightly better beach.

Here, we idled away the final week of our cruise, swimming,
showering, eating and (occasionally) drinking. We made a quick
trip back to Almeria, on the 6th July, to deposit Fred, to catch his
flight to London. The remainder of the crew, Marie-Clare, John
and the skipper, took the boat back to Aquadulce, and prepared
her for laying-up ashore on the marina, to await the next install-
ment of our odyssey.

Symphonie was lifted out on 8th July, and we took the bus to
Malaga that afternoon, flying to Dublin, via London, next day.

Date Voyage

24 May

27 May

29 May

3o May
i June
2 June
6 June

8/9 June
13 June
I4 June
15 June
17 June
19 June
2I June
24 June

26 June
27 June
28 June
29 June

I July

Total

Vigo-Bayona
Bayona-Viana do Castelo
Viana do Castelo-Leixoes
Leixoes-Figueira da Foz
Figueira da Foz-Peniche
Peniche-Lisbon
Lisbon-Sines
Sines-Villamoura
Villamoura-Rio Faro
Rio Faro-Ayomonte
Ayomonte-Puerto Sherry
Peurto Sherry-Cadiz
Cadiz-Tarifa
Tarifa-Gibraltar
Gibraltar-Fuengirola
Fuengirola-Malaga-Caleta de Velez
Caleta de Velez-Marina del Este-Motril
Motril-Almerimar
Almerimar-Almeria
Almeria-Aquadulce

SUMMARY

Miles

IO

3o
35
65
65
45
6o
lO5
25
32
65
4

70
15
52
38
29
37
21

5

803

Hours Sail

2

3
4

IO

I2

6
II

I5
2

5
6
I

I2

2

5
5
3
I

4
I

Hours Engine

54

Total

2

6

7
I2

14
8

I2

18
6

7
13

I

I3
2

IO

9
7
9
4
2

164

127



The Far Side

Brian Smullen

A very pleasant sail down-channel in mid-
October ’93 had us on our way to
Gibraltar for the start of the Europa ’94
Round The World Rally. We even made it
inside Ushant with a favourable tide
before the gods gave us our first test in the
form of 4o knots of wind from the NE.
Zaberdast, our 66’ Sparkman and
Stephens sloop, acquitted herself with
flying colours and in no time we were in
the lee of Portugal, motoring along with
no wind at all. A stop at Porto Sherry
Marina near Cadiz was inexpensive and
the staff were extremely helpful in sorting
out an electrical problem we had. A visit
to Marbella preceded our arrival in
Gibraltar.

The duly-appointed Start Day arrived
and so did 6o knots of wind from the E so
everything was put back 24 hours. Next
day with heart in mouth we were off to
(hopefully) sail round the world. We had
to resort to our engine to get us out of
some very serious overfalls off the

Leaving Bora-Bora.

/

Rafting up in 3s for the Panama Canal.

PHOTO: Brian Smullen

good awning is imperative in these climates and nobody does
them better than Antigua Sails. Naturally, when the end fitting
for our spinnaker boom eventually arrived, late of course, it was
the wrong size, so we were to be poleless again for the next

Moroccan coast but otherwise the trip was uneventful and in
41h days we were in Las Palmas to a very warm welcome.

Our time in The Canaries was filled with shopping expedi-
tions, tours of the island, receptions, etc. and in no time at all Leg
2 was due to commence. The start was
again delayed due to high winds and big
seas. However, on January 22 we were off
to tackle the Atlantic. Having got clear of
the wind shadow of the Canaries we were
soon bowling along in the trade winds and
making good progress. Lovely sunny days
with just the occasional squall with gusts
of 25 knots for 5 minutes or so lulled us
into a false sense of security. On the sixth
night out we had a rude awakening as
another squall just like all the others came
along, except this one had 5o/6o knots in
it. In just 5 minutes it reduced us to a much
less efficient craft. With a tom mainsail,
the spinnaker boom end fitting broken and
the boom track torn off the mast. So much
for complacency. It took a few days to sew
the sail and jury rig the pole and from then
on our progress was considerably slower.
Still, we managed to cover the 2,625 miles
to St Lucia in I5z/2 days.

A quick dash to Antigua for a haul-out
and to collect a new awning followed. A PHOTO: Brian Smullen
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downwind leg to Panama.
This was an exciting leg with good trade winds. We stayed-

about 60 miles off the coast of Columbia to avoid the Americans
who hunt for drug smugglers in the area and are likely to board
one. This proved a good tactic anyhow as the inshore boats ran
out of wind. The North Atlantic Drift which had been so helpful
for so long was now forced to reverse itself by the coast of
Central America. This, combined with the healthy trade winds,
gave us some interesting sea conditions off Point Gallinas and I
was pleased not to be in a smaller boat. By now the moon was
full and a wind shift allowed us to hoist our new Genneker so it
was heigh-ho for Colon in great style; where we arrived having
covered I,OI7 miles in six and three quarter days.

Colon is a bustling, dirty, dangerous city where ships too big
for the canal tranship their containers. It is also very exciting and
had a duty-free zone the size of an industrial estate. We took full
advantage of this before transiting the canal.

Locking through the canal in rafts of 3 with 5 rafts per lock
proved to be much easier than we had anticipated and then the
sail across Gatun Lake was fun. Having ovemighted at Gamboa
we motored through Culebra Cut which claimed so many thou-
sands of lives in the making and then on to Miraflores to lock
into the Pacific.

By now it was already March and on the next leg to
Galapagos we had the dubious pleasure of a visit from King
Neptune to initiate those of us who had not sailed across the
Equator before. A very, very damp affair indeed! San Cristobal,
the new check-in island for the group, turns off the town gener-
ator at midnight and this also extinguishes the lighthouse on a
nearby headland; as a result three boats went aground, ’though
not seriously. Happily, we arrived in daylight.

Exotic wildlife abounds and a local tee-shirt shows two tur-
tles arguing, with one saying "yes, I know I was unfaithful but it
was I2O years ago!". Blue-footed boobys which are in fact gan-
nets look slightly ridiculous in their bright blue ’wellies’. Under-
water the sealions are born show-offs and great fun to scuba-dive
with. They swim up to your mask to peer in or sneak behind you
to gently nibble your hair and they love to perform aquabatics;
they are just full of fun. All too soon it was time to go.

The longest leg of our trip had the Pacific living up to its name
on the voyage to the Marquessa Islands. Blue skies, reaching
winds, flat seas and temperature in the high 8os with just the
occasional rain squall to keep the dust down. Fishing improved
both with and without lines and one morning we had 51 flying
fish and 2 squid on deck. Mahi-mahi is a very tasty fish which
glows many different bright colours when hauled aboard, from
green to gold to blue.

Altogether the best long distance passage I have ever done. It
took us just under 16 days to cover 2,817 miles - an average of
7 and three quarter knots.

Hiva Oa, our landfall, is a beautiful island and is the burial
place of French painter Gaugin. Dramatic volcanic cliffs rear
into the sky and there can be no doubt you are in the South Seas.
A wonderful cruising ground with each island more beautiful
than the last. Too soon we were at Nuku Hiva for the start of the
next leg to Tahiti.

Murphy took a hand about 20 minutes before the Start, when
the engine starter motor gave up the ghost. It took over two hours

A haircut at sea. PHOTO: Michael 0 ’FIaherty

to sail off the anchor and get free of an almost windless bay to
reach the trade winds outside. Worse still, it meant abandoning
our plan to visit the coral atolls of the Tuamotos Group where
they dive for black pearls. I did not want to risk narrow passages
through coral reefs even if Captain Cook did so. Still, we had a
pleasant sail through the islands and arrived in Tahiti in just
under five days.

French Polynesia is very French. Good restaurants, excellent
supermarkets, but boy-oh-boy do they know how to charge you.
Bring lots of money with you and then double it. However, cruis-
ing the islands where the movie ’South Pacific’ was filmed took
a certain amount of the sting out of it.

It seemed no time at all before we were at Bora-Bora, ready
for our next Leg to Tonga ’The Friendly Isles’.

A two-mile beat along the lagoon, to show off to the locals,
had us on our way in dramatic style, even if the unaccustomed
angle of heel did fill the galley cupboards with bilge water! More
wonderful Pacific-style down-sailing followed and then all of a
sudden June 19 became June 20 and we had crossed the
International Date Line just before the shortest day of the year
in the Southern Hemisphere. It is difficult to believe it is mid-
winter with the temperature in the 9os!

I must stop at the halfway mark or the Hon Ed will have my
guts for garters. If all goes well I will continue in next year’s
Journal.
Distance: Io,o9o miles
Time: 59 days
Time under engine: 6 days
Time under sail: 53 days

"and then I said to her..." PHOTO: Brian Srnullen King Neptune and his helper enjoy a beer
with one of his new subjects. PHOTO: M 0 ’Flaher~.
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The 38’ Mavis off the Sandycove Battery. Designed, built and successfully sailed by John B Kearney, sold to America in the 50s and reported
sailing in Long Island Sound in the 70s. ICC member Reggie Walsh has recently located Mavis in poor condition in New England.

Photo courtesy of Daphne French who sailed on board Mavis



Gumdrop’s Magic Journey

Tom and Dianne Andrews

To celebrate Gumdrop’s twentieth birthday it seemed appropri-
ate to hope to take her back to her birthplace in the Solent (after
the Rover Series in Scotland and Cork Week). Forward planning
took considerable time and effort to ensure that race crews were
compatible and available for race events and passage cruises.
The season started with race and crew training on Strangford
Lough.

On 7th July Gumdrop set off for Crosshaven with delivery
crew, leaving her mooring at Whiterock in bright evening sun-
shine, motoring with mainsail only in a light breeze, the sea was
calm and as darkness fell the phosphorescence was spectacular.
A beautiful sunrise followed and was celebrated with a round of
hot chocolate.

Some hundred miles later Gumdrop went into Arklow at noon
for a quick refuel of diesel. Quite a record as this procedure only
took ten minutes because the pump operator was standing ready
at the entrance to the inner harbour when we arrived. Gumdrop
was soon off again into an increasing southwesterly wind which
made the seas off the Tuskar Rock very lumpy and unpleasant.
Progress was slow and a ’pan-pan’ was heard stating that a flare
had been seen near the Saltees.

Around this time the Skipper had a bad bout of mal de mer so
the Mate took over and steered the boat into Dunmore East. Ian
helped with identifying the lights of the harbour entrance. There
was a south-westerly gale warning on 9th July so most yachts
bound for Crosshaven remained safely in the harbour, although
some did venture out and come back after a short encounter with
the seas outside.

On Ioth July Gumdrop waited until mid-morning before ven-
turing out. The rain was less heavy and the wind had moderated
a little but the seas were still very disturbed. We made slow
progress into the heavy seas with reefed mainsail and No 3 while
poor Mate was seasick. Another ’pan-pan’ was heard around
I4oo from a yacht called Blue Moon who had lost her rudder.
Dunmore East lifeboat came out and towed her in. By x5oo the
rain had stopped, the seas eased but the wind had gone ahead.
Gumdrop motored on with full main and no headsail, by 2 IOO
Roche’s Point was in sight and at 2230 she arrived at
Crosshaven.

The rest of our crew, Hugh, Ben, Roger and Chris, were par-
ticipating in the festivities in the tented village and wondering if
Gumdrop was ever going to arrive or if they would spend the rest
of the week imbibing Guinness!
Hth-I5th July
Gumdrop was in CHS class 4 which had 38 entries. Unfortunate-
ly all the wind experienced on the delivery trip had gone leaving
a nasty swell. These conditions did not suit Gumdrop as the lack
of wind and the swell made it very difficult to keep up any mo-
mentum. Luckily, for the Harbour Race on the second day there
was a nice little breeze and we enjoyed the challenge of navi-
gating round Cork Harbour. After a good start Gumdrop took the
lead but due to wrong mark identification lost it to finish third.

Tom, Gumdrop’s skipper, relaxing at Helford. PHOTO: D Andrews

The windward leeward races on the [4th were closely
contested and Gumdrop was only seconds away from a couple
of third places but had to be satisfied with sixths. The wind dis-
appeared again on the last day and Gumdrop managed only 17th
place. However, this gave her 8th place overall.

Memories of Cork Week - lack of wind, lots of swell, good
parties - one at McWilliam’s Sail Loft, one at the Overdraught
Pub and one organised on the pontoon by Alvine and Eye Eye.
We said farewell to Hugh, Marie-Anne, Mark and Chris after
approximately 122 miles’ racing at Cork.
Cruise to Cowes
Furling headsail fitted, gear, provisions and charts sorted, we
were ready for the passage south. The weather forecast indicat-
ed an easterly light to moderate which sounded ideal.

Skipper, Mate and students Ben, Ian and Roger made five
crew aboard. Gumdrop left Crosshaven at 0920 on July 6th, with
the intention of going to Falmouth. Sails were set but we con-
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Roger, Ian and Ben getting ready to go ashore at the Helford River.
PHOTO: D Andrews

tinned to motor due to lack of wind. The Skipper had been using
the hammer and had thrown it carelessly into the step locker.
Suddenly smoke was seen coming out of the steps. Panic broke
out as the Skipper thought the engine was smoking. The engine
was switched off and duly inspected, nothing was wrong, thank
goodness. We then discovered that the hammer had lodged itself
on top of the silicon spray and it was causing a smoke-like cloud
to pour out of the step locker! The engine was restarted and the
crew returned to more routine tasks like making a stew.

By I~3o the wind had increased to about force 4 and
Gumdrop was making good speed on a close reach.

About an hour later a twenty-toot whale came across our bow.
I came up to the surface three times and blew water out of its
blowhole. Down to leeward we could see the purple haze of sev-
eral other whales all blowing out air. Our position at the time was
about 2o miles south of Roche’s Point near Kinsale Head gas
field.

The wind had increased to 25 knots by 16oo so we changed
down to a number 4 headsail and still made 7 knots.

Suddenly an almighty bang made us all jump -Concorde has
just passed through the sound barrier. It was a lovely sunny
evening but the wind continued to increase and the seas were
getting big. We reefed the main. Concorde was heard again
around 213o and the sun was still shining. Waves crashed over
the deck but progress was good.

Around o215 the wind had dropped to 17 knots and seas were
moderating. Suddenly the VHF sprang to life on channel t6:
"My dear little sailing boat on my port bow, I suggest you put on
your navigation lights as you are a hazard to shipping." A large
container ship, well-lit, could be seen "ahead - a few moments
later a small light was visible to leeward. It certainly alerted us
to check our lights and, finding them all ok, it turned out quite

an amusing interlude!
Due to the heavy seas and wind direction we had decided to

make for the Scillies. By o33o the lights of the Seven Stones and
the Scillies were in sight.

At o7 I5 Gumdrop anchored at Hughtown. It was a beautiful-
ly sunny morning and Ben found two small fish stranded on the
deck. The Skipper decided to have rum with his breakfast cereal
to celebrate our safe arrival in the Scillies.

On Monday we spent a pleasant day exploring Hughtown and
walking to the beaches. The Mermaid pub was excellent and
especially good value for lunch which we had sampled the day
before. The ’Bishop and Wolf’ proved a very good watering hole
for Ben, Ian and Roger. However, all good things must end and
a thunderstorm was brewing.

We returned to Gumdrop before it really got started. The
storm lasted about 2 hours with spectacular forked lightning and
torrential rain. Many yachts dragged and had to re-anchor.
Luckily we remained firmly in position and were able to watch
others toil with difficulty to re-anchor.

One yacht dragged and humped repeatedly into the lifeboat
during the thunderstorm and eventually tied alongside the
lifeboat. We were amused to read the name Bumpy on its stem!

Gumdrop weighed anchor at o63o on Tuesday I9th July, and
motored out into the sunny calm bound for Falmouth. Five miles
east of the Scillies disaster struck - a nameless crew member
forgot to turn on the seacock in the heads and went on pumping
until the diaphragm burst, causing an unbelievable problem.
What a miserable job he had clearing up the mess !

At 113o Gumdrop was I6 miles from the Lizard when an
Italian ’Tall Ship’, the Amerigo Vespucci, motored past. Having
navigated the Lizard overfalls in brilliant sunshine Gumdrop
arrived in Falmouth at I7oo.

The following morning was spent fitting a new diaphragm to
the heads, getting to the laundrette and buying provisions. A new
main hatch was ordered as we had shipped bucketfuls of water
on the passage to the Scillies. At 15oo in brilliant sunshine
Gumdrop set off for the Helford River. On arrival we picked up
a visitors’ mooring at four pounds a night. The man who col-
lected the money was most amusing and said he used to call his
grandmother ’Gumdrop’.

The scenery was beautiful and the crew went ashore in the
rubber dinghy to explore.

In the evening an excellent outdoor steak barbecue was
enjoyed at the picturesque ’Shipwright’ pub which had a
thatched roof.

Later we went to the Helford Sailing Club. It was one of their
Falmouth Cutter racing nights and an exceptionally low tide so
they were all stranded after racing until the tide came in enough
to launch their dinghies.

This used to happen frequently so they had developed a
singing group to while away the time until the tide came in. They
were great to listen to and sang some Irish songs to get us join-
ing in. They renamed our boat Mudgrop to fit the occasion.

It was glassy calm when we left at o9oo and made our way
carefully at dead low water into Falmouth Marina to collect our
new main hatch. Leaving Falmouth again at I Ioo, the wind was
picking up and by noon we were off St Anthony’s Head with the
big reaching spinnaker set making 6 knots. A truly wonderful
day’s sailing with brilliant sunshine and spinnaker set all day.

Roger and the Mate decided to fit the new hatch whilst under
way. After nearly giving up, the old hatch was dislodged and
winched out. Unfortunately the new one required new holes to
be drilled for the screws. This operation was eventually com-
pleted and the new hatch screwed into position. Meanwhile the
spinnaker never collapsed! During the journey several other tall
ships were sighted, starting a race at the Eddystone lighthouse.

Around 17oo Plymouth was sighted and at 1845 Gumdrop
arrived at Queen Anne’s Battery Marina and berthed beside BT



the British Steel Challenge boat.
Some old friends appeared who were about to set off to

France in their Sigma 36. We went to the Royal Western Yacht
Club with them and then enjoyed watching the fireworks which
were visible over the wall of the Barbican Citadel.
Friday 22nd July
Roger decided to set off north by train to see some friends for a
few days. Ian, Ben, Skipper and Mate set off to explore the
Barbican where the Pilgrim Fathers, Drake and Cook had tread
the cobbles. We took a water taxi from QAB and enjoyed a tour
round Plymouth and explored all the fascinating little shops.
There was another fireworks display in the evening which could
be enjoyed from Gumdrop’s cockpit, with the opportunity of
joining in singing ’Land of Hope and Glory’.

We left QAB at I too on Saturday, with reefed mainsail as
there was a fresh NE wind, but when outside the marina the tem-
porary headsail furling system jammed the halyard of the No 3
at the top of the mast so we had to return to the marina.

Ian went up the mast to sort it out and we decided that we
were not too keen on setting out again into a 6o-mile beat. The
furling system was giving trouble because we didn’t have the
correct sail to suit it, so it was removed.

Lunch was in Admiral McBride’s Pub which was found to be
a fascinating place full of naval memorabilia. Another evening
of fireworks kept us amused.

On Sunday z4th July we left Plymouth at o615, bound for
Dartmouth. A basking shark was sighted fairly soon after leav-
ing. By IoI5 Gumdrop was one mile off Start Point Lighthouse
where there was a fleet of small fishing boats rod-fishing. At
noon we arrived at the beautiful entrance to Dartmouth with
impressive castles and cliffs. Dartmouth was very busy and we
had to wait on the harbour pontoon until a marina berth became
available at Darthaven. The weather was very hot and humid.

Dartmouth was an unforgettable place with steam trains and
ingenious car ferries with fishing-type boats pulling them across
the river on rope slings. We paid a visit to the Royal Dartmouth
Yacht Club which has an idyllic setting overlooking the River
Dart.

On Monday Gumdrop left Dartmouth at IOOO in calm cloudy
conditions bound for Poole. At I 130 the crew were hoisting the
No 2 but unfortunately the luff caught and tipped in the foil
groove. It was lowered again and the Mate was able to sew a
patch onto the luff. Soon the repaired sail was re-hoisted and
Gumdrop was making 6 knots across Lyme Regis Bay in bril-
liant sunshine.

We were rather early for the tide off Portland Bill and the
wind had increased to 17 knots. The stainless kicker bracket on
the boom broke, with a bang, so we decided to change down to
a No 3 genoa. Around 2130 Anvil Point was in sight and it was
fairly rough in the overfalls at St Alban’s Ledge. It would have
been better to be half a mile further out.

We took down the mainsail and motored, making 9 knots with
the tide, to avoid further damage due to lack of a kicker.

A ’pan-pan’ was heard and the action was quite near although
we didn’t see warship Biscester take the MV Pingu in tow, we
heard all the details. It was dark as Gumdrop approached Poole
Harbour and Ian stood on the foredeck with a torch and
MacmiUan’s Almanac to identify the numbers on the channel
buoys. It seemed quite confusing as there are three channels and
the lights are masked against the town lights of Poole.

We followed another yacht into the channel but they went so
slowly that we overtook them and then they followed us.
Eventually Gumdrop crept into Saltern’s Marina which turned
out to be very expensive and mainly full of enormous power-
boats.

Tuesday, a very wet and miserable day. The Skipper and Mate
took a taxi into Poole, left the washing in a laundrette and then
on to find Hatwood’s Technical Services, where Martin Baynes

was most helpful. He promised to make a new stainless steel
bracket for the boom and deliver it personally to the boat at 0830
next morning. Ben and Ian went off to explore Poole. Some
friends from Dorset caught up with us and we entertained them
on board.

Sure enough Martin arrived with the new kicker bracket at
0830 on Wednesday. An hour or so later Ian Stanbridge arrived
and helped to fit the bracket, which proved quite a tricky job as
our pop rivetter kept jamming. Ian suggested we move up to
Poole Quay which is much livelier and nearer the town centre
(cheaper, too).

Since it was wet and misty, we decided to take his advice. The
crew enjoyed exploring Poole Quay and had lunch and showers
in the Lord Nelson pub.
Thursday z8th July
0845 left Poole Quay. The crew were now able to enjoy the
views of the castle on Brownsea Island and Old Harry, the tall,
round rock off Poole Harbour entrance. By IOOO Gumdrop was
making 5.5 knots under sail and at I I3o was passing the Needles
lighthouse, to arrive in Yarmouth in time for lunch. We tied up
at a pile berth in the harbour.

It was a warm, sunny afternoon and the crew cleaned the
waterline from the rubber dinghy while the Mate scrubbed and
painted the cockpit seats. Yarmouth is a picturesque village with
wonderful flowers everywhere. In the evening we sat in the hotel
beer garden overlooking the Solent, then had a meal in the Bugle
pub which had a very noisy jukebox.

The short trip from Yarmouth to Cowes, on Friday, only took
and hour and a half with the tide. We found our pile berth up the
Medina River outside the UK Sailing Centre. It was nice to see
some familiar faces arriving on Contessa 32s. We had raced with
them in t988. We had now achieved our ambition to bring

A Falmouth cutter on the Helford River. PHOTO: T Andrews
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The Needles, as seen from Gumdrop.

Gumdrop to Cowes.
Cowes Week, 3oth July-6th August
The first of our additional crew started to arrive. This was Ian
Stanbridge from Dorset, with the sea in his blood, he appeared
in his unauthorised launch from Lymington, bicycle aboard.
Going to the race office to collect race information - we were
fortunate to coincide with the 2 I-gun salute from the Squadron
for the arrival of the Duke of Edinburgh and Prince Edward. This
was impressive especially as each gun was answered from the
frigate HMS Northumberland. During the spectacle we found
ourselves and Ian’s bicycle having to be moved to allow the
Duke to have access to the Royal Yacht Squadron.

GUMDROP’S MAGIC

Date Destinations Distance

2 [ .5.94 Strangford-Bangor 39nm
26.5.94 CC Race Bangor-Tarbert 69nm

28-31.5.94 Races at Rover Series Tarbert m8nm

3 ~-5-94 Tarbert-Bangor 7onm
I. 6.94 Bangor- S trangford 38 nm

7-7-94 Strangford-Arklow I oonm

8.7.94 Arklow-Dunmore East 64nm
J o.7.94 Dunmore East-Crosshaven 56nm
] 1-15.7.94 Racing at Cork Week I zznm

16.7.94 Crosshaven-Scillys [ 3 [nm
19.7.94 Hughtown-Falmouth 55nm
2o.7.94 Falmouth-Helford River 6nm

21.7.94 Helford-Plymouth 43nm
24.7.94 Plymouth-Dartmouth 29nm

25-7.94 Dartmouth-Poole 69nm
28.7.94 Poole-Yarmouth [ 7nm

29-7-94 Yarmouth-Cowes 7nm

Return Delivery Trip:

Cowes-Milford Haven 29onm
Molford Haven-Arklow 9onm
Arklow-Howth 4onm
Howth-Whiterock 75nm

TOTAL 1,698nm

PHOTO: D Andrews

Winning the class at Cowes, while not part of our original plan,
was due to a great team effort and concentration at all times on
everyone’s part. A delivery crew was arranged to bring Gumdrop
home and they had to contend with some bad conditions, with

headwinds up to force 8. They had the rough end of the stick.
Safely back in Strangford Lough, Gumdrop’s magic journey will
be remembered for many years to come.

JOURNEY I994

Duration Wind Sail/Engine

6 hours NE 6/7 I reef & No I
24 hours Var 0-4 Main & No [

3 hours Var 2-3 Main & engine

6 hours W 2 Main & engine

19 hours SW 2 Main & engine
[2 hours SW 5 Under sail
I I hours SW 6 Mainly sail

22 hours E 3-6 Under sail

I I hours Var O- I Motoring

-5 hours Var o- [ Motoring

9-75 hours S 2-3 Spinnaker

6 hours N 3 Under sail

[3 hours W 3-4 Under sail

4.5 hours SW 2-3 Under sail

1.5 hours Calm Motoring
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Round Ireland in 8 Hours 10 Minutes

Kevin Dwyer

The intrepid aviators of the Irish Cruising Club took to the air
again on Wednesday 27th July I994, this time to take the nec-
essary photographs for the next edition of the sailing directions
for the east & north coasts of Ireland.

An initial approach from Dermod Ryan on behalf of the
Publications Committee of the club was followed by communi-
cations from Malachi O’Galligher, honorary compiler of the
sailing directions, indicating the hat-
bouts, marinas and anchorages which
required photography. It seemed
strange for me not to be receiving
naval-type commands from Arthur Orr.

Batt Coleman kindly agreed to do
the flying for us again. Batt has
acquired a pub, the Fields, Dunderrow,
on the road from Kinsale to
Innishannon, this location made pre-
flight planning quite a pleasant task.
The pub, needless to say, has a framed
photograph on the wall of ’The Fields
of Inishmaan’ from our exploits up the
west coast in I992.

With all our preparations complete
and as good a weather forecast as was
available this summer, we took off
from Cork Airport at I 1.2o on Wednesday 27th July. We had
four hours endurance and were flying in a Cessna 172 - E1 CGD.

Our flight plan was from Cork to Newtownards via Rosslare.
The E & N directions pop slightly around the SE comer of
Ireland so my photographic work started with Dunmore East
and Kilmore Quay. We were flying over the sunny south-east
and the weather behaved appropriately.

Our flight up the east coast of Ireland took us over Rosslare,
Wexford, Courttown, Arklow, Wicklow and Greystones with
photographs being taken of each harbour.

Approaching the Dublin Airport air traffic control zone, radio
and aircraft activity increased dramatically. Batt was concerned
that we could be routed to the west of the airfield, but thanks
must be expressed to the air traffic controllers who couldn’t have
been more helpful giving us time and permission to fly over Dun
Laoghaire, Howth, Malahide and the coastline past
Gormanstown up to Drogheda and Dundalk.

After Carlingford Lough, Kilkeel, Annalong and Ardglass
we came into the air traffic control zone of Belfast, with the main
approaches from the UK to Aldergrove being over all of our tar-
gets from the entrance of Strangford Lough up to Whiterock.
After Portvogie and Donaghadee we flew over Bangor Marina
which of course is close to Belfast City Airport. The help and
assistance of the air traffic controllers around Belfast was superb
and again I’d like to record our thanks.

Kevin Dwyer, ICC aerial eye, with Batt Coleman
on the left of photo, prior to take-off.

At I4.4o we landed and refuelled at Newtownards Airport,
taking off again at I5.5o, our flight plan being to Sligo via
Rathlin and the Tory Islands.

Having photographed Carrickfergus, Lame and Camlough
we headed north approaching Fair Head with the Mull of
Kintyre clearly visible to our north-east. To our dismay we saw
a low black raincloud blocking our visibility northwards, we

honestly thought that we were going to
have to abort the mission at our furthest
point from Cork. Batt decided to fly
outside the weather and fortunately
came upon clearer visibility. We flew
out to Rathlin Island where the tidal
races were quite spectacular from up
above, onwards to Port Ballintrae,
Portrush, Portstewart and over the
entrance of Lough Foyle.

Photographs of Greencastle had
been requested but nautical charts do
not show the air exclusion zone sur-
rounding Magilligan Prison, one target
was given a miss.

Hying over Inishowen Head,
Donegal, I spotted the letters ’EIRE’ in
stone on the top of the hill. There is

identical lettering on the top of Bray Head, Valentia Island in
County Kerry.

Beyond Malin Head we cruised and photographed over
Trawbreaga Bay, down Lough Swilly, up Broadwater and
Mulroy Bay, flying eventually over Sheephaven. Superb cruis-
ing ground for ICC members.

Our final target was Tory Island, looking rather grey and
bleak and captured on film accordingly. Then suddenly we were
flying towards Bloody Foreland. Batt and I had approached this
landmark from the ’other side’ for the ICC on 22nd September
I992.

We flew south heading for Sligo Regional Airport where we
landed at [ 8.40 only to find that everyone had gone home at
I7.3o. We were grounded for the night.

We had flown for six hours and five minutes during the day,
taken one hundred and twenty photographs and put to bed our
element of the new sailing directions for the east and north
coasts.

The following morning we refuelled and took off from Sligo
at to.25. Batt was game for a visit to the Galway Races which
were getting ready for the day as we flew overhead, the flying
conditions didn’t suddenly force us to land !

We were back on the ground at Cork Airport at [2.30 having
rounded Ireland in 8 hours and IO minutes, a bit faster than
Moonduster and a lot less exhausting.

My thanks as always to Batt for giving of his time to the Irish
Cruising Club and his skill and flying expertise to me.
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Dunn’s Ditties

John P Bourke writes:
After Cowes week and the Fastnet Race in
1993, I had intended to do more cruising
in Hobo V for [ 994- In the end the lure of
the chase won out, however, with some
cruising interspersed between racing
events, rather than otherwise.

The first event was from Gibraltar to
Las Palmas in January, as part of Michael
O’Flaherty and Brian Smullen’s entry in
Zaberdast for the Round the World Rally.
In fact it was a sort of a race, albeit with a
motoring time allowance. We actually
raced quite seriously, with all the discom-
forts offered by a gorgeously equipped S-
S 66, push-button hydraulic furling and
reefing and a covered-in centre cockpit. In
the end we won our class and I can safely
say that not a drop of seawater landed on
or near my person.

I had to descend to more normal condi-
tions in May, when Hobo V travelled up to
East Lough Tarbert for the Rover Series,
which included a Sigma 38 class. Apart
from the racing in those superb enclosed

Sheila de Quincy enjoying her boat Prelude in the bay off Port Pollensa.
PHOTO: Roger de Quincy

waters, were able to take time out to explore things further up,
and were duly impressed. In June the Round Ireland Race took
most of our attention and all our energy. I then had to set sail for
Cork Week in July and the pleasure of being beaten by more of
those Sigma 38s. After that we ambled west, taking in a few
races in Calves week on the way, including the real Fastnet Race
from Schull and back. I hear that I may have come third; anyone
who knows those waters will recognise this as a remarkable
achievement for a Dublin boat!

We ended up in Dingle, in their splendid marina. Much fur-
ther and she would have had to go around Ireland twice. My son
Jonathan brought her back with friends and had a wonderful
cruise, I am told, with much singing in peaceful but remote
anchorages.

In all I covered about 2,50o miles, visited many familiar
places, had great fun, and increased nicely the level of verdigris
on my old (very old) OCC cap badge!

Next year, boat partner Richard Hooper and I are definitely
cruising to France, through we may slip in to Cowes tor a spot
of excitement on the way back. Some of us will never learn.

Ann Bunting writes on an Ionian Summer;
This summer I spent seven weeks in Greece, on Faustina, a
Sadler 34- We started and ended our ~994 cruise in Preveza, on
the mainland, just north of Lefkas in the Ionian Sea, and sailed
down through the Lefkas canal to the so-called ’inland sea’, and
on into the Gulf of Corinth to visit ancient Delphi. We spent the

rest of the time in the Ionian where we met up with Oleander of
Howth (ICC) and cruised happily with them for a few days.

Lovely as Greece is there are some difficulties. Often there is
not enough wind, and what there is usually comes up at lunch-
time and drops in the evening. It can be very hot and humid, par-
ticularly in August, although the marvellous swimming in clear,
warm water compensates for that. Again in August, when most
of Italy is on holiday, the more popular harbours are often very
crowded. (Those are, perhaps, good reasons for avoiding Greece
at that time of year, if possible). There are, nevertheless, plenty
of places where a small sailing boat can find a peaceful, pro-
tected and private anchorage, and where you would think that
you were the only boat on earth.

There are great advantages to warm-water sailing, particular-
ly in Greece. The water is not only warm, it’s usually very clear.
When you lay the anchor you can probably see it on the bottom.
It’s easy to swim over it to check that its dug in or dive down to
clear it should it foul. As you would expect, the snorkelling is
excellent. The clear water and bright light let you see for a good
distance.

The scenery is lovely, rather like the west of Scotland, only
in technicolour. The high mountains and many islands give
plenty of shelter, so even though there are a great many boats in
the area, not least the several charter fleets, they are not imme-
diately obvious. It is cheap to rent a scooter. It’s a great way to
see the country although it can be a bit risky.

Most things are still reasonably cheap. Although the taverna
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menus are much the same everywhere and there isn’t much vari-
ety, we often ate ashore. Sadly fish is normally expensive but we
did find a wonderful taverna that serves delicious grilled sar-
dines with tomato salad, bread and a half-litre of retsina for just
£3! Most of the little ports have supermarkets near the harbours
so it was easy to provision the boat. The local bread, honey, fruit,
and yogurt were delicious. Tomatoes in particular were tasty and
often on our table.

Pulling up a boat in Greece is relatively easy and cheap. The
cheapest yards use the traditional sledge method of hauling out,
- alright if you plan to use the boat for a short period and can
plan the dates well ahead. More modern yards are now appear-
ing. The cost of these is a little higher but they can haul out or
launch at short notice and usually have a totally relaxed attitude
about whether you or they maintain your boat.

Now that Greece is a member of the EU there aren’t many
rules to plague the visitor.

Philip Byrne writes on Growltiger in the Clyde
At the end of June it was decided to give our big cat a well-
earned rest from racing and to take us to the Clyde for a two-
week break. We were all delighted at the prospect of poking our
noses into strange and different surroundings. A full and hard
day’s work had Growltiger fitted out and ready to go on the
evening of the 27th June. As usual on these ventures, Cecil
Richardson (member) accompanied the writer. We cleared Dun
Laoghaire harbour at 2Ioo and in deference to our birth certifi-
cates decided that Howth Marina was a sensible stopover for a
much-needed night’s sleep.

Growltiger is a 24ft GKa4, with outboard engine. An early
start from Howth with a fresh SE F5 gave a wild ride with nom-
inal seas clear of Lambay. Growltiger loved it, leaping, jumping
and prancing from wave to wave. Verbal promises to our wild
cat that she would be back racing unless she behaved like a
grown-up tiger fell on deaf ears - but progress was quick and we
reached Ardglass at 1700. Thankfully Growltiger went to sleep
immediately, giving us a chance to savour an unspilled whiskey
and enjoy a meal with a knife and fork - an excellent Irish stew
previously prepared by my wife Rosemary.

The next day we delayed our departure ’til midday due to a
foul tide past the South Rock and County Down coast. This was
a mistake as the morning SW fair wind veered to the NW in the
afternoon giving a tedious unnecessary beat to Bangor Marina.
We were unable to take advantage of the short cut inshore of the
South Rock to cheat a foul tide as yours truly had forgotten to
pack a large-scale chart of the area. Cecil awarded me o out of
to for that one. Arrived Bangor 2200.

Away early across the North Channel in perfect conditions,
we were off the mouth of Lock Ryan at 2000. Shared the buoyed
channel with the Stranraer ferries, a five-mile passage into Lock
Ryan to clear the sandbank and pick up a mooring at the Wiggan
Bay Yacht Club. A quiet but safe haven. Shop and pub available
about a mile towards Stranraer at the Wiggan Bay Caravan and
Camp Site.

The next day gave us a lovely sail in smooth seas close to the
shore and in glorious sunshine with a fair breeze off the land to
arrive Troon I6oo. A memorable sail- Clyde cruising at its best.

Saturday and July in Troon Marina we decided to have a rest
day. Troon is well fitted out with the ’Look Out’ bar and ’Scoffs’
restaurant within the marina complex. In the bar great vintage
blues and jazz background music provided an exciting and
vibrant atmosphere. Congratulating the manager on his choice
of music, to be told that the medical student (summer job wait-
ress) was responsible came as a surprise. Later the same girl
when on duty, toing and froing between the tables, demonstrat-
ed a positive syncopated pelvic movement that was a delight to
watch. The food was good too!

In town that morning I left Cecil to do his own shopping for

home presents. Doing likewise I found an Oxfam shop where
two elegant but mature ladies fussed over me for almost an hour
suggesting various pieces of jewellery. Eventually making good
my escape with a suitable present I located Cecil coming out of
the local travel agency and tourist office. How very odd!

Next day Sunday on passage pass the Cumbrae Isles to star-
board, Rothesay to port and into the Kyles of Bute. Navigation
in the Kyles was no problem with a well-buoyed channel to
guide us. A constant stream of yachts passed us on their way
home to Clyde ports. Our tricolour ensured a jolly wave from
yachts big and small. Outstanding scenery all the way to arrive
at East Loch Tarbert late that evening.

The next morning it rained, with wind and visibility less than
50 yards. We motored on into Kilbrannon Sound trusting on our
compass to see us through. The mist lifted at Carradale. At 2000
we pressed on for Campbeltown another ~o miles. A sinister
black cloud engulfed the Mull and Campbeltown, giving vicious
squalls straight out of the mouth to the entrance of the channel
into Campbeltown. Down to a number 3 jib and double-reefed
main Growltiger was over-canvassed, so off with the main. To
our surprise we successfully tacked up the channel under jib
only, making good progress. It was gusting up to force 7 and
more. We shared the restricted buoyed channel with local fish-
ing boats hell-bent on getting their catches unloaded. We man-
aged to dodge this armada to arrive safely at the yacht pontoon
at 2300. It was too late to inspect Campbeltown but a short walk
suggested a cosy wee town.

Not wishing to waste a good forecast to cross the North
Channel we reluctantly left Campbeltown at 0600. We motored
out into a calm sea and light southerly headwinds. A strong 4-
knot north-going stream favoured a starboard tack, away from
Sanda Isle.

We stayed on the starboard tack for eight hours and off the
mouth of Lock Ryan tacked onto port for another eight hours to
arrive Bangor at 2200. And we used to complain about Dublin
Bay Saturday races lasting a whole 3.5 hours.

Bangor Marina is a favourite stopover so a rest day was
declared. The ’Steamer Bar’ across from the marina looked after
our watering and eating needs with an excellent upstairs restau-
rant.

A very early start out of Bangor to catch the south-going
stream with a forecast of fog and no wind, we motored for
almost two hours and then dense fog, visibility down to 50 feet,
we missed the Skulmartin but due to an audible foghorn on the
South Rock it came into view about 30 feet away - much relief
as we could now set a course, with confidence, to Ardglass.

A 07oo departure from Ardglass in similar weather but the
fog lifted around midday. We motored on in a flat calm when
bang, our outboard broke its main shaft. I turned to our VHF to
secure a forecast but it too was dead due to a flat battery. We
were six miles offshore in the middle of Dundalk Bay, the sense
of isolation was palpable. Later a light southerly wind filled in
and we were off Skerries by zooo. Close tacking inside the
Copeland Islands and inshore of the Portmamock/Malahide
coast to avoid, as our luck would have it, a flood tide against us.

We were off the Baily at midnight when suddenly the wind
dropped to nothing leaving us sitting ducks - no wind, no engine,
no radio and right in the middle of the shipping lanes. Out of the
dark night came seemingly-moving, three-storey apartment
blocks. The bay was full of moving lights, the traffic at this hour
was unbelievably dense. Growltiger motionless, to put it mildly,
had us most concerned and on top of all this worry we were dog-
tired having nursed the boat against tide and wind since midday
when the engine failed. I remember reading yams of this sort in
Yachting Monthly Magazine, and did what they always did,
shone a light on the sails, and do you know it worked, two big
fellas stopped and changed course to clear us. We survived as a
light breeze took us away from the shipping lane to arrive Dun



Laoghaire at 0400, two stiff whiskeys to kickstart our hearts
back to a normal rhythm. Before crashing out, Growltiger whis-
pered to me that she too was pleased to be back, and promised
to win us a lot of races. This prophecy came to pass, at the time
of writing we had one of our most successful racing seasons to
date. Well done Growltiger and crew.

Brian Cudmore writes:.
I accepted Donal McClement’s invitation to join him on a deliv-
ery trip from Crosshaven to San Tropez on Stormbird with a
little apprehension. Being used to my home comforts I did not
relish the thought of doing 2,ooo miles across the Bay of Biscay
in a stripped-out racing machine in the middle of September. My
fears soon proved to be unfounded and Stormbird turned out to
be a very comfortable home for the five of us on board, for the
next two weeks. As I am sure most of the members know
Stormbird is a 55-foot racing machine designed by Ed Du Bois
and launched in I99i and, not only was she comfortable to live
on board, she also proved to be a very well-found yacht that
could gobble up the miles on a daily basis. From the very outset
Donal made it quite clear that this was a delivery trip on a tight
schedule and he expected to average 18o miles per day, and if at
any time our speed under sail dropped under seven knots the
engine would be used.

We departed Crosshaven on Thursday 16th September at
i6oo hours and arrived at Gibraltar at o53o on Wednesday 22nd

September. For the first 24 hours we had lovely sailing down the
Rum Line with 3 reefs in the main and a storm spinnaker in
about 20 knots of north-west winds. We covered 21 o miles in the
first 24 hours. At 16oo hours on Friday the wind dropped and it
was in with the engine to charge the batteries and keep up the
average speed. Unfortunately this was the last of the good wind
we were to get belbre Gibraltar and apart from getting a few

Brian Dalton’s dinghy for surveying the west coast.

hours’ sailing most days the rest of the trip was done under
engine. We passed and spoke on the VHF to another Irish yacht,
a Freedom 40 named Saoirse, down off Lisbon. They had left
Kinsale on 22 August and were on their way around the world
for 3 years. Having arrived in Gibraltar within ~ 1/2 hours of our
ETA, we were able to afford ~1/2 days’ restock and do some
sight-seeing.

We departed Gibraltar on Thursday 23rd September at ~ 2oo
hours and soon had the best sailing of the whole trip, 30 knots
on our tail, and we were surfing up to I5 knots with a No 3
boomed out and 3 reefs in the main. During the day the wind
increased to 35/38 knots so we dropped the No 3 and still man-
aged surfs of up to I5 knots in the big seas. All this in just a pair
of shorts and brilliant sunshine. That night we had very heavy
rain with thunder and lighting between 22o0 and 24oo hours. It
was a pitch dark night with no moon so it was a hairy feeling
doing these speeds under the conditions. Come daybreak on
Friday 24th the winds dropped again and it was on with the
engine all the way to Mallorca where we arrived on Saturday
25th at 163o. As we now had the back of the journey broken we
spent two days in Palma. On Monday 27th we spent a very pleas-
ant day moving along the coast to Andratix dropping in to look
at the marinas at Port E1 Torra and Santa Ponsa.

We departed Andratix at 12oo hours on Tuesday 28th, virtu-
ally motor-sailed all the way to San Tropez where we arrived at
o6oo on Thursday 29th having covered nearly 2,ooo miles with-
out a tack.

Saturday ~ st October saw the arrival of the heavies from var-
ious parts of the UK and Ireland for the week’s racing in the La
Nioulargue Regatta where we finished a creditable 4th in our
class of about 2o.

Ronald Cudmore writes:
April saw us flying in to Antigua to join Les Auchincloss’
Trintella 57, Morning Calm II. Our crew (excluding the skipper)
was an all-ICC/Cudmore affair with my father Harry, cousin
Richard, wife Anne and self on board. The plan was to take the
boat to Bermuda, from where Les would sail it on to Maine. For
my father, who had informed us that he had ’retired’ from sail-
ing a few years previously, it was to be his longest single pas-
sage ever.

As we had two weeks, we did not have to head straight for
Bermuda and had a chance to cruise a little. We paid a fleeting
visit to Barbuda, then on to spend a few days on St Martin (to us
the French half was much more attractive than the Dutch half)
before heading for Virgin Gorda in the British Virgins. The
Virgin Islands seem like lovely cruising grounds as one can sail
from island to island in sheltered waters, which is not the case
cruising the Windward and Leeward Islands.

Our passage from the Virgin islands to Bermuda, a distance
of around 800 miles, was pleasantly uneventful and took us
about four and a half days. We then had a few lovely days in
Bermuda before flying home.

In June, I joined Richard on Setanta for the cruise in-compa-
ny to Brittany. We had three great weeks and enjoyed a superbly-
organised event.

Brian Dalton writes:
Sixty-something and jaded from cruising? Take Water Rat’s
advice about ’messing about in (small) boats’ especially on the
neglected west Irish coast. Accordingly an inflatable dinghy, an
outboard motor, a tent and supporting material for most eventu-
alities arrived on the quay at Clifden in June. Beachheads to
follow were Cleggan, Inishbofin (two gales but no airborne tent),
Westport to Clare Island to Killary (courtesy of the coastal
freighter MS Triona), an impressive exposure to the work of
salmon farming, Newport and the chance to explore some
islands of Clew Bay (once unable to row three miles against a
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stiff breeze, I took a low-tide short-cut pulling the dinghy like
the African Queen; Bogart had leeches to menace him, I had
fetid mud almost sucking the boots off my feet and toppling me
for which the only humane thing to do would have been to burn
my clothes, contaminated with such a mordant miasma, and risk
the exposure) and ending with a delightful visit to the happy
UISCE Adventure Centre (as gaeilge).

Because the minibus in which I travelled offered the further
destination of Westport instead of Ballynakill Bay, I thereby
missed being a witness to the arrest of the yacht’s crew engaged
in drug-running. Just as well, with all my gear I too might have
been detained for questioning.

The waypoints of my summer are not to be measured in miles
or dates, but rather in the enjoyment of persons so met, their
diversity and richness of background. No names here; they know
by letter of my gratitude for roof and bed, feast and transport.
The hypothesis of my peripatetic meander, that there is much to
be verified and described on this magnificent coast, was proved
to my satisfaction. The club’s Sailing Directions of which we are
justly proud are by nature dynamic, repeatedly subject to revi-
sion. It is, let us remind ourselves, a duty of membership to con-
tribute data.

Hugo du Plessis writes:
Last October we were sitting in Grenada like a wounded duck,
afloat but unable to fly because my Mercedes engine had com-
mitted suicide. Just before Christmas I had shipped out a nice
little red Kubota engine, Japanese of course, reputed to be a
tough tractor engine. Just the thing, nothing sophisticated when
out in the wilds - and that goes for the west of Ireland too.

From a British firm, Beta Marine, which I had never heard of
but very good people to deal with. Every fax about details
answered promptly by the managing director. All sorted out

Santa Claus coming ashore. No idea who the drunken old ruffian is.

before most British engine-makers had even bothered to answer
my first enquiry. Good price too.

Of course that should have meant I could go places, but since
then I have been on a different sort of voyage. The latest edition
of ’Fibreglass Boats’ which has kept me firmly at the grindstone.
Admittedly there are less pleasant places to grind stone (Winkle
will know what I mean as regards writing) than anchored off a
palm-fringed tropical shore (actually mangroves) in warm sun-
shine when it is snowing at home. My tenant has just sent a pho-
tograph of my garden last winter to encourage me to stay away
longer. She has too. Actually when I was home in Bantry, briefly
last year, it was hotter than it ever is out here. Yes, I know it was
only for a day or two.

Almost all my sailing has been my weekly commuting from
Hog Island through the reefs to Secret Harbour to collect mail,
faxes and bus into the big city for the pigs’ ears for my pigs’ ears
pressure-cooker stew. Not bad, better still the second week.

At least it does mean that my boat moves more often than
most of the other cruising yachts out here, even if not so far and
usually under engine. There is a simple reason for that. Being an
office boat with piles of papers below it takes me two hours to
prepare for sea (and two days to find things again) but less than
half an hour to motor around!

The in-place nowadays is Trinidad, thanks to two new well
equipped boatyards and reasonable prices. Anyway everyone
now seems to be going there. Maybe next year I’ll brave the
dragon’s mouth and investigate.

The high spot of the year was the Christmas party on Hog
Island, a real uninhabited desert island. 15° people aged nearly
nothing to nearly ninety, from 45 yachts and 30 nationalities. A
pig roast (appropriately) plus turkey, ham and heaven knows
what else contributed by the yachts. Can’t have been such a feast
there since it was a settlement of the cannibal Caribs. Hopefully
there will be another this year so if anyone is planning to be
down this way...

No prize for guessing who that drunken old ruffian was who
sailed ashore claiming he was Santa all the way from the North
Pole.

Susan and Peter Gray write:
Waxwing is a Rival 4I - aft cockpit version - of ~98o vintage.
We found her in Palma in June with the invaluable assistance of
the two Liams - Cassidy and McGonigle (in no particular order
of size or importance) - and decided to sail her home non-stop.

However, we stopped at Villamoura for a day to re-fuel and
re-provision and a day at anchor in really beautiful Sagres Bay
just east of Cape St Vincent while we stitched sails. Including
the stops, we took nineteen days from Palma to Kinsale. At some
point our log went wrong but we reckon we covered about t 800
miles.

The weather was really very kind to us although we had to
head nearly 250 miles out into the Atlantic before we lost the
northerly Portuguese Trades and picked up the south-westerlies
which bowled us most pleasantly up to the Old Head and in
behind Sandycove Island. There we anchored and went ashore
(unannounced) for tea with friends who own Sandycove House.
As we climbed the rocks below the house we were greeted by
the aftermath of a well-wined lunch party which included a
number of prominent ICC members, so names will not be men-
tioned here.

We think we probably did the right thing in heading out into
the Atlantic after we passed Cape St Vincent even if it was a bit
longer and a bit lonelier. The alternative of harbour-hopping up
the coasts of Portugal and Spain offered the prospect of night
sailing and constant fishing boat and net avoidance. With just the
two of us (and the autopilot!) we felt we would quickly
encounter problems.

All in all, having bought Waxwing as somewhat of an act of
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Susan Gray passing Gibraltar. PHOTO: P Gray

faith, we learned first hand that a well-found, well-set-up yacht
can be managed reasonably comfortably by two even in quite
strong winds and biggish seas. We experienced headwinds of
force 7 plus, off Cape St Vincent, but never felt the need to worry
and are encouraged to go ahead with our dream of trying a little
ocean wandering next year and on.

John Gore-Grimes writes:
In July Pat Colleran and I helped Paddy McConkey of the
renowned Howth family, and his daughter Vicky, to deliver their
Contessa 32, Blue Bell, from Arklow to Kinsale. We motored
and sailed for 23 hours catching the tides at Tuskar and carrying
a single tide to the Conningbeg. The Decca navigator did not
work on Ireland’s south-east corner and this is a well-known
black area for the system.

We arrived in Kinsale just in time for dinner and our skipper
hosted a great meal where we mixed the grape and the corn with-
out concern. The next morning Pat Colleran awoke and opened
a bleary eye to notice a bundle of charts hanging precariously
over his head. The legend on the closest chart caught his atten-
tion. It read ’Bantry Bay - Black Ball Head to Shot Head’.

"Just exactly how I feel!" said Pat, rubbing the sleep from a
pair of bloodshot eyes with the left hand. As Pat was in his sleep-
ing bag, we were left to speculate if the right hand was on target
also!"

Betty Hegarty writes of halcyon days:
When I joined Oleander this year at the end of May in Crete, I
took the customary three weeks to make the change from land
to sea-based life.

We stayed in Crete for three weeks, cruising the northern
shores. I had read ’The King Must Die’ about Io years ago, and
only remembered it in the vaguest way. When we visited the
palace at Knossos I realised I must read it again, and as it turned
out, this book was the main background reading to the first half
of our summer - in a mythological sense. Mary Renault’s story
of Thesus and his life’s adventures is easy to read and full of
information. During our time in Crete, the E Peleponnese and

the Gulf of Corinth, it brought life to the Minoan culture, the
great ancient cities of Knossos, Mycenae, Epidavros, Nafplion,
Argos, Athens, Corinth and Delphi. Because of the vitality of the
story, these ’old stones’ as Brian irreverently calls them, evoked
in the imagination the reality of those times.

All these great shrines were within easy reach of the coast.
We found going about 7am best - we would get to the site before
the other tourists, and more importantly before the heat made the
experience more of a chore than a pleasure. Memories of the
sheer magnificence of the positions the Ancients chose for their
cities linger in the mind long after the heat and the dust have

been forgotten.
I loved the Peleponnese. When we left Crete, well satisfied

with her ports, food and ambience, we called to the island of

Kithera, and were blessed with calm seas as we motored on to
Momenvasia. As we moved gently up the coast, we kept to a
daily routine of a short sail (or more usually a motor) to a lunch
and swim spot and later on to our evening port. Life on board
Oleander settled into a wonderful calm. Friends came and went.
We had a ’maintenance week’ at Astros when we got to know
some of the locals, practiced our few halting words of Greek,
and enjoyed being just two on board. Then we were delighted to
have company again for the next three weeks as we came up the
coast, round to the Saronic Gulf, and then through the Corinth
Canal. During the next few weeks we explored the Gulf of
Corinth. At Galaxidi we took a bus at 7am to reach the magical
city of Delphi. What a glorious place! We climbed to the top,
where the great stadium stands almost intact after 3,ooo-odd
years. We saw the place where the Oracle held court and advised

kings, princes, commanders and ordinary pilgrims from all parts
of the world, during a period of 1,5oo years. I returned to the
boat well satisfied, and as we came down through the acres of
olive trees on the fertile plain between Delphi and Itea, mar-
velled afresh at the engineering skills which were evident at all
the sites.

We anchored off the delightful island of Trizonia for another
week’s maintenance, and enjoyed eating in Lizzie’s Place and
talking with the idiosyncratic Englishwoman who runs the
restaurant. We visited Navpaktos where one of the great sea bat-
tles against the Turks was fought, and anchored stern-to inside
the ancient walls. We called to Massalonghi, which has a charm
of its own, and drank ice-cold Retsina with our meals. The heat
was intense during July and August, and we were glad to escape
to the Ionians, where the gentle breezes blow and the islands
offer everything a cruising person could desire.

We cruised in-company among the islands, and along the
coast of the mainland. We were astounded by the beauty of our
surroundings, the clarity of the sea and the peaceful little vil-
lages. Of course the main towns were very busy in August, but
we only called in to them when necessary, and spent time in the
lesser-known islands of Kastos, Kalamos and Meganisi where
there are enchanting anchorages. There were noisy water-sports
sometimes and the occasional unhelpful encounter, but they
were completely outnumbered by the positive aspects of this
area full of myths and legends - from Odysseus to the Norman
Crusaders and on to the twentieth century Onassis.

When we came through the Lefkas Canal, we realised we
were again in comparatively open waters, but not for long
because we headed for Prevesa and the Amvrakikos Gulf. This
is yet another area full of names and battles with which most of

Oleander of Howth berthed in Heraklion near the Venetian fortress.
FNOTO: W M Nixon
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us are familiar. In 31BC, civil war was tearing the Roman
Empire apart. Mark Anthony gathered his troops and ships,
which included Cleopatra’s own Egyptian craft, at Actium
opposite Prevesa inside the entrance to the great gulf, intending
to invade Italy. Octavian, who later became the Emperor
Augustus, based his fleet at Mitikas just north of the entrance,
and all summer each waited for the other to move. I kept think-
ing of this amazing assembly as we motored past. What a
summer that must have been for both sides - waiting in all that
heat for the battle to begin. Finally Anthony moved his fleet
through the entrance. Octavian waited until the afternoon north-
wester started blowing, and then attacked. His ships were lighter
and faster, and his victory swift. Very few yachts go into this gulf
- perhaps because of the navigational hazards, but we enjoyed
our two days in completely undeveloped waters, and were
rewarded by seeing two big loggerhead turtles, and a beautiful
kingfisher/halcyon darting about in the little harbour at Vonista
where we anchored for the night. Robert Graves in his book ’The
White Goddess’ tells of the legend behind the term ’halcyon
days’. Apparently they are the seven days before and after the
winter solstice, when the sea was as smooth as a pond and the
hen halcyon built a floating nest and hatched out her young on
the water.

We finally motored up to lovely Paxos, which has been one
of our favourite islands since we first called there in Safari, 4
years ago. It still has all its civilised charm, and we had a few
hours of cool clarinet, sax and guitar jazz in the square after
dinner. I left the boat in Corfu after 31/2 months of idyllic cruis-
ing, while Brian brought her back to Sibari for the winter. We
did what we set out to do this year - cruise gently, leaving time
to soak up the atmosphere of the places we visited. These were
indeed ’halcyon days’ for Brian and I and now, more than ever,
our motto is ’carpe diem’...

Cliff Hillard writes:
Thalia (Beneteau First 45f5, James Collins ICC) went further
south to the north coast of Spain this year. First stop on 12 May
was St Mary’s, Scilly Isles.

On to Audierne, where we had a bump or two going into the
marina an hour before high water. The town was very quiet, rel-
atively early in the season. We went out early the next morning
to breakfast at an outer mooring, to ensure sufficient water in the
channel, and then headed south for Santander early on I5 May.

Arrived Santander on I7 May and tied up at yacht club
marina after a sunny day and a good passage. We dined in the
yacht club and were very warmly welcomed by the Commodore
and his wife, Jaime and Sara Yllera, who provided valuable
advice about our destination on this leg, Bilbao. The club facil-
ities were first class, with excellent service.

We headed east to Santona and Laredo on 19 May, where we
anchored off for lunch and then went further east to Castro
Urdiales and lay alongside the quay wall in splendid isolation.

Next day we motor-sailed the 4-hour passage to Bilbao and
made upriver to the Real Club Maritimo del Abra/Real Sporting
Club at Las Arenas, where we moored at piles under the direc-
tion of the very competent head boatman. This was to be a most
convenient base for crew changes on this part of the north
Spanish coast, with direct flights from London. As in Santander
we were very warmly received and afforded the facilities of the
club, with excellent bar and dining room, swimming pool,
library and ferry service.

On 21 May we held an elaborate exchange of gifts ceremony
between the Presidente del Royal Club Maritimo, the
Commodore and the former Admirals of the Royal Cork Yacht
Club, James Anthony Collins and William O’Mahony and
Commodore Michael Ahem. For some reason, this involved
copious libations of beer, Rioja and Jameson, but avoided any
breach of protocol ! One very practical donation to Thalia was

Sule Skerry undergoing a re-build in Cornwall, August r994.
PHOTO: W M Nixon

a maritime guide to ports east of Bilbao to Biarritz, called ’Guia
Maritima del Pais Vasco’, in Spanish, covering charts, photo-
graphs, history, architecture and tourist information.

After a crew change the ’new’ crew visited Castro Urdiales
and went on to Santander, where they stayed at the upper marina,
Marina del Cabricoas, as there was not enough water at the yacht
club marina in Santander itself. The entrance to this marina was
not well marked, as it is necessary to go to the upper buoy at the
entrance to avoid a sandbank.

On to Elanchove, on the eastern side of Bilbao, very peace-
ful, with echoes of Cape Clear, quay wails, inner harbour and
trawlers. Later to Ria de Plentzia for a swim and on to the marina
at Las Arenas in Bilbao, the welcoming yacht club and another
crew change for the voyage home.

Thalia departed Bilbao on 6 June, arriving Hendaye, 88 miles
to the east on 7 June. We spent the morning ashore enjoying sun-
shine and tapas, after a five minute trip in the rubber dinghy
across the river to Fuenterrabia from France to Spain. Fuente-
rrabia is a preserved fishing port with elaborately decorated
three- and four-storied timber-framed galleried houses, painted
like the local traditional fishing boats. We headed north for
Arcachon in the evening, arriving next day, despite difficulties
navigating the channel to the marina which appears to have lost
many of the buoys shown on our version of the South Biscay
Pilot.

We left again and berthed alongside La Chaume Port
d’Olonne at a l.3o on the next day. The ’Guide Navicarte des
Ports de Plaisance - Manche-Atlantique’, gave charts and
photographs to assist navigation.

On 9 June we departed for Lorient, and arrived at
Treboul/Douarnenez 31 hours later on I l June. We departed for
Crosshaven via the Scilly Isles on I2 June, arriving home on I3
June.

Michael McKee writes:
In my first full season with Isobel (a Heard 28 topsail gaff cutter,
hull blue, no sail number), we attended the early season rally to
Carrickfergus and then to the new Weir at Belfast’s Laganside
development. In June we joined the Brittany Cruise. The crew at
various times was Michael & Anne, Ronnie & Hazel Barr, Peter
& Evie Ronaldson and Russell O’Neill. I joined John Currie’s
Carna for the Quoile Yacht Club’s Cruising Rally to Carlingford
in August and then to end the season I took Isobel to the Clyde
Cruising Club’s Closing Muster at Tighnabruich.

Tony Morton’s Pleasant but Disappointing Summer:
I sailed from Lymington on July lO in light airs. After a night in
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Studland Bay off Poole, we had a calm passage to anchor in
Alderney, which was very crowded. We took the stream to St
Peter Port, also very crowded, the next afternoon.

After a disturbed night I sailed early for Treguier in light airs,
and had to motor clear of the Roches Douveres; but then had a
good breeze to Treguier, where I secured in the marina at 163o
on Bastille Day.

I sailed early on the I6th for Trebeurden on the ebb in poor
visibility and light airs. The visibility became worse as I reached
the open sea and I turned back and anchored on the edge of the
channel. As the engine power had seemed low, I launched the
dinghy, put on my wet suit, got into the dinghy, checked the
screw and inevitably then fell in. This gave me a very nasty
fright; but I managed to climb back into the dinghy via the
rudder. After two very large brandies, I weighed and had an
uneventful passage to the new marina at Trebeurden. This has a
sill (i.6m) and also sheltered moorings on which to wait off the
entrance; but is still rather short of facilities. On Monday, I had
a pleasant passage to Roscoff and anchored in the lee of the Ile
De Batz.

I took the tide the next morning to L’Aber-’Wrach in light
airs, and, having picked up a buoy, a French naval friend led me
to a mooring.

On the 2oth I slipped from the buoy in the dark and had a good
passage in moderate visibility to Le Four and then on to meet my
friend as planned. He led me to the visitors’ moorings, where I
secured, and then we went on to his home, which is on the coast
looking out towards Ushant.

I left Lanildut on Saturday 23rd and had a good but light-airs
passage to Pointe St Mathieu and thence up the Goulet to Brest
to secure at the Moulin Blanc.

On Monday I took the ebb through the Goulet and made my
way to pick up a buoy in the north-west comer of the Anse De
Bertheaume. I landed by dinghy and had lunch. Finally I went
across to Camaret for the night.

After a quiet day I sailed on Tuesday for the Chenal du Four
and L’Aber-’Wrach in light airs and moderate visibility. The
passage north was enlivened by over l OO yachts coming south,
worsening visibility and the high-speed antics of a motorboat in
less than 2oo yards visibility. Happily the visibility and the
breeze improved off Le Four and gave a good passage to L’Aber-
’Wrach.

Over the next two days I made my way back to Treguier via
Trebeurden. I sailed for St Peter Port on 3Ist July in the dark.
This was a rather ’hairy’ evolution in the strong stream, as 1 was
not in a very good berth, and had not been allowed to shift.
However, I escaped unscathed.

The passage to Guernsey went well with some sailing, as did
the passage to Cherbourg the next day. Although the following
sea and wind required continuous work on the tiller until round
Cap De La Hague.

After a rest day in Cherbourg, I sailed early on August 3
across the Channel to the Needles. It was another long day of
light airs and much motoring; but all went well and I secured in
Lymington at 2 Ioo, in a somewhat ’zombie-like’ state.

Peter Mullins writes:
I am happy to report that I am alive and well and now living in
Fort Lauderdale. I have also just started my seventh year as cap-
tain of Captiva II1. now based here in Florida. Our usual pro-
gram is to spend the winters here in Florida with short cruises to
the Bahamas and to the Florida Keys and in the summers head
north for Cape Cod and the Islands, New England and New
York, where the yacht is chartered to the owner’s company for
corporate entertaining.

We usually allow two weeks for the passage both ways, aver-
aging about t5o miles in a ten-hour day. We cruise at 15 knots
but Captiva, at 8oft, is just run by two of us, so we tend not to

make overnight passages. One of the added pleasures of cruis-
ing up the east coast of America is the availability of the Intra-
Coastal Waterway, which in effect stretches from Key West to
the Great Lakes and, provided one’s mast height is less than 65
feet and you do not draw much over 6 feet, you can nip in if the
weather gets a bit lumpy ’outside’. If time permits I will try and
get to you a full log in time for publication as the ICW is most
interesting, especially for those who enjoy the Shannon, there
are some very marked similarities.

I do not get to do much sailing these days but as usual I did
manage to get down to Antigua for Sailing Week (flying myself
there and back in my own Piper Arrow!) and enjoyed racing on
Dione, a Bowman 66 owned by Brian and Judy Harrison, a
couple well known to many of our Cork members when during
the 7os they lived aboard their 3o-footer Faraway in Crosshaven
and delivered and sailed yachts for Ron Holland.

Over the past 13 years since I left Ireland it has always been
a pleasure to meet up with members of the Cruising Club. I have
also crossed tacks with some famous classic ICC yachts. In
some cases I know it would give their late owners much joy to
know their old yachts are still being enjoyed. Those which come
to mind in recent years are Evora (Rory O’Hanlon), Felice
(Ninian Falkiner), Deerhound (John Guinness/Colin Chapman),
Zest of Strangford (Sir Denis), Moonduster S&S 48 (the other
Sir Denis), Helen of Howth (Perry Greer), Big Easy (Capt Peter
’Crowpot’ Cronin), Samharcin an lar (Hugo du Plessis),
Gulkarna I (Peter Bunting) and last but certainly not least
Cuilaun (Mike O’Flaherty and Brian Smullen). Unfortunately
Fort Lauderdale is not high on the list of ’must-see’ cruising
places, unless of course you come here to buy, sell or refit, but
should any members happen to pass through, please do take a
note of my address in this annual and make contact. If nothing
else I would be happy to show you the Everglades from the air!

James Nixon writes:
I sold Sea-Pie early this year and I now own Ardnagee, a Swan
37I, built in I98o. She is a Ron Holland design, present sail no.
K 3759T.

We did no formal cruising this year, spending time getting to
know this beautiful new boat and doing some club racing. We
did a very rapid passage from Bangor to Rathmullan in Donegal
in time for the celebrated regatta on the first Monday in August.
She has proven a delightful boat for passage-making and during
a rather vigorous beat in a strong southerly into Lough Swilly,
we discovered an anchorage that is not particularly well known.
The south end of Ballymastocker Bay provides remarkable good
holding in sand, tucked in under Saldanha Head. The anchorage
off Portsalon was far too exposed in these conditions and I
would recommend this anchorage in such conditions.

The new marina/pontoon at Rathmullan is highly satisfacto-
ry and allows safe transfer in an otherwise tidal anchorage. It is
somewhat exposed if there is a strong easterly, but the pontoon
is well moored to four large anchors.

The inshore two anchors are marked by orange top marks and
actually show at low tide and care should be taken if mooring on
the landward (western) side of the pontoon.

I gather there are plans to create changing and bathing facil-
ities ashore, but, as members will know, Rathmullan is well
served with three hotels etc.

Our return trip to Bangor was uneventful and rapid, calling
briefly at Church Bay on Rathlin.

Winkie Nixon writes on helping Paddy to bring home the
Tilman Medal:
Owing to a clerical error, our little sprint up to the Faeroes with
Witchcraft in 1993 somehow ended up in the Royal Cruising
Club log competition, writes WM Nixon. I wasn’t aware that
this had happened until it was announced that it had won the
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Pete Adams helping Paddy Barry collect the Tilman Medal.
PHOTO: Winkie Nixon.

RCC Founders’ Cup. Faced with such a moral dilemma, the only
option seemed to be to see it through to the bitter end, which
involved going to the club’s Annual Dinner at the beginning of
March, held aboard a boat called Wellington moored in the
Thames in the heart of London, the Headquarters Ship of the
Worshipful Company of Master Mariners.

Obviously the complexities of getting to such a thing would
be beyond me, but fortunately we have a friend in England who
thrives on coping with such logistical problems. This is Pete
Adams, who started cruising with us on Ainmara back in 196o,
and has been an ICC member since I97o - indeed, he is ICC
Member Numero Uno in the listings. These days he lives in
Plymouth, but has a pied-a-terre right in the heart of London. So
when Pete agreed to ride shotgun on the expedition and look
after all movements, my mind was set at rest.

However, complications arose when the fact that Paddy Barry
would be collecting the RCC’s Tilman Medal at the same dinner
had to be taken into account. Whatever about the ethics of our
own bit of pot-hunting, obviously it was our duty to give Captain
Barry every ounce of support that we could muster. So when
Pete with his usual efficiency swept into Heathrow Airport to
collect me a few minutes after I had landed on the afternoon of
the dinner, I was able to tell him that the programme of the match
began with an assembly of the troops in the Charles Dickens
public house at St Katharine Dock at 18oohrs.

We arrived there to find all the usual suspects getting a buzz
on. In addition to Paddy and sundry supporters, there was former
Commodore Gore-Grimes in fine form and accelerating under
the impetus of various forms of electric soup. The bar staff were
suitably impressed by the flow of orders. Before we knew where
we were it was time to be at the dinner, so the four of us hastened
away from the party, but as we were held up in a traffic jam in
the Blackfriars Underpass, things became a somewhat blurred
rush for the rest of the evening.

However, it was good fun, even if they didn’t let Paddy make
a speech. But being London everybody started going home at
midnight, and even John Gore-Grimes went offside, claiming
that he had to be flying with a virgin at o7oohrs. We meanwhile
were having a warbling conversation with Willy Ker, taking our
departure by telling him how nice he was, and that we found it
difficult to believe the truth of his reputation for loathing the
Irish.

Subsequently, he wrote a long letter to his shipmate Gore-
Grimes in which he denied in the first paragraph that he hated
the Irish, but in the remaining pages went on at some length
about what utter bastards we all are. Meanwhile, back on the
quayside at the Wellington, there was Paddy clutching his
Tilman Medal, me clutching my pewter mug (the RCC don’t
allow you to take their cups out of England), and Pete clutching
us both to make sure we didn’t fall into the Thames.

The plan was for Paddy to demonstrate his unrivalled knowl-
edge of the Irish music scene in London in order to celebrate

properly. Needless to say we ended up in some sort of a dungeon
where they played every sort of music except Irish. As a demon-
stration of navigation, it was not impressive. The party could
only conclude that the Saint Patrick had been sailed to Green-
land because the place is so bloody enormous that it would be
almost impossible to miss it. But as ever, sheer character won
through. For while Pete and I were supposed to be there to make
sure that the Tilman Medal got home safely to Ireland, by the
time he dropped me off at Heathrow that afternoon, neither of us
could even remember where we had last seen Paddy Barry, let
alone the medal. Yet the word is that the Tilman Medal got safely
home to Ireland.

Vincent O’Farrell writes:
Fastnet Dancer: Two near misses this year makes one realise the
importance of strict watchkeeping. Returning from the Azores
in June we were nearly run down by a freighter bound for
Baltimore USA. The visibility was hopeless, with a big swell,
after a tiring night running before 4okts of wind, we were
making a cup of tea when a blip on radar showed up about I/z
mile off. By the time we had clearly identified it as a ship it was
on us on a direct heading. The captain said we never showed on
his radar until he had passed us and that our radar reflection was
defective.

The second incident was in August just outside the shipping
lanes west of Peniche in Portugal. Similar conditions. Rough
night, cup of tea at dawn, poor visibility. A 6o-foot fishing boat
came out of nowhere, didn’t show on radar in the swell, doing
about I2 knots straight for us. Missed us by 5o metres. Piloted
by spirits, nobody in the pilothouse! We could see in.

Apart from those two horrifying incidents we had some won-
derful cruising around the Canaries, home to Ireland via
Madeira and the Azores, round the Cork and Kerry coasts to
Dingle and across Biscay in August to Villamoura, Portugal.
Sherkin to Villamoura, 5 weeks with stops in Brest, Donamez,
Morgat, Corufia, Camaninas, Muros, Baiona, Viena Do Castillo,
Oporto, Seisumbra and Villamoura.

Michael O’Flaherty writes:
Near the end of March I flew to Quito for a few days in the high
Andes prior to joining Brian Smullen aboard Zaberdast for the
3,ooo-mile leg from the Galapagos to the Marquesas. (See
Brian’s log).

We enjoyed a delightful and fast passage of a little under I6
days, motoring for the first 36 hours and then carrying the breeze
to Hiva Oa. After a brief stay and visiting a couple of other
islands in the group, Fatu Hiva being noteworthy, I returned to
America and Brian was joined by Dermod and Sheila Ryan and
Peter Bunting and Elaine for the next leg to Tahiti.

Michael O’Flaherty well protected from the sun on the way to the
Marquessas from the Galapagos.                PHOTO: B Smullen
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In May I joined Mijndert Pon, a longtime Dutch friend, on
Heidenskip, a 65’ aluminium centre board sloop, in Provi-
denciales on the Caicos Islands (quite near Haiti) and enjoyed a
very pleasant if windless ten days up the lower end of the
Bahamian chain.

The final venture for ’94 was to rejoin Brian in Tahiti with my
brother Nigel and his wife Geraldine for two weeks through the
Society Island ending in Bora Bora where we left Zzlberdast
heading 1or Tonga.

John Petch writes on Atlantic Spain and Portugal harbours:
Faro: A very strong tide runs in the entrance, but once inside
there are sheltered anchorages.
Ria Guardiana: The shopping on the Spanish side is much better.
Tie up to the fish quay above the terry flips and walk back to the
Argos supermarket. We also got water at the fish quay. Lovely
anchorages up the river.
La Rombido: The entrance is quite tricky as we only had about
three metres in the channel and the buoys are all unlit. They have
lights on them but they don’t work. The anchorage is good and
all supplies can be obtained and there are several restaurants,
some good. A good boatyard, run by a German who speaks
excellent English, supplies showers and the use of a washing
machine.
Ria Guardalquiver: We sailed up close to Seville on a tide and
anchored at the side of the river. You need a good anchor light
as very big ships use the river night and day. The lock opens on
demand and that gets you to the first marina, but if you want to
go to Real Club Nautico the next bridge only opens at 1000 in
the morning and 2ooo and you have to be waiting to go through,
or it shuts again. The yacht club offers all possible amenities.
Puerto Sherry: I was anxious to see this new development as I
had heard so much about it, but was very disappointed. The berth
cost £3o a night and the place was like a ghost town. The secu-
rity was state-of-the-art and you were given a code number
which you were supposed to punch into gates on the marina,
showers etc. Usually it did not work and you ended up talking
to a box on the wall saying you were locked out. There were only
three foreign yachts in the marina, which should have told us
something.
Cadiz: Twenty minutes across the bay is Cadiz and just inside
the entrance is a new marina called Puerto America. A super
berth with electricity and water costing £ I o. The showers etc are
in portacabins at the moment, but are quite adequate. Security is
excellent. The only snag is that the city is a long walk away, but
well worth the effort. The yacht club is right next door, but has
no room for visitors.
Lagos: A new Camper and Nicholson marina, which I only vis-
ited by car. It is very nice and very reasonable, but as yet they
have not developed the shore side. They say the travel lift etc
will be installed in February.

Bill Rea writes:
This year Elysium cruised around Anglesey and attended the
East Coast Rally at Conwy. She cruised north from there, as far
as Tobermory, for a rather wet and and cold family holiday in
Scotland.

Eithne and our eight-year-old son Brendan crewed the boat
while we were on the cruising ground and could avoid the long
passages, which neither of them really enjoy when the weather
is not particularly pleasant.

I am grateful to those club members who joined me on the
club rally and helped me to get the boat to Scotland. I am par-
ticularly grateful to Stan Conroy who sailed with me from
Conwy to Scotland, returned to Dublin while we had our family
cruise and then went to Scotland with me again to bring the boat
home.

Ronan Beirne and Barry Keane have traditionally joined me

Brendan, Bill and Eithne Rea on Elysium. PHOTO: B Branigan

for the East Coast Rally during the past few years, and Stan
Conroy has usually gone with Cormac McHenry for that event.
All of these people facilitated my plans this year; I exchanged
crew with Erquy at Conwy so that Elysium could sail directly to
Scotland.

We met Maximizer at Tobermory. Pat and Brenda Branigan
were cruising the area with Eric and Margaret Hill as their crew.
We had the opportunity of returning their hospitality at Dun-
staffange on 25th June, when there were at least four or five club
boats in port at the same time.

The visitors started to come aboard and we were delighted to
have our tiny cabin and cockpit filled with club members and
their friends. We were particularly pleased to meet Brian
O’Kelly and Brian Raftery who had cruised from Sligo in
Santhia and Stormalong. I have particularly enjoyed being a
member of the club this year.

Peter Ronaldson reports that he and Evie had a summer of
islands. Starting off with some sailing off the coast of
Montserrat in Quadrille in February and continuing with a
return trip from the Brittany cruise with Michael McKee in
lsobel when the delights of Belle Ile, Ile De Groix and the
Scillys proved more attractive than the damp and misty passage
from Hughtown to Dun Laoghaire. They continued on the island
theme with 2 weeks in Scotch Mist on the west coast of Scotland
in excellent weather and visiting Gigha, Mull, Skye, Soay,
Raasay, the Crowlins and Jura as well as various anchorages on
the Scottish mainland. Erie had some difficulty negotiating the
path to Dun Aengus in her tight skirt and high heels.

All in all an excellent season with much fun and sun but not
always very much wind.

Richard Sewell writes on Thalassa:
Thalassa had not returned to Ireland since I976 but, as always,
we were made to feel very welcome at the Royal Cork Yacht
Club, but I was sorry to find that not only were people that I had
known away in Brittany, but also in the Round Ireland Race, and
consequently found few familiar faces.

The forecast was not good and so we made a quick departure
tor Kinsale, arriving there before it blew up. We were then
reminded of the hazard of fishing nets, which seem to be in even
greater numbers. It was fun short tacking close inshore in Court-
macsherry Bay and then approaching Galley Head. Castletown-
shend didn’t seem to have changed very much, except that there
was a new owner of Mary Ann’s, where we had a good dinner,
but missed the singing.

We woke the next morning to find thick fog. Thanks to the
radar we were able to go inside the Stags and find our way into
Baltimore.



The next day started wet and foggy again but we were able to
make the most of an improvement and go round the Fastnet
Rock before having a lovely warm sail back to Schull. After
Schull we set off in poor viz for Glengarriff. Except for passing
close to Asgard we hardly saw anything until the top of Bantry
Bay. It had, however, been a good sail and we were doing 7 to 8
knots most of the way up the bay.

It was difficult to appreciate Glengarriff to the full as we had
another wet and windy day. The hotel looked after us well,
besides giving us good coverage of the football, and some of us
went to Garinish Island. Another day’s sailing was lost. After
this we were to see an improvement and only had one other bad
day, when a crew change had been planned.

The sun helped us to see Bantry Bay at its best and we decid-
ed to enjoy this and the light headwind in silence. Consequently,
we only got as far as Castletownberehaven for the next night,
rather than pushing on to the Kenmare River. We were most
impressed and found the place changed dramatically. We had an
excellent meal at Nikki’s.

We had wanted to go out to the Skelligs but there was too
much swell and we realised that we would have a hard beat back,
so had to be satisfied with going close to the Bull, Calf and Cow
and getting within five miles of Skellig Michael. The Kenmare
River was looking magnificent and we couldn’t understand why
people ever wanted to sail anywhere else. Thalassa didn’t have
an engine for the first twenty years of her life and it is not her
best means of propulsion now. We, therefore, went to
Kilmakilloge, where we found a lovely peaceful anchorage. It
was not far across the river to Sneem but we made a detour by
going down to Lambs Head and then back up the river as far as
depth would allow before going to one of my favourite anchor-
ages.

We then set off on the return journey, having a lovely leisure-
ly sail back to Castletownberehaven and then to Crookhaven on
the following day.

Schull to Glandore gave us some very fast sailing in sunny
weather and we managed to stop off for an hour in Barlogue. As
we now have a rubber dinghy, which is so easily carried, we
were tempted to go over the rapids, but decided that there was
not enough time to be sure of a nice dinner in the Rectory at
Glandore.

I was particularly pleased to see Mungo Park and Patrick
Jackson and also to meet, for the first time, Donald Street, with
whom I had had some correspondence about old boats in the
past. It was good to have them aboard. I was also pleased to go
aboard Stormy Weather, which had recently completed 250,oo0
miles with one owner. Thalassa may have been in the family for
nearly 60 years and be nearly 90 years old, but she certainly
can’t compete with that record!

We made an early departure on the morning the rally started
and felt that we ought to get south before the next depression
came up. We certainly made the right decision and completed
the passage to Helford in 32 hours, and what a change from the
passage to Ireland.

It had been a superb holiday and we were so pleased to have
been back to Ireland. We noticed a dramatic change in the
restaurants and pubs and also could see the benefits that had
come from the EEC. Perhaps we should make our next visit a
little later in the year.

Jim Slevin writes on a short visit to Scotland:
On the morning of June 4th, shortly after sun-up, Neal Doherty,
Ian Foster and myself set sail from Bangor Marina, on board
Testa Rossa. Frank Kinsella from Donegal with his crew on
Curlew of Bangor left at the same time as we had agreed that the
first part of our cruise to the Inner Hebrides would be one ’in-
company’. A fresh NW wind helped us to overcome the last two
hours of adverse tide.

Having crossed Belfast Lough, we picked up the eddy and
quickly passed Hunter Rock to port while having the Maidens to
starboard. As we passed the Mull of Kintyre, the site of the tragic
helicopter crash was clearly visible in the bright sunlight. The
effect of the tide in this area was very apparent as our speed over
the ground was in excess of I2 knots, exhilarating sailing. We
picked up a HIDB mooring at Ardminish on Gigha in the early
afternoon. All of the I I moorings were occupied that evening.
Our tourist interests should seriously consider a similar type of
scheme for the Irish coastline as I understand the cost of these
moorings is quite reasonable. We dined with the crew of Curlew
in the Gigha Hotel, having booked our excellent meal by phone
in advance.

Next morning we left the anchorage at 0700 finding the Clyde
Cruising Club guide very useful in negotiating the north end of
Gigha sound. A good breeze helped us up past the Gulf of
Corryvreckan, through the sound of Luing and out into the Firth
of Lorne. Being a sunny Sunday afternoon, there were quite a
number of boats sailing in the firth. By this time the tide had
turned against us and our progress slowed but we managed to tie
up at Dunstaffange Marina at 1445, closely followed by Curlew.
The marina appeared to be past its prime as we could not find
any staff, no power and no fuelling berth. The nearest telephones
were half a mile away and as Oban was some miles away, we
dined on board. In the early hours of Monday morning Andrew
Fenton, our fourth crew member, joined us having driven from
Donegal.

Monday was a dull day with low cloud obscuring the dra-
matic scenery of the area. However, squally showers and winds
gusting to force 7 provided an exciting sail up the Sound of Mull
to Tobermory. As is usual, anchoring was difficult for both the
crew of Curlew and ourselves. When we were finally satisfied
we returned to the Misnish for refreshments, where we met the
crew of another Bangor yacht. We later dined at the Beck Brae
restaurant where the fare could only be classed as mediocre. In
the morning we tacked out of the sound to clear Ardnamurchin.
Once clear of the point we had a superb reach up to the south-
east point of Skye. We picked up another HIDB mooring at
Armadale. A ten-minute walk through the woods and we were
enjoying the hospitality of the Ardvassar Hotel, where we
enjoyed a superb meal. The hotel manager welcomed us and
remarked on the increased business he was getting from Irish
yachtsmen, well deserved, I may add.

Next day strong winds headed us all the way to Lough
Scresort on Rhum. With three reefs in the main and jib reefed
right down, the passage was long and uncomfortable. It was in
complete contrast to the previous day. Again, anchoring was dif-
ficult. We did eventually find a good place in the north-west
corner of the lough with 3.5 metres at low water. Thursday
morning’s gale warnings meant there were no dissenters when a
rest day was suggested. Both crews went on the conducted tour
of Kinlock Castle which was originally built as a hunting lodge
by a wealthy Scot.

That evening we dined at the bistro in the castle, the main
dining room having been reserved for the guests staying there.
The meal was disappointing though not expensive. The kitchen
staff were friendly and cooked a chicken for us and presented it
with great flamboyance. Shortly after we got back on board, the
wind dropped so we bade farewell to the crew of Curlew and to
Scotland, and set a course for Ireland under power. After two
hours, we were able to set full sail. The trip back was unevent-
ful apart from an occasional complement of dolphins. As we
approached Tory we encountered our first and only salmon net.
Having rounded it we anchored at Stackamore on Arranmore,
close to midnight. The crew went ashore to telephone their loved
ones, and somehow found their way to Phil Ban’s pub for
refreshments. Saturday was a bright sunny day with a light SW
breeze which made for a very pleasant sail back to Mullagh-
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more. To summarise, the weather was
cold but with favourable winds we were
able to sail 9o% of the time and visit most
of proposed ports. We missed only Barra
because we had to stay an extra day in
Rhum due to weather conditions.

Adrian Stokes Goes West!
I took a weekend’s cruise on John
Godkins’ VSOP We left Baltimore on a
Thursday night and went to Knightstown,
Valentia where we had our breakfast at 8
o’clock in the morning. We then headed
off for Dingle, but decided that we would
call to the Blaskets on the way and headed
out for Inishvickillaune where the Boss
met us and invited us on board Celtic Mist
for lunchtime drinks, also inviting us to
visit his island, which is superb.We con-
tinued our journey to Dingle where I saw
the new marina for the first time, and what
a great improvement it is to the town. We
had drinks in Dick Mack’s, and a very
good meal. The next morning we left early
in marvellous weather and we sailed close to both of the
Skelligs. The little Skellig is so impressive with the gannetry, but
unfortunately we could not land at Skellig Michael as the Board
of Works are carrying out extensive works on the island. They
contacted us on the VHF and made it quite clear that we would
not be allowed onto the island owing to possible rock falls with
the works that were going on there. We went outside Dursey
Island close to the Bull, the Cow and the Calf, again in lovely
weather. Everyone tends to go through the Dursey Sound
because of the usual bad weather so that it is very nice to actu-
ally see these rocks in good weather. When we were crossing
Kenmare Bay we came across several schools of dolphins who
played around the bow for 5 minutes and then moved on. We
spent the night in Goleen Harbour in the pool below the quay
and enjoyed our visit to Finbarr in the Lobster Pot. The next
morning we headed homewards for Kinsale and went into
Barlogue for our lunch. John had a disposable barbecue on board
and we brought this ashore and had a very enjoyable lunch on a
stony beach behind the island. We decided to leave Lough Hyne
until our next visit and set sail for Kinsale. This was cruising at
its best.

Brendan O’Callaghan with the box and Johnny Godkin with the glass. PHOTO: A Stokes

Tony Toher: "Sure Howth Is Only Round the Corner".
"Cast off!" roars the skipper. It is o4.oo as we depart Bangor
Marina.

"Donaghadee Sound, Skipper, TS seems to be setting NE."
"Impossible, press on !" By o5.26, Skulmartin Rock is reached
in a brisk easterly. SOG is 2kts below boat speed, It is now clear
our skipper has misread Tidal Diamond K and the TS is foul. By
St John’s Point (IO.OO) wind is now SE and freshening. No need
for old-fashioned Dead Reckoning - we have GPS. But the read-
out looks odd. Key. Menu, 4-4. "Sats in view: nil" (invasion of
Haiti- US switches offGPS). We fall back on DR. Distance run
(somewhat approximate), course steered (ditto, compass lights
up). Wind now southerly F6.

I7.OO Lambay in sight in the murk of an Autumn evening.
Speed now only 2kts and it takes 4 hours to clear the island.

It is dark, spirits are low: the moment when the Five Deadly
Demons (Fatigue, Cold, Hunger, Fear and Sickness) appear. A
volte face occurs - our erstwhile buccaneer becomes querulous
and jittery.

The Baily light flashes and the hope arises of an end to our
misery. But not yet. The channel into Howth Marina is unfamil-
iar and unlit. We flounder - for Christ’s sake REVERSE - and
eventually scuttle into the trawler harbour, supperless, 18h 45m
out of Bangor.
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List of Past Officers of the Irish Cruising Club

Commodores
I929 H.M. Wright
1942 A.W. Mooney
195o M.A. Sullivan
I953 J.B. Hollwey
1954 R.P. Campbell
1958 F. Cudmore
1960 H.W.S. Clark
1963 P. H. Greer
I966 R.L. Berridge
1969 J.D. Faulkner
1972 R.H. O’Hanlon
1975 D.N. Doyle
I978 J.H. Guinness
I981 P.J. Bunting
I984 C.J. FitzGerald
I987 J. Gore-Grimes
I99O H.P. Kennedy
i993 D. Nicholson

Vice-Commodores
1929 H.P. E Donegan
I941 A.W. Mooney
1942 H.E. Donegan
1947 P. O’Keelfe
1948 M.A. Sullivan
I95O J.B. Hollwey
1953 R.P. Campbell

I954 B.C. Maguire
I956 F. Cudmore
1958 H.W.S. Clark
196o P.H. Greer

1963 C. Riordan

1965 W.H.D. McCormick
1967 J.D. Faulkner
1969 D.N. Doyle

1971 R.H. O’Hanlon
i972 P.J. Bunting
I974 G.B. Leonard
1976 J.M. Wolfe
I977 A.D. Macllwaine
I978 P.J. Bunting
I98O G. Kenefick
1982 C.J. FitzGerald
1984 L. McGonagle
1986 J. Gore-Grimes
I987 H.P. Kennedy
1989 D.H.B. FitzGerald
i 990 Arthur S. P. Orr
i993 Brian Hegarty

Rear Commodores
1929 H.R. Wallace
193o A.W. Mooney
194 I H.E. Donegan
1942 D. Mellon
1947 H. Osterberg

I95O K. McFerran
1951 R. E Campbell
I953 B.C. Maguire
I954 E Cudmore
1956 H.W.S. Clark
I958 P.H. Greer
I961 C. Riordan
1963 W.H.D. McCormick
1965 R.L. Berridge
1966 J.C. McConnell
I968 J.H. Guinness
197o R.H. O’Hanlon
197i R.J. Fielding
1973 H. Cudmore

1975 J.M. Wolte
1976 A.D. Macllwaine
t 977 J.M. Wolte
1978 G. Kenefick
I98O M. McKee
1981 J. Gore-Grimes
1983 L. McGonagle
1984 M. McKee
1986 H.P. Kennedy
1987 M.R. Sullivan & D. H. B. Fitzgerald
1988 B. Hassett & D. H. B Fitzgerald
I989 B. Hassett & A. S. E Orr
199o Clayton Love Jnr & D. J. Ryan
1992 Brian Hegarty & David Nicholson

I993 Michael O’Farrell & David H.B. FitzGerald

1994 Michael O’Farrell & P. Walsh

Honorary Treasurers
1929 W. MacBride
1948 G.B. Moore
1964 N. Watson
I973 L. Sheil
I979 R. Shanks
I984 D. O’Boyle

1993 D. Brazil

Honorary Secretaries *

1929 H.B. Wright
1933 D. Keatinge

I935 R.P. Campbell
I937 K. McFerran
1941 D. Keatinge
1944 M. E Hally

1948 T. J. Hanan
196o P.D. Morck
I965 A. Dunn
1977 P.J.D. Mullins
1981 B. Hegarty
I99O C.P. McHenry

NOTE: From time to time there were acting Honorary Secretaries; the
names listed are where the incumbent has held office -or at least one
year.
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List of Award Winners

THE FAULKNER CUP
Winner Yacht

I931 Keatinge & McFerran Marie
1931 A.W. Mooney Nirvana
1933 D. Tidmarsh Foam
! 934 Mrs Crimmins Nirvana
I935 H.D.E. Barton Dauntless
1936 A.W. Mooney Aideen
1937 D, Tidmarsh Foam
t938 H.P. Donegan Gull
1939 Miss D. French Embla
I947 A.W. Mooney Aideen
I949 L. McMullen Rainbow
~95o H. Osterberg Marama
I951 H.W.S. Clark Zamorin
t952 P. O’Keeffe Mavis
I953 H,W,S. Clark Caru
1954 B.C. Maguire Minx of Malham
I955 C. Love Galcador
1956 N, Falkiner Euphanzel
I957 R. O’Hanlon Harmony
1958 R.P. Campbell Minx of Malham
1959 P.H, Greer Ann Gail
196o R.D. Heard Huff of Arklow
I96I N. Falkiner Euphanzel
I962 R.D, Heard Huff of Arklow

I963 R.H. Roche Neon Tetra
1964 R. O’ Hanlon Tjaldur
I965 L. McMullen Rainbow
I966 R. O’Hanlon Tjaldur
1967 R.P. Campbell Verve
I968 R, O’Hanlon Tjaldur
I969 J, Virden Sharavogue
197o J. Virden Sharavogue
I971 R. Sewell Thalassa
1972 J. Virden Sharavogue
1973 A. Leonard Wishbone
I974 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
I975 J. Eves Aeolus
t 976 G. Leonard Wishbone
1977 B. Law Sai See
I978 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1979 M.P. O’Flaherty Cuilaun o/’Kinsale
198o J, Gore-Grimes Shardana
1981 J.F. Coffey Meg of Muglins
I982 E.P.E. Byrne Beaver
1983 R. Cudmore Morgana
1984 O. Glaser Verna
1985 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1986 B. BramwelI Tor
I987 Paddy Barry Saint Patrick
1988 Terence Kennedy Icarus of Cuan
I989 Cormac McHenry Ring of Kerry
I99° Paddy Barry Saint Patrick
199I Peter Bunting Gulkarna H
1992 Michael Coleman Stella Maris
1993 Paddy Barry Saint Patrick
1994 Michael Coleman Stella Maris

THE STRANGFORD CUP
Winner Yacht

i97o R. O’Hanlon Clarion
1971 M, Park Kitugani
I972 R. Gomes Ainmara
I973 J. Beckett Dara
1974 J. Guinness Sule Skerry

1975 G. Leonard Wishbone
1976 W. Clark Wild Goose
1977 J. Guinness Deerhound
1978 J. Villiers Stuart Vinter
t 979 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
I98O M, Villiers Stuart Winifreda of Greenisland
1981 J, Guinness Deerhound

D.J. Ryan Red Velvet
1982 W.A. Smyth Velma
1983 J. Guinness Deerhound
1984 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1985 A. Morton Sung Foon
1986 Paddy Barry Saint Patrick
1987 Brian Dalton Boru
1988 Hugo du Plessis Samharcin an lar
1989 David Nicholson Black Shadow
199o Tommy O’ Keeffe Tir na nOg
1991 David Fitzgerald Peigin Eile
1992 Cormac McHenry Ring of Kerry
1993 W.M. Nixon & E. Wheeler Witchcraft of Howth
1994 David Park Alys

THE ATLANTIC TROPHY
Winner Yacht

1978 R. Cudmore Morgana
1979 A. Doherty Bali Hai
198o David Nicholson Black Shadow
I98I M.H. Snell Golden Harvest
198e DAvid Nicholson Black Shadow
1983 J.F, Coffey Meg of Muglins
I984 J.F. Coffey Meg of Muglins
1985 J,F. Coffey Meg of Muglins
1986 Hugo du Plessis Samharcin an lar
I987 James Cahill Ricjak
1988 Brian Smullen Cuilaun
1989 Dermod Ryan Sceolaing
I99O Jarlath Cunnane Lir
199I Ronnie Slater Tandara
1992 David McBride Deerhound
1993 Jarlath Cunnane Lir
I994 Jonathan Virden Twayblade

THE ROUND IRELAND NAVIGATION CUP
Winner Yacht
E.J. Odlum
Brendan Maguire Minx of Malham

1954 the Navigation Cup awarded for the best cruise around Ireland.

194I
195I
From
1954 Wallace Clark
1955 Dr. R,N. O’Hanlon
1956 R.C. Arnold
1957 R.P. Campbell
1961 C. O’Ceallaigh
1963 W. & B. Smyth
1964 N. Falkiner
1965 L. McMullen
1967 C.H. Green
1968 J,D, Beckett
I969 R. Mollard
1871 M. Tomlinson
1973 J. Gore-Grimes
1974 R.P. Campbell
1975 J.B. Law
1977 G. Leonard
I978 R.P. Campbell & J.R. Osborne
1979 J. Guinness
t 98o P. Gray

Caru
Ancora
Maid of York
Minx of Malham
Julia
Wynalda
Euphanzel
Rainbow
Helen
Dara
Osina
Pellegrina
Shardana
Verve
Sai See
Wishbone
Verve
Deerhound
Korsar
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I981
1982
1983
I984
I985
I986
I987
1988
I989
I99o
I991
I992
1993
I994

1958
I96O
I96I
I963
I964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
t97o
t971
t972
1973
I974
I975
I976
1978
I979
1980
I981
I982
I983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
I989
I99O
I99I

1992
1993
1994

I933
I934
I935
1936
I937
1938
1939
I94O
1941
I942
1943/45
1946
1947
1948
I949
195o
I95I
1952
I953
I954
1955
1956
1957
I958
1959
I960
196I
1962
1963
I964
I965
1966

Ronan Beirne
W.M. Nixon
A. Doherty
J. Guinness
T. O’Keeffe
B. Hegarty
Wallace Clark
W.M. Nixon
Tony Morton
Bernard Corbally
Robert Barr
No Award
G. Nairu & M. D. Whelan
Donal Walsh

THE FORTNIGHT CUP
Winner
L. McMullen
R.I. Morrison
J.W.D. McCormick
W.M. Nixon
W.M. Nixon
W.M. Nixon
H.W.S. Clark
Miss E. Leonard
P. Dineen
R.C.A. Hall
N. St. J. Hennessy
J. Oliver
C. Green
M. Tomlinson
J. Wolfe
J. Gore-Grimes
A. Morton
R. Dixon
B.J. Law
R. Paul Campbell
S. Orr
D.J. Ryan
C.P. McHenry
B.H.C. Corbally
R. Barr
W.M. Nixon
Dermod Ryan
John Ryan
Brian Hegarty
Seamus Lantry
Brendan O’Cailaghan
Clive Martin
Brendan O’Callaghan
Frank Larkin

THE WYBRANT CUP
Winner
J. B. Kearney
Dr. L.G. Gunn
J.B. Kearney
Leslie Chance
A.W. Mooney
Dr. O.P. Chance & R. Storey
J.B. Keamey
K.McFerran & Dr. O’Brien
D. Keating & R. O’Hanlon
J.B. Cotterell & J.F. McMullan
No Award
J.B. Kearney
H. Osterberg
Dr. R.H. O’Hanlon
P. O’Keeffe
A.W. Mooney
P. O’Keeffe
H, Osterberg
No Award
T. Crosby
R.P. Campbell
S.F. Thompson
Col. W.S. Knox-Gore
D.N. Doyle
G. Kimber
J.C. Butler
S. O’Mara
D.N. Doyle
Lt. Com. T. Sheppard
T.F. Doyle
S. O’Mara
D.N. Doyle

Rila
Turtle
Svegala
Deerhound
Orion
Freebird
Wild Goose
TurtleLamorna Ill

L’Exocet
A r Men

Loin
Lady Kate

Yacht
Rainbow
Vanja IV
Diane
Ainmara
Ainmara
Ainmara
Wild Goose
Lamita
Huntress
Roane
AislingVandara

Helen
Pellegrina
Gay Gannet
Shardana
Sung Foon
Oberon
Sai See
Verve
Den Arent
Red Velvet
Ring of Kerry
Puffin
Joliba
Turtle
Sceolaing
Saki
Safari of Howth
William Tell of Uri
Midnight Marauder
Lindos
Midnight Marauder
Elusive

Yacht
Mavis
Albatross
Mavis
Britannia
Aideen
Saphire
Mavis
Hazure
Evora
Minx

Mavis
Marama
Evora
John Dory
Evora
John Dory
Marama

If
Alata
Second Ethuriel
Arandora
Severn H
Astrophel
Happy Morning
Fenestra
Severn H
Greylag of Arklow
Elsa
Oisin
Moonduster

1967 P.H. Greer Helen of Howth
1968 D.N. Doyle Moonduster
I969 R.I. Morrison Querida
197o Hugh Coveney Dalcassian
I97I J.A. McKeown Korsar
1972 J.C. Love Fionnuala
1973/77 No Award
From I978 onwards the Wybrant Cup was awarded for the best Scottish cruise.
1978 Chris Green Norella
I979 D.J. Ryan Red Velvet
I98O D.A. McMillan Goosander
i98i W.M. Nixon Turtle
i982 Ronan Beirne Givusa Kuddle
1983 M.M.A. d’Alton Siamsa
1984 R. Barr Condor
I985 B. Hegarty Freebird
I986 M.M.A. d’Alton Siamsa
1987 Paul Butler Arandora
I988 Paul Butler Arandora
1989 Roddy Monson Mazara
I99O Roddy Monson Mazara
I99I Dermod Ryan Sceolaing
I992 Bernard Corbally L’Exocet

I993 Scan McCormack Marie Claire H
1994 James Cahill Ricjak

THE FINGAL CUP
Winner Yacht

1981 Robert Barr Condor
i982 W. Waish Carrigdown
i983 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1984 R.M. Slater Tandara
1985 P. Barry Saint Patrick
1986 B. Corbally L’Exocet
I987 Frank McCarthy Scilly Goose
1988 Robert Barr Joliba
I989 Bemard Corbaily L’Exocet
199o Michael d’Alton Siamsa
199I W.M. Nixon Witchcraft of Howth
1992 David Park Alys
1993 Stephen Malone Symphonic
1994 Wallace Clark Wild Goose of Moyle

WRIGHT MEMORIAL SALVER
Presented to the Irish Cruising Club by H. J. Wright in memory of H. M. Wright,
Eolanda (I5 tons), Commodore I929-1942.
Year Race Yacht Recipient
1943 Whit Marama H. Osterberg
1945 Whit Mavis J.B. Keamey

1949 Whit Evora A.W. Mooney
i95o Whit John Dory P. O’Keefe
i951 Whit Alata R.P. Campbell
1952 Whit Setanta F. Cudmore
1954 Whit Euphanzel N. Faikiner
1955 Whit Suzette A.E. Pope
I956 I.O.M. Zephyra S. Cresswell
1957 Cork-Schull Severn H D.N. Doyle
1959 Cork-Schull Happy Morning J.C.Butler MC
196o I.O.M. Harmony R.H. O’Hanlon
I961 Cork-Schull Severn H D.N. Doyle
I962 Howth-Port St. Mary Cu-na-Mara D. Barnes
t 963 Cork-Fasmet-Schull Happy Morning J.C. Butler
t964 Dun Laoghaire-Holyhead Twayblade E. Tweedy
i965 Cork-Fasmet-Schull Moonduster D.N. Doyle
1966 Dun Laoghaire-Holyhead Fionnuala R. Courtney
I969 Cork-Fastnet-

Castletownshend Moonduster D.N. Doyle
I972 Dun Laoghaire-Arklow Tryphena F. Ryan
1973 Cork-Fastnet-Schull Cecille G. Radley
I974 - Korsar J.P. Bourke
1976 I.C.C. Querida of Howth I.R. Morrison
1977 Crosshaven-Fasmet-

Baltimore Tam O’Shanter J.C. Butler
1978 Howth-Strangford Leemara W.R. Cuffe-Smith
1979 - Four Seasons L.G.F. Heath
198o - Deerhound J.H. Guinness
1981 - Korsar R.E. Mullard
I982 - Tritsch Tratsch IV Dr. O. Glaser
1983 - Deerhound J.H. Guinness
1984 - Beaver E.P.E. Byme
1986 - Misty M.W. Knatchbull
From I993 Awarded by the Northern Area Committee
i993 - J. Russell Service to Sailing

THE GLENGARRIFF CUP
This Waterford Glass trophy which had not been presented since the Jubilee
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Cruise in I979 (see 1979 Annual) and is now awarded by the adjudicator for the
best cruise in Irish waters.
Year Recipient Yacht
1993 James Nixon Sea Pie
1994 Robert Ban" Pen Men

JOHN B. KEARNEY CUP
P. Campbell: Compiler of ICC Directions
J. Moore: Skipper of S.T.Y. Graine
Jennifer Guinness: ICC Publications Officer
Harold Cudmore Junior: Yachtsman
Cap. G.F. "Eric" Healy: Captain of S.T.Y. Asgard H
Capt. Tom McCarthy: Captain of S.T.Y. Asgard H
Sail Ireland Project: Round the World Race in NCB Ireland.
Ursula Maguire: Secretary of Irish Yachting Association
The Southern Cross Team Winners:
H. Cudmore, J. English & J. Maguire
Denis Doyle: Yachtsman
Arthur S. P. Orr: Compiler of ICC Directions
Daphne French: Yachtsperson

I983
I984
1985
1986
I987
I988
I989
I99O
I99I

1992
I993
I994

THE WATERFORD HARBOUR CUP
Year Yacht Recipient Race
1950 R.A. Hall Flica
195 ! R.A. Hall Flica Islands Race
I956 D.N. Doyle Severn H Islands Race
t 957 S.F. Thompson Ithuriel
1958 J. Ronan V(ve Islands Race
1959 J. Butler Happy Morning Pollock Race
196o R.I. Morrison Vanja IV
1961 D.N. Doyle Severn II
1962 D.N. Doyle Severn 11
t 964 A.E. Pope Susette
I965 D.N. Doyle Moonduster
1966 D.N. Doyle Moonduster
I967 S.F. Thompson Wye
I968 D.N. Doyle Moonduster
1969 F. Cudmore Setanta
t 97o D.N. Doyle Moonduster
1971 D.N. Doyle Moonduster
1972 D.N. Doyle Moonduster Islands Race
1973 D.N. Doyle Moonduster Islands Race
t 974 G. Radley Cecille
I976 J.C. Butler Tam O’Shanter
1977 D.N. Doyle Moonduster Islands Race
1978 D.N. Doyle Moonduster Islands Race
1979 B. Cudmore Anna Petrea
! 980 D.N. Doyle Moonduster
1981 D.N. Doyle Moonduster
1982 C. Love Jnr Rebel CounO,
1983 S. Mansfield Luv Is
1984 D.N. Doyle Moonduster
1985 J. Donegan White Rooster
x987 T.E. Crosbie Senta

C.J. Fitzgerald Mandalay
1988 J. Donegan White Rooster
1989 B. Cudmore Anna Petrea
From 1992
I992 Michael Coleman
1993 Kevin Dwyer

ROCKABILL TROPHY
Winner Yacht

I959 P.H. Green Ann Gail
I96O R.I. Momson Vanja IV
I96I R. O’Hanlon Harmony
1962/63 No Award
1964 J.D. Faulkner Angelique
1965 J.H. Guinness Sharavogue
1966 P.H. Greer Helen of Howth
t 967 No Award
I968 P.H. Greer Helen of Howth
I969 No Award
197o J.P. Jameson Ganiamore
1971 R. Courtney Bandersnatch
1971/73 No Award
1974 J.P. Bourke Korsar
1975/78 No Award
1979 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1980 J. Wolfe Deerhound
I98I No Award
I983 K. & C. Martin Estrellita
1984 No Award

awarded by the Southern Area Committee:
&ella Marls
S. and W. Coast Aerial Photography

From 1985 onwards the Rockabill Trophy was awarded for ’A Feat of
Exceptional Navigation/Seamanship."
1985     J. Gore-Grimes                    Shardana

I986 No Award
1987 J.B. Law Redwing/Spirit of Shell
I988 No Award
I989 Colin Chapman Deerhound
I99O Colin Chapman Deerhound
1991 Wallace Clark Aileach
1992 Peter Bunting Gulkarna II
1993 Bernard Corbaily L’Exocet
1994 Peter Hogan Molly B

DONEGAN MEMORIAL TROPHY I94O
Recipient Race
R.H. & D.M. O’Hanlon
J.B. Kearney       Kingstown/Cork

A.W. Mooney Kingstown/Clyde
A.W. Mooney Kingstown/Clyde
D.J. & P.M. Purcell Clyde Race

Year Yacht
1945 Evora
1946 Mavis
1947 No Award
1948 Aideen
I949 Evora
195o Sonia
I95 ~ Minx of Malham B. Maguire Clyde Race
1952 Viking 0 Col Hollwey Clyde Race
1953 Flying Fox F.W. Brownlee Beaumaris-Week
1954 Flying Fox F.W. Brownlee Clyde Race
1955 Glance F.C. Hopkins Puffin Sound Race
1957 Severn H D.N. Doyle Irish Sea Race
1958 Vanja IV I. Morrison Dun Laoire/Cork
I959 ,Severn H D.N. Doyle Irish Sea Race
I96O Severn H D.N. Doyle Dun Laoire-Cork
1961 Cu na Mara D. Barnes Irish Sea Race
I962 Vanja IV I. Morrison Irish Sea Race
I963 Fenestra S. O’Mara Morecombe Bay
1964 Susanna J.C. McConnell Irish Sea Race
I965 Cu na Mara D. Barnes Morecombe Bay
I966 Orana P.D. Pearson Irish Sea Race
I967 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Morecombe Bay
1968 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Irish Sea Race
1969 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Morecombe Bay
197o Moonduster D.N. Doyle Cowes/Cork Race
1971 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Morecombe Bay
I972 Tritsch-Tratsch O. Glaser Irish Sea Race
t973 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Morecombe Bay
1974 Assidious C. Love (ISt ICC Boat)
1975 Dictator D.M. Irwin Morecombe Bay
I976 Tam 0 ’Shanter J.C. Butler Irish Sea Race
I977 Red Rock II1 O. Giaser Morecombe Bay
1978 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Irish Sea Race
1979 Korsar R.E. Mollard Morecombe Bay
I98o Standfast H.B. Sisk Morecombe Bay
I981 Banders~atch of Howth R. Courtney Morecombe Bay
I982 Joggernaught D.J. Morrissey Irish Sea Race
1983 Imp H.B. Sisk Morecombe Bay
I984 Little Egypt R.B. Lovegrove irish Sea Race
1985 Demelza N.D. Maguire Irish Sea Race
I986 Rob Roy N. Reiiiy Irish Sea Race
I987 Demelea N.D. Maguire Irish Sea Race
I988 Red Velvet M. O’Rahilly Irish Sea Race
I989 Comanche Raider N. Reilly Irish Sea Race
199o Woodchester Challenge H.R. Gomes Round Ireland
1991 Findabar of Howth P. Jameson Round Ireland
From 1993 Awarded by the Eastern Area Committee
I993 P. Hogan Circumnavigation of the Globe
1994 Brendan Bradley Brittany Rally Organiser

TRANS OCEANIC PENNANT
In accordance with rule 2o, the Committee has decided that a pennant, to be
known as the Trans Oceanic Pennant, may be awarded as follows:
A member owner or skipper, who has sailed his vessel across an ocean, mayfly
the Trans Oceanic Pennant on that vessel so long as he owns or skippers her.
The pennant may not be flown by another owner or skipper on that vessel.
The pennant may be flown by the member to whom it was awarded on any other
vessel they may subsequently own.
This pennant shall be 6o" long and 8" wide at the hoist, tapering ta the tail;
black and red with the Fasmet device affixed and in accordance with its tradi-
tional design.
It shall be awarded retrospectively to those members who presently qualify to fly
it (1994). The pennant has been awarded to the following:
Auchincloss, Les Glaser, Otto O’Fiaherty, Michael
Barry, Paddy Gore-Grimes, John du Plessis, Hugo
Bunting, Peter Greer, Perry Smullen, Brian
Cahill, Bernie Hogan, Peter Snell, Michael
Chapman, Colin King, Heather Smyth, William
Coffey, Jack Leonard, Jerry Whelan. Pat
Coleman, Michael Nicholson, David
Cudmore, Ronald O’FarrelI, Kevin
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List of Members

Note: This list of members’ names and addresses is for the private and personal use of members only. It must not under any circumstances be used for
any commercial purposes, circulars etc, no matter how relevant such circulars might be considered to be to the interests of members.

An asterisk denotes an Honorary Member. The year in which the honorary membership was conferred is shown in brackets.
# denotes a Senior Member

NAME AND YEAR ELECTED
Adams, Peter J, 197o
Ahem, Michael J, 199o
Alplin, Roger, 1972
Anderson, Gordon F, 1974
Anderson, Terence S, 199 I

Andrews, Dianne, t988
Andrews, Tom, I988
Auchincloss, Leslie, 1992

Baker, Arthur R, 199o
Balmforth, Michael B, 1966
BamweU, Henry, 199o
Bamwell, Ivy, I99o
Barr, Mrs Hazel, 1971
Barr, R G M, 1973
Barr, The Hon Mr Justice Robert, 1969
Barrington, Desmond J, 1983
Barry, Frederick, I99O
Barry, Paddy, 1984
Barton, Robert W, R D 1982

Beach, John S, 1992

Beck, Horace P, 1963
Beckett, Dr W K, I973
Beime, Ronan M, I975
Bell, J Alan, 1994
Benson, Dr R, I975
Black, Brian, I98I
Blaikie, James A, 1969
Bohane, William A, I99o

#Bourke, Dr Michael Paget, 1975
Bourke, J Roger, I94O
Bourke, John P, 1965
Bourke, Philip, 1983
Boy& Kenneth M, I987

Bradley, Brendan, 198o
Brady, William, I985
Bramwell, Dr B R, 1963
Branagan, Michael, I989
Branigan, Brenda, 199o
Branigan, Patrick M C, 1982

#Brazil, Clare, (1993)
Brazil, Donal P, 199o
Bruen, J Chris, I99o
Bryce, Robert G, 1969
Bunting, Christopher J, 1986
Bunting, Mrs E A M, 1969
Bunting, Peter J, I962

ADDRESS, PHONE NO in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics
Elm House, Mannamead Avenue, Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon. Calcaria
Belmont, Rochestown, Co Cork (021-363o92/Office: 021-363o I I ).
Romanesca, Marine Parade, Sandycove, Co Dublin (28oo434/Office: 756426).
30 Avondale Crescent, Killiney, Co Dublin (2853390).
37 Bayview Road, Killinchy, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 6TW.
(o238-541625/Office: Belfast 451541). Sundowner
Springbank, 55 Old Ballygowan Road, Comber, Co Down, BT23 5NP (872233). Gumdrop (PO)
Springbank, 55 Old Ballygowan Road, Comber, Co Down, BT23 5NP (0247 872233). Gumdrop (PO)
13 Devonshire House, Bessborough Gardens, Pimlico, London. (071-2337275/Office: 071-2339253).
Morning Calm II
Shoumagh Lodge, Carrigrohane, Co Cork (o21-87oo31/Office: 021-841005). Irish Mist I
Westgate, Toward, Dunoon, Argyll, PA23 7UA (o369-87-25I. Fax: o369-87-251). Quarterwave
Menapia, Silchester Park, Glenageary (2806254). Hylasia (PO)
Menapia, Silchester Park, Glenageary (2806254). Hylasia (PO)
60 Tullynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 4TB (813369).
60 Tullynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 4TB (813369).
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Avenue, Foxrock, Co Dublin (2893269).
37 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co Dublin (2855732).
Cappagh House, Kinsale, Co Cork.
21 Belgrave Road, Monkstown, Co Dublin (28oo82o/Office: 2695666). Saint Patrick
Laurieston, I64 Shore Road, Greenisland, Co Antrim, BT38 88TT (o232-86537o/Office: 854535).
Timella
The Land Steward’s House, Shane’s Castle, Antrim, BT4I 4NE. (08494 63282/Office: 08494 28216).
Myth of Minto Virago of Strangford (PO)
Ripton Middlebury, Vermont, 05766, USA. J’ablesse
44 Green Road, Blackrock, Co Dublin (2880162).
5 Doonanore Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin (284o759/Office: 8788644). Barbecca (PO)
Station Cottage, 3 Station Square, Helen’s Bay, Co Down.
64 Bellevue Road, Glenageary, Co Dublin (2802352). Marlou
I37 Shore Road, Strangford, Co Down, BT3o 7ND. Roma
Lyndhurst Crescent, Spfinghill Road, Bangor, Co Down (Bangor 2209).
Brandon Lodge, Mount Ovel, Rochestown, Cork (021-36I 86o/Office: o41-51969). Flica II (PO)
18 Brighton Hall, Brighton Rd, Foxrock, Co Dublin.
Corbiere, Ashboume Avenue, Limerick (o61-28o26/Office: o6I-31544). Iduna
Parkwood, Carrickbrennan, Monkstown, Co Dublin.
Avon Wood, Avoca Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. Fiacra
Coolbeg, 23 Seafront Road, Cultra, Holywood, Co Down BTI80BB, (Holywood 4422).
Jeremy Fisher of Hamble
Fairview, Kindlestown Hill, Delgany, Co Wicklow (2874034).
8I South Mall, Cork (Office: o2I-2o917).
Killinchy, Co Down (5415o5/Office: Belfast 66930o).
14 Blackberry Rise, Portmarnock, Co Dublin ,(8462554).
Tahilla, Woodside, Sandyford, Co Dublin, (oI-2956273/Office: oi-896IO6).
Tahilla, Woodside, Sandyford, Co Dublin (oi-2956273). Maximizar
Killard, John’s Hill, Waterford (051-75636).
Killard, John’s Hill, Waterford (051-75636/Office: 051-72o39). Ruinette (PO) Natian (PO)
Calypso, Fairy Hill, Monkstown, Co Cork (021-841896/Office: 021-277322).
St Benedict’s, Thormanby Road, Baily, Co Dublin (8322829).
20 The Gilligans, Burgess Hill, West Sussex (o444-24157o/Office: 0444-232323).
Ballyreagh Farm, Portaferry Road, Newtownards, Co Down (8123Io).
Orchard Cottage, Seale, Hoggs Back, Nr Guilford, Surrey (8123IO). Gulkarna H
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Burke, J E I97I
# Butler, J C, 1959

Butler, Paul, 1987
Byrne, Dermot, 1977
Byme, E Philip, 1982
Byrne, H E O’C, I974
Cagney, Mrs Romaine, 1978
Cahill, Bernard M, I984
Cahill, Daniel, I99o
Cahill, James, 1978
Carl’, Mrs J E, I972
Cam W Derek, I972
Cassidy, Brendan, 1982
Cassidy, Liam, 1978
Cassidy, Robert, 1984
Chapman, Colin A, 1989

Clapham, John F, I965
# Clark, Wallace, MBE, DL 1951

Clarke, Tony, I985
Clarke, George B, I99I

Clifford, Thomas F, 1988
Clow, John W, I99I

Coad, Brian P, I982
Coad, Geoffrey, 1991

# Coe, R, I957
Coffey, John F, 198I
Coleman, Michael C, 1988
Colleran, Patrick, 198o
Collins, James A, I988
Collins, Michael D, 1975
Condon, K Cal, 1988
Connor, Brendan J, 198o
Conroy, Stan, I992
Conway, Leo, 199I

#Cooke, K L, I959
Cooke of Islandreagh, Lord, OBE, DL I977
Cooper, Paul D, I983
Corbally, Bernard H C, I984
Costello, Waker F, I98o
Cotter, William J, I975

Courtney, Peter, I982
# Courtney, Ross, 1948

Coveney, Hugh R I992

Cox, James E 1970
Crebbin, John E 2992
Cronin, TP, I98I

#Crosbie, E, I957
Cross, D, I986
Cudmore, Anne, 1979
Cudmore, Denis, 1986
Cudmore Fred, Jnr I966
Cudmore H, Jnr 1959

# Cudmore, Fred, 1947
Cudmore, Harold, 1956
Cudmore, John, I977
Cudmore, Justin R, 1966

Cudmore, Mrs Mary, I97O
Cudmore, Peter F, i966
Cudmore, Richard B, t966
Cudmore, Ronald, 1964
Cuffe-Smith, Capt W R, 197o
Cullen, M, 197 r
Culleton, Peter, 299o
Cnnnane, Jarlath, ~988
Currie, John D, 1985
Curtin, J Leonard, 1993

# d’Alton, M M A, I956

Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork (o21-3373o). Golden Shamrock
Belgrove, Cobh, Cork (o21-821343 ).
32 Oakley Grove, Blackrock, Co Dublin (2884393). Red Velvet
c/o Apartment 6, Dawson Court, Cross Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin.
Sunnydale, 4 Nugent Road, Churchtown, Dublin I4 (2981952). Growltiger
Lismoyle, Shore Road, Malahide, Co Dublin (845o498). Rapparee

7 Roncalli Road, Kilbarrack, Dublin 13 (8323239).
Cuan Ban, Colla Road, Schull, Co Cork (o28-283o9). Whistling Oyster
Cuan Ban, Colla Road, Schull, Co Cork.
Rathbawn, Castlebar, Co Mayo (o94-21364/Office: o94-23767). Ricjak
Ardnagreena, Reengaroga, Baltimore, Cork (028 2025 I).
Ardnagreena, Reengaroga, Baltimore, Cork (028 20251 ).
Dunluce, Strand Road, Sutton, Dublin I3 (8322254). Cuilaun ofKinsale (PO)
4 St Helens, Marine Parade, Sandycove, Co Dublin (2803717). Tudorose (PO)
Lee View, Inniscarra, Co Cork (021-871203). Sarabande
The Old Rectory, Comeragh, Kilmacthomas, Co Waterford.
(o5I-9I I 66/Office: o5~-75855). Deerhound
Mertoun, Cliffside Road, Torquay, Devon TQ1 3LB (o8o3-34726). Tresillian IV
Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands, Co Derry, BT46 5SB (064842737).
Wild Goose of Moyle
Friarstown, Ballyclough, Co Limerick (o61-414852/Office: o61-229o35). SilverBreeze
Brambles, Grey Point, Helens Bay, Co Down
(o247-852652/Office: 0232-320729). Turtle Tide
The Kerries, Tralee, Co Kerry.
Mid Linthills, Lochwinnoch, Renfrewshire, Scotland PAI 2 4DL
(0505-842881). Feolin
Noreville, Inistioge, Co Kilkenny (056-58417). Raasay of MelJbrt
Pine Cottage, Ballinakill, Dunmore Road, Waterford (051-7565 I). Sirikit I11
Craigie, Monasterevin, Co Kildare (045-25300).
Liscahane, Ballycorus, Kilteman, Co Dublin (2820579).
Rathronan, Lower Road, Cobh, Co Cork (021-811397). Stella Maris
48 Taney Crescent, Goatstown, Dublin 14 (298 5625).
70 Beechwood Park, Ballinlough, Cork (o21-964322). Thalia
’Inniskeel’, Quill Road, Kilmacanogue, Co Wicklow (2868io9).
Montana, Crab Lane, B lackrock, Cork (294165/Office: 543 lO2). Mashona
22 Offington Drive, Sutton, Dublin 13 (83224o3/Office: 726255). Vinter
38 Wynberg Park, Blackrock, Co Dublin (28o7398/Office: 2809669).
Windrush, Killiney Road, Co Dublin (285187o/Office: 613444). Delphin
Salia, Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13 (8322348). Kumaree
Islandreagh House, Dunadry, Co Antrim.
Lazy Day
Gilspear, Kilmacanogue, Co Wicklow (2863261 ). Rionnag

6 Old Orchard, Ann Devlin Road, Templeogue, Dublin 24 (494 3497)-
Zubenubi (PO)
Seamount, Balscadden Road, Howth, Co Dublin (8322oo8). Oona
7 Roncalli Road, Kilbarrack, Dublin I3 (8323239). Jabberwok of Howth
’Laharn’, Minane Bridge, Co Cork (021-887227/Office: 274474).
Golden Apple
14 St. James’s, Hollybrook Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3.
3 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane, Shankill, Co Dublin (2824468/Office: 614500). Alannah
35 Harbour View, Howth, Co Dublin.
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork (o2I-5OI963/Office: o21-272722). Chuckewalla
Woodhouse, Aghamarta, Carrigaline, Co Cork (o21-83152I). Handy Mistress
"Goleen", Sandycove Avenue East, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin (28o3390).
lO Chesterfield View, Castleknock, Dublin 15 (8206599).
Ocean Approach, Myrtleville, Co Cork (021-831541).
6 Castle Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight, PO31 7QY (0983-291376). Silver Slipper

29 Richmond Est, B lackrock Road, Cork (021-362126/Office: 021-274o 19). Setanta (PO)
Ainrnsh, Rosebank, Douglas Road, Cork (02 ~-293o ~ 6).
I5 Clamwood, Freshford Road, Kilkenny (056-65838).
Southcourt, South Douglas Road, Cork (021-892242/Office: 021-274o29).
Setanta (PO)
Ainrush, Rosebank, Douglas Road, Cork (021-293o16).
18 Willomere, Rochestown Road, Cork (021-364257/Office: 02 I-5o3726).
Moneygourney, Douglas, Co Cork (021-893625). Anna Petrea
"Goleen", Sandycove Avenue East, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin (2803390).
274 Seacliff Road, Bangor, Co Down, BT2o 5HS (465066). Leemara of Howth
Grainblah, Palmerston Park, Dublin 6 (4977oo2/Office: 778932).
9 La Vista Avenue, Sutton, Dublin I3.
Knock, Co Mayo (o94-88269/Office 088-588487). Lir
11 Seafront Road, Cultra, Holywood, Co Down (Holywood 6469). Carna (PO)
Springmount, Carrigrohane, Co Cork (o21-8715o8/Office: O21-545222). Karena
Kilda Lodge, Killiney, Co Dublin (Office: 6763671). Siamsa (PO)



d’Alton, Robert, I978
Dalton, Brian, 1967
Daly, Dominic J, I968
Daly, John E, I99O
Davis, Mrs Helen, 198o
Davis, Samuel, 198o
De Quincy, Mrs Sheila, 1974
Deane, Douglas, I965
Delamer, David, I994
Dempsey, JA, I973
Denham, Dr P C, 1975
Devenney, E K, 1973
Dick, J R William, I97I
Dickinson, William B, I979

#Dixon, Hon Robin, CBE, DL 1977
Doherty, Tony, I969
Donegan, James D, 1983
Doonan, Francesca, I988
Doonan, Paul S, I986
Dowey, James, I988
Doyle, D Conor, 1966

# Doyle, Denis N, 1956
Doyle, Frank, 1966
Du Plessis, Hugo, 1978

Duffin, Nicholas St, 1990

Duggan, John P, 1986
Dunn, Aidan, I963
Dunphy, T Austin, 199o
Dwyer, David M, 1993
Dwyer, Kevin E I966
Dwyer, Mary, 1991
Dwyer, Michael R, 1989
Dyke, Stanley W, 1965
England, Mrs Elizabeth M, I967
English, J D, 199I

Escott, William E 198o
Espey, Fred J K, I978
Eves, F Maitland, MBE, 1967

Eves, Alastair R W, 1984
Eves, Jeremy R E I975
Eves, Roland E, I982
Fahy, Patrick J, I982

#Fannin, Robert J, 1981
Fannin, Robert N, 1959
Faulkner, Sir Dennis J, CBE, DE I960
Fergus, Sean G, I985

# Fielding, Dr R J, 1956
Fielding, Mrs C, I97I
Finnegan, John J, I966
Fisher, J D F, I969

#FitzGerald, C J, 1944

FitzGerald, David H B, 1966
FitzGerald, Grainne, 1993
Fitzgerald, Jack, 1986
Fitzpatrick, Thomas J, I985
Flanagan, Jack J, 1980
Flood, Sean, I994
Flowers, Maurice H, 1983
Fogerty, Walter B C, 1983
Foley, Mrs Clare, i98o
Forde, John B, I99O
Fowler, Robert J, I969
Fox-Mills, Barbara, 1981
Freeman, F David, I986

#* French, Miss D, I934 (I987)
GaUagher, Benignus N, 1980
Gallagher, Dr Jack, 1992
Geldof, Robert, 1968
Gibson, James C, I977
Gibson, Richard Y, I992

74 Sugar Loaf Crescent, Bray, Co Wicklow (2861484).
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O’Boyle, Donal, 1974
O’Boyle, Elizabeth, 1993
O’Brien, Daniel D, 1978
O’Callaghan, Brendan, I99O

#O’Ceallaigh, C, I959
O’Connor, Daniel, I971

#O’Connor, Dr M, I957
O’Connor, Gilbert J, I987
O’Donnell, Barry, 1984
O’Donoghne, Dr R E I97[
O’Donovan, Adrian, 1986

* O’Farrell, Kevin, (t989)
O’Fan.ell, Michael, I975
O’Farrell, Phillip V J, 199o
O’Farrell, Vincent J, 198 I
O’Flaherty, Michael, I968

O’Flynn, Dominick, I99°

O’Gallagher, Malachi, Hon Compiler, [968
O’Halloran, Brian, 1983

* O’Hanlon, Mrs B, MD I962 (I984)
O’Hanlon, Andrew, I969
O’Herlihy, Michael, I992
O’Keeffe, Dr Maurice, 1972
O’Keeffe, Mary, [994
O’Kelly, Brian C, 1991
O’Leary, Archie, I99O
O’Mahony, William, 1991
O’Morchoe, David N C, I98I

O’Neill, J Russell, 1964

Drake Lodge, Drake’s Pool, Carligaline, Co Cork (02 ~-831o28).
Drake Lodge, Drake’s Pool, Camgaline, Co Cork (o21-831o28).
Small Acre, Church Road, Bailybrack, Co Dublin (852754). Live Wire
Bank of Ireland House, Bandon, Co Cork (o23-4I I55). Midnight Marauder
46 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co Dublin (2852619).
The Pines, Westminster Road, Foxrock, Dublin 18 (2858oI2/Office: 76466I). Leprechaun
33 Eglinton Road, Donnybrook, Dublin 4 (2692175). The Lady Beatrice
Ronoco House, 55 Adelaide Street, Belfast, BT2 8FE (Office: Belfast 0232 246220).
28 Merlyn Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4 (269 400o).
Halyards, Camden Road, Crosshaven, Co Cork (021-831734). Looking Forward
North Harbour, Fountainstown, Mynleville, Co Cork (83[424). Felicity Friend
Post Office, Killaloe, Co Limerick.
Moorcroft, Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co Down (7262o). Cuchulain
I5 Malwood Road, Balham, London, SWI2 8EN.
’Kolymbos’, Pissouri, Cyprus (357-9-525923). Fastnet Dancer
Le Fainel, Le Vallon, St Martin’s, Guernsey, GY4 6DQ (o48 [-3765o).
Cuilaun of Kinsale (PO) Zaberdast (PO)
Janeville Lodge, Sundays Well, Cork (021-543744/Office: o21-5435o5). Cavatina
12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Dublin 6W (490 5800) (Fax: 490 5940).
’Springmount’, Ferndale Road, Shankill, Co Dublin (2822o32).
8 St James Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (496 513o).
8 St James Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6 (269 8~ 17).
Rockfort House, lnishannon, Co Cork (775385).
The Pallisades, Ardbreac, Kinsale, Co Cork (72458/Office: 72253). Miss Demena
Tawlaght, Fenit, Co Kerry (o66-36183/Office: o66-24o29). Orion
Grange, Co Sligo (o71-63197).
Strand Lodge, Currabinny, Co Cork (o2 [-378526/Office: o21-277567). Irish Mist
6 Castlerock, Carrigaline, Co Cork (o2 [-372588/Office: o21-312755). Capsicum
Ardgarry, Gorey, Co Wexford (o55-218o3).

59 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co Down. Miss Molly of Hamble
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O’Rahilly, Dr Michael, I979
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah, 1964
O’Sullivan, Patrick J F,
O’Tierney, Dr Donal, I986
Olver, John R, 197I
Orr, Arthur S P, VRD* DE I97o
Osborne, James R, I974
Osmundsvaag, Arve, I992

#Osterberg, Paul, 1949
Park, Dr David S, 1969

Park, Jonathon S, 1987
#Park, Mungo, I955
#Paul, Alan H, OBE, (1958)

Payne, J Somers, I969
#Pearson, J D, 195o

Pearson, Alan J, i983
Perkins, R Forbes, I98o
Petch, John A, I987
Pilling, Jrtr J Ross, 1987
Prendeville, Neil J, I99o

#Price, Peter, I993
Pritchard, Mrs Maura, 1966
Pritchard, P Marshall, I966
Radley, George, I97I
Ralston, George L D, I986
Rea, William T, I977
Reilly, Norbert, I983
Revill, Reginald G, 1979
Richardson, Cecil, I989
Riordan, S William, I985
Roberts, Grattan d’E, 1989
Roberts, Rex, I974

#* Roche, T H, 1935 (I988)
Rogerson, Frederick J, I983
Ronaldson, Charles E, 1967
Rooney, John W, 1994
Russell, John F, I965
Ryan, David F, I973
Ryan, Dermod J, 197I

# Ryan, Senator Eoin, 1957
Ryan, Paul J, 1984
Ryan, Peter, 1988

Ryan, Yvonne, I988
Sadlier, Frank A, 1985
Seaman, Avery, I989
Selig, Ivan, 1965
Sewell, Richard G, I969
Shanahan, Timothy P, I984
Shanks, T R J, 1972
Sharp, Ronald, 1974
Sheil, David J, I985
Sheil, Leonard, Jnr i988
Sheil, Leonard, 1968
Sheil, Robert, I988

# Sheppard, Lt Comm T, RN (Retd) 1957
Sheridan, Frank W, 198i
Siggins, Brian, 1985

# Simmie, Charles A L, 1992
Simms, R J A, I969
Sisk, H B, I973
Slater, Ronnie, 1977
Slevin, James, t 986

# Smiles, Alan E, I958
* Smith, Kaighn, 1993

Smullen, Brian P, 1968
Smullen, John A, ~987
Smullen, John D, 196I
Smyth, Francis G, 1979
Smyth, Mcholas L, I983
Smyth, W A, 1960
Snell, M H, I974

38 Domden Park, Blackrock, Co Dublin (2695285).
9 Rock Street, Tralee, Co Kerry (o66-2IOI t).
19844 Princes Street, Tralee, Co Kerry.
4t Seaview, Warrenpoint, Newry, Co Down, BT34 3NJ (73388).
Lochalsh View, Balmacara, By Kyle of Lochalsh, Wester Ross, Scotland IV4o 8DH.
Evergreen, I I Old Holywood Road, Belfast, BT4 2HJ (7636oi). Maimoune (PO)
Glenbrook, Enniskerry, Co Wicklow (28635o9). Verve (PO)
Old School House, Moyard, Co Galway (o95-41 o98/Office: o95-2173o). Skarv av Stad
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co Down (266). Bibi
Ros Cuan, Mount Stewart Estate, Newtownards, Co Down, BT22 2AX (Grey Abbey o24774625).
Alys
The Croft, 144 Portaferry Road, Newtownards, Co Down BT22 2AH.
Carrig Breach Cottage, Baily, Howth, Co Dublin (83222 IO).
Walraven House for the Elderly, Paldon Road, Abberton, Colchester, West Mersey, Essex, COS 7PB.
4 Camden Terrace, Crosshaven, Co Cork (o21-83I I28). Melandy (PO)
Craig Lodge, Claremont Road, Howth, Co Dublin (8322276).

35 Offington Park, Sutton, Dublin t 3.
Owl’s Nest, Box 398, Manchester, Massachusetts oi944, USA (617-526-I492). Goldeneye I1
Seaview Farm, Kilbrittain, Co Cork (023-49610). Seadrifter (PO)
305 Downer Avenue, Mantoloking, New Jersey 08738, USA (908-899-8554).
Meelough View, Norwood Court, Rochestown, Co Cork. (o21-8951o21Office: o21-84IOO5). Mary P
Byways, Taylors Lane, Bosham, W. Sussex, PoI8 8QQ (0243-572130).
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co Down (852237). Lady Jane
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co Down (852237/Office: 853634). Lady Jane
The Brake, Cobh, Co Cork (o2I-8I I394). Cecille
Whinstone, 39 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co Down (882330). Insouciance
7 Verona, Queens Park, Monkstown, Co Dublin (280 7987). Elysium
Lerrig, Old Carrickbrack Road, Baily, Co Dublin (8393 t 86). Cochise
I I Burrow Road, Sutton, Dublin I3 (8325544/Office: 765801 ).
52 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co Dublin (28538oo).
Greylands, Knocknacree Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin (2859o8I/Office: 76o63D. Tudorose (PO)
28 South Mall, Cork (o2 t-378224/Office: o21-277866).
9o Ballinclea Heights, KiUiney, Co Dublin (Office: 28o83o5).
Ros-na-Greina, Avoca Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin (2881o93/Office: 775o14). Neon Tetra
t I3 Lakelands Close, Stillorgan, Co Dublin (288 6437). Happy Return
72 Whinney Hill, Holywood, Co Down, BTI 80HG (426459). Scotch Mist
28 Park Drive, Ranelagh, Dublin 4 (497 7oo4/Office: 676 6167).

34 Killnakin Road, Killinchy, Belfast, BT23 6PS.
PO Box t to82, Manama, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia.
Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Road, Sandycove, Co Dublin (28o3585]Office: 6o5oI t).
Sceolaing
8 t Park Avenue, Dublin 4 (269177o).
Ashdale, Castle Close, Sandycove, Co Dublin.
44 Banbridge Road, Waringstown, Craigavon, Co Armagh, BT66 7QD
(o762-8814t 8/Office: 32741 I). El Vigo
Annanoe, 77 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co Dublin.
Terenichol, Castle Ward, Strangford, Co Down, BT3o 7LS (o396-881754). Ocean Dove

357 Indian Avenue, Middleton, Rhode Island, 02840, USA.
Bree House, Craigavad, Co Down, BTI 8 ODE (Hollywood 436I).

7 Edith Terrace, London SWI o (352-7367). Thalassa
Sonas, Windgate Road, Baily, Co Dublin.
to Massey Avenue, Belfast, BT4 2JS (7638o9IOffice: 084245454). Maimoune (PO)
Ardbeg, Craigmillar Avenue, Milngavie, Glasgow, G62 8AV (41-956-1984). Ultimate
Cloonbane, Doneraile, Co Cork (022-24 t 48/Office: 02 t-968935). Awbeg
24 Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin.
Portlet, Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin (2801878). Gay Gannet
29 Agnew Road, Honor Oak Park, London, SE23 IDH (291-22o8).
Derrybawn, Military Road, Ballybrack, Co Dublin (285337I). Greylag of Arklow
The Bearings, Lough Atalia Road, Galway (o91-6392o/Office: o91-62329).
Kingston, Taylor’s Hill, Galway (Office: 09 I-51706).
19 Roger Drive, Rutherglen, Glasgow, GY3 3QY (o4 t-64768 t 5/Office: o41-2264951 ).
8o Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co Down, BT2o SHW (473563). Blue Bandit
Waterstown House, Sallins, Co Kildare (o45-76268/Office: 514624).
39 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co Down (852373). Tandara
Arenal, The Mall, Ballyshannon, Co Donegal (5 t 379/Office: 072-51177).
Pomegranate Inn, 49 Neal Street, Portland, Maine o4 t 02, USA. (207-772-1006).
816 Castlefinn Lane, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010, USA (215-525223 I).

33 Leeson Park, Dublin 6 (280 6729/Office: 660 50 t 1 ). Zaberdast (PO)
Seaview, Corrig Avenue, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin (28o7296/Office: 2888847).
t t Connolly Square, Bray, Co Wicklow (2862679).
7 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co Down (0247-46008 t). Phantom
Ardkeen, Castletroy, Co Limerick. Flight of Fantasy
14 Mount Boone Way, Dartmouth, S. Devon, TQ6 9PL. Globe Star
Ballagilley Cottage, Maughold, Isle of Man (o624-813586). Golden Harvest
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Spence, S Adrian, 199 I
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#Stewart, Alan C, I959
Stewart, R R, 1968
Stillman, Chris J, I985
Stokes, Adrian, 199o
Stott, Andrew R, x992

* Sullivan. C St J, 1955
Sullivan. Richard A, I992

* Taggart, A G, 197o (I987)
Taplin, David M R, I986
Tierney, John. E96o
Tisdall, Patrick. I992
Titterington, Ian H, 1989
Toher, Tony, 1992
Tomlinson, Michael, I962
Tomlinson, Mrs Molly, I965
Travers, Brendan, 1993
Traynor, Frank, 1985
Tucker, Brian A, 1985
Turvey, Desmond E, ~ 98o
Tyrrell, Aidan, 197I
Tyrrell, Dr Declan G, I985
Villiers-Stuart, Gary, 1992

Villiers-Stuart, James, I977
Virden, Jonathan, 1968
Waddell, Dr John, CBE I981

Waldron, Dr Oliver C, I978
Walsh, Anthony, 7979
Walsh, Donal, I992
Walsh, Mrs Enda, 199o
Walsh, Patrick, 1992
Walsh, Patrick J, E982

# Walsh, Reginald T, I95o
Walsh, William, 1968
Waters, L Roy, I985

Watson, Barbara N, I993

Watson, Mrs Patricia, I966
Watson, Richard R, 1962
Watson, William R, 1979

Webb, Michael J, 1986
Wheeler, Edwin M, I975
Whelan, Geoffrey F, I985
Whelan, Michael D, ~988
Whelan, Michael J, 1985
Whelan, Patrick, I98O
Whelehan, Harold, I979
Whitaker, David J, I988
Whitaker, D Mark, I991
White, John N, 1974
White, Lawrence W, I98o
Whitehead, David, I972

Williams, David J, I984
Williams, W Peter, 1968
Wilson. P, I964
Wingfield, Robert T, 1969
Winkelmarm, Franz C, 1984
Wolfe, J M, I959
Wolfe, John W, 1978
Wolfe Peter C, I974
Wood Trevor R C, I987
Woodward. Joseph B, 199o
Wylie, Ian E, I971

Sally’s Bridge House, Sraghmore, Roundwood, Co Wicklow (2818253/Office: 77294 I).
Economics Dept, Trinity College, Dublin 2. Emanuel
Raughlan, Derrymacash, Lurgan, Co Armagh.
17 Kings Manor, Cherryvalley, Belfast, BTS 6PH (o232-79692o/Office: o232-241523). Madcap
3 Manselton Park, Bangor, Co Down (453158/Office: 245o25). Dingo
22 Baring Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 2NE, England. Manaan Maclir
Ardmore, I Seafortb Road, Bangor, Co Down.
6 Haile Park, Haile, Egremont, Cumbria CA22 2ND, England.
Elsinore, Baily, Co Dublin (8322937).
3 Thomastown Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin (2852o84/Office: 6772941).
Summer Lodge, Wellington Rd, Cork (o2 l-5o2464/Office: o21-277622).
Rossbrin, Schull, Co Cork (o28-37165). Dalua
9 Avondale Road. Killiney, Co Dublin (2854744).
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Road, Cork (o21-29273).
Highlaws, 3 Camstradden Drive West, Bearsden, Glasgow G61 4AJ (o41-942-o6I 5)-
Hawthorne, Down Thomas, Devon, PL90BQ.
Aisling, Knapton Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin (28o4391/Office: 767998). State O’Chassis (PO)
Firlands, Glengarriff, Co Cork (o27-63 IO6). Speedbird of Shrone
12 Marino Park, Holywood, Co Down, BTI 80AN. Moody Blue
"Eos", Upper Rosses, Rosses Point, Sligo (o71-77216). Aret(
Moel-Y-Don Llanedwen, Llanfairpwll, Isl Anglesey, Gwynedd LL61 6EZ (o248-7 ~443o).
Moel-Y-Don Llanedwen, Llanfairpwll, Isl Anglesey, Gwynedd LL61 6EZ (o248-71443o).
I4 Castle Lawn, Tulla Road, Ennis, Co Clare (o65-2244o/Office: o6~-361444). Sea Maiden
34 Rathdown Park, Terenure, Dublin 6. Tudorose (PO)
Carrick, Baily, Co Dublin (832369o/Office: 532937).
Gorsehaven, Shielmartin Road, Sutton, Dublin I3 (8324241). Meander 11
Adelaide Cottage, Adelaide Place, Gardiners Hill, Cork (o21-5o8419).
Hillside, The Hill, Glenageary, Co Dublin (28oo362).
Bumlaw, Whitfield, Hexham NE47 8HF (o434-345349/Office: o434-632692).
Winefreda of Greenisland
Ballynaparka, Aglish, Nr Cappoquin, Co Waterford (o24-96144). Arctic Tern
The Court Lodge, Yalding, Kent ME I 8 6HX. Twayblade
Ringveagh, Io Whiterock Road, Killinchy, Co Down BT23 6PR (Killinchy 541264).
HeatherofMourne
3 Kingston House North, Princes Gate, London, SW7 ILN. Big Easy
Harbour Road, Skerries, Co Dublin.
3o Main Street, Dungarvan, Co Waterford (o58-41 o74/Office: o58-42127). Lddfl Kate
Dolphin Lodge, Crosshaven, Co Cork (o21-83 I483).
Stradbally House, Kilcolgan, Co Galway (o91-96o58/Office: o91-94358). Jilliana
Beaumont House, Woodvale Road, Beaumont, Cork (o2~-292556). Eske
Kildary, 65 Merrion Road, Dublin 4 (269r385). Sapphire
Dolphin Lodge, Crosshaven, Co Cork (o21-831483/Office: 5o2358). Carrigdoun
I5 Ballymullan Road, Crawfordsburn, Bangor, Co Down BTI9 IJG (Office: Belfast 234466).
Melandy (PO)
35o Pinellas Bayway, #3, Tierra Verde, FL 33715, USA (813 528 1114/Office: 813 52811 I4)
(Fax: 813 5281739). Strathspey (PO)
29 Balkill Road, Howth, Co Dublin (832 2472).
29 Balkill Road, Howth, Co Dublin (832 2472). Ursula
35o Pinellas Bayway, #3, Tierra Verde, FL 33715, USA. (813 528 I I I4) (Fax: 8i3 528 1739).
Strathspey (PO)
MB ’Snipe’, the Watergate, Athlone, Co Westmeath (Office: 72o39). Moondrifier
The Riggins, Greenpark, Dunshaughlin. Co Meath (256643). Witchcraft ofHowth (PO)
Thulla Lodge, Nashville Road, Howth, Co Dublin (8323536/Office: 777532). Evolution 11 (PO)

55 Glenomena Park, Blackrock, Co Dublin (2692737/Office: 7768oi).
Flat 1, 51 Mount Street, London WIY 5RE (491-486o).
Redgarth, Douglas Road, Cork (o21-292851 ). Charlina
Treetops, Claremont Road, Howth, Co Dublin (8324139/Office: 72o622). Witchcraft ofHowth (PO)
Ashkirk, Douglas Road, Cork (o21-29254vOffice: o21-273295). Aronelle
13 Manor Orchard, Thornbury View, Rochestown, Cork.

3 Marlborough Road, Glenageary, Co Dublin (28o8364).
Boardman Avenue, Manchester, Massachusetts o~944, USA. Witchery
c/o Billiton Intemational Met, Dr V Zeelandstraat I, 2265 BD Leidschendam, The Netherlands
(31-7o-317). Eudora
4 Prospect Park, Ballygowan, Co Down BT23 6LW (Ballygowan 528832). Reiver (PO)
The Whins, 25 Ballykeigle Road, Comber, Co Down, BT23 5SD (Ballygowan 52836o). Reiver (PO)
Gribton, I2 Ralston Road, Bearsden, Glasgow G61 3BA. Nan of Gare
The Spring House, Grimston, Melton Mow bray, Leicister LE 14 3BZ (o664-8 ~ 2785).
12 Anglesea Road, Dublin 4.
3A Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co Dublin (839 4154).
Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co Dublin (845 o717).
26 Guilford Road, Sandymount, Dublin 4 (269431 6/Office: 6o8795).
Rostynan, I Haddington Lawn, Glenageary, Co Dublin. Misty
Chartwell, Douglas Rd, Cork (o:z 1-291215/Office: 021-273327). Moshulu Ill
22 Mammont Park, Holywood Road, Belfast BT4 2GR (76o158/Office: 32o2o2).
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List of Yachts

The letter G before the rig indicates gaff rig.
The letters following the rig description indicate that this yachts is built of wood, fibreglass or steel.

Yacht Owner T.M. Rig/Built Designer

Alakush M.J. Guinness 20 Sloop E I985 Rob Humphreys
Alannah J.E Crebbin 12 Ketch F. 1979 Buchanan
Alys D. Park 11 Sloop E I984
Andromeda C.E Gray 4 Sloop W. I962
Anita B. Cassidy o G. Sloop W.
Anna Petrea R.B. Cudmore 6 Sloop E I976 Peter Brunn
Anolis H.M. McMordie I5 Ketch W. I9OO E.H. Hamilton
Arctic Tern J. Villiers-Stuart 11 Sloop E I982
Aretd T Toher Io.4 Sloop E 1977
Aronelle D.J. Whitaker I4 Sloop E 1985 E Brett
Awbeg D Sheil Io Sloop E I979
Baily of Howth M.J. Hall 33 Ketch E I98I Holman & Pye
Barbecca R. Beirne & B. Keane - Sloop W. I97o J.B. Kearney
Beagle N. Hegarty 8 Sloop E I978 D. Thomas
Bibi P. Osterberg - 196o BB I I
Big Boots D Greenhalgh I5 Sloop E I976
Big Easy O.C. Waldron 5o Ketch E 1985 S&S
Blue Bandit R.J.A. Simms I2 Sloop E I978
Boru B. Dalton 15 Ketch E I979 V. Aarnipalo
Busy B J. & A. Ley - Sloop E 199o J. Berret
Calcaria P.J. Adams Io Sloop E 1977 Holman & Pye
Capella of Kent D.J. MacAuley I6 Sloop W. I964 Buchanan
Capsicum W. O’Mahoney 5 Sloop E 198o D. Thomas
Cara of Quoile EJ. Gillespie 7 Sloop E I973 Van Essen
Caranja J. Menton 22 Sloop E 1981 A. Primrose
Carna J. Currie IO Sloop E I982
Carrigdoun W. Waish 22 Sloop E I981 Philippe Briand
Cavatina D. O’Flynn I I Ketch E 199° J.A. Bennet
CecUle G. Radley I2 Sloop E 197o S & S
Changeling J.E Jameson I5 Sloop E 1989 D Thomas
Charlina E Whelan 30 Ketch E 1976
Chloe of Mourne J.C. Gibson - Cutter S. M. Griffiths
Chough B. Masser - Lug 1982 Waticinson
Chuckewalla T.E. Crosbie 8 Sloop E I983 Van de Stadt
Cilla ER. Killen - Sloop E
Cochise N. Reilly t 5 Sloop E 1991 Johnson
Colla Voce E Lavelle 6 Cutter E I98Z R. Harris
Cuchulain M. O’Farrell t I Sloop E 1971 E Brett
Cuilaun of Kinsale B. Cassidy/M. O’Flaherty 28 Ketch W. I97O G.T. McGruer
Dalua A.R. Stott 16 Sloop E 1987 Holman & Pye
Deerhound C.A. Chapman 28 Ketch E 197o
Delphin L. Conway 12.3 Sloop E I976 R. Holland
Demelza N.D. Maguire IO Sloop E I979 R. Holland
Dingo I.J. Stevenson 15 Sloop E 1976 Holman, Pye
Dulcibella N.J. Kidney 7 Sloop E I98O Ed Dubois
Dundrum J. Irwin I5 I968 McGruer
Eblana A. Dunn I4 Sloop E 1989 Bill Dixon
El Vigo E Ryan 8 Sloop W. 196I Robert Clark
Elysium W.T. Rea 7 Sloop E 1988 Olle Enderlein
Emanuel R.A. Somerville 7 Sloop W. I962 Raymond Wall
Eoin Rua K.J. MacLaverty 5 Sloop W. 1964 Tord Sunden

Class

Sovereign 400
Neptunian 33
Sadler 34
Dragon
Howth I70.D.
28’ Grinde

Nicholson 32
Westerly Berwick 3 I
Rival 36
Westerly Berwick 3 I
Oyster 46
Mermaid
Impala
Bringsvaerd
Contessa 35
Swan 65
Nicholson 35
Finmar 36
Beneteau 32.5
UFO 34

Hunter Impala
Contest 33
Moody 40
Westerly Konsort
Sun Fizz 40
Colvic 3 I
Swan 36
Sigma 38
Moody 52

Drascombe Lugger
DBI 3/4ton
S&S 30
J39
Vancouver 27
Rival 32

Rustler 36
Hood 5o
Nicholson 345
Club Shamrock
UFO 34
Westerly Griffon

Moody Eclipse 33

Shipman 28

Folkboat



Erquy
Errislannin
Eske
Eudora
Evolution H
Fastnet Dancer
Felici~ Friend
Feolin
Fiacra
Fidem Ill
Flica III
Flight of Fantasy
Flying Ferret
Freya
Gay Gannet
Globe Star
Golden Apple
Golden Harvest
Golden Shamrock
Goldeneve H
Greylag of Arklow
Growltiger
Gulkarna H
Gumdrop
Handy Mistress
Happy Return
Harklow
Heather of" Mourne
Hera
Hylasia
Icarus of Cuan
Iduna
Insouciance
Irish Mist
Irish Mist 1
lsobel
Jabberwok of Howth
J ’ablesse
Jacana
Jaded
Janey Mac
Jeremy Fisher of Hamble
Jilliana
Joggernaut
Judy R
Kala
Karena
Kilpatrick
Kumaree
Lady Jane
Lady Kate
Lamorna IH
Lazy Day
Lazy Life
Leemara of Howth
Leigh Mary
Leprechaun
Lindos
Lir
Live Wire
Lola
Looking Forward
Lovely Lady
Madcap
Maimoune

Manaan Maclir
Mandalay
Mandarin
Marie Claire H
Marlou
Marula
Mary P
Mashona

C.P. McHenry ~ I Sloop E 198o
W.B. Lyster 15 Sloop E 199o D. Thomas
E Walsh lO Sloop F. i975
D. Whitehead 13 Sloop E 1993 Luhrs
T. Dunphy/G. Whelan 12 Sloop E 1987
V. O’Farrell 20 Sloop E 1991
A. O’Donovan 6 Sloop E 1972 O’Brien Kennedy
J.W. Clow 12 Sloop W. I961 McGruer
P. Bourke 6 Sloop F. 1979
G. Hawthorne
W. Bohane/M. Kenworthy IO Sloop E 199o Van de Stadt
N.L. Smyth ~4 Sloop E 1986 B. Dixon
Clare Foley 5 Sloop F. 1981 Johnson
J.D. English - Motor
L. Sheil 7 Sloop W. 1963 C.R. Holman
W.A. Smyth 14 Cutter S. 1982 Ted Brewer
H.P. Coveney 29 Ketch W. 198o
M.H, Snell 16 Sloop F. i974 Giles
J.E Burke 9 Sloop E 1976 Ron Holland
R.E Perkins 22 Power ~98o Jock White
T. Sheppard I2 Sloop W. 1961 Laurent Giles
E.EE. Byme 6 Sloop F. 1978 Westerly
P.J. Bunting 2o Sloop F. 199o Frers
T. & D. Andrews 15 Sloop F. 1979 Doug Peterson
D. Cross - Motor 199o
EJ. Rogerson 5 Sloop W. 1965 Holman-Stella
Mrs Ruth Heard lZ Motor W. I963 J. Tyrrell
J. Waddell lO Sloop E 1973 Holman & Pye
I.R. Guinness - G Sloop W. I899
H. Barnwell/I. Barnwell 17 Sloop E I987 German Frers
B. Kennedy 15 Sloop E I98O
J.R. Bourke 4 Sloop W. 1939 L. Giles
G.L.D. Ralston 27 Ketch F. 1976 A.E. Luders
A. O’Leary I3 Sloop E I993 Jones
A.R. Baker 19 Sloop E 1973 D. Carter
M. McKee - G Cutter E I989
R. Courtney 14.5 Sloop E 1981 D. Thomas
H. Beck - Cutter
M. Flowers IO Sloop E 199o Johnson
J.K. Martin 5 Sloop F. 1982 Johnson
R. Lee I5 Sloop F. I988 D. Thomas
K.M. Boyd 9 Ketch E 1973 Gordon Wyatt
E Walsh 8 Ketch E 198o
D. Morrissey Io Sloop E 198o Ed Dubois
M. McKeever 7 Sloop E I98O L. Giles
M.T. McConnell 4 Motor E I974 Derek Stukins
J. Curtin 12 Sloop W. 1976 Bruce Farr
W.D. Keatinge 12.8 Sloop E 1988
K.L. Cooke 6 Sloop E I97O
M. Pritchard/P. Pritchard 8 Sloop E Van de Stadt
D. Walsh IO Sloop E 1986 Dixon
A.S. Morton 7 Sloop E
P. Cooper 9 Sloop E Group Finot
Hon. R. Dixon - Sloop E 1976
W.R. Cuffe-Smith 17 Sloop E 199o S. Jones
B. Layng 12 Ketch F. 1981 J.A. Bennet
D.E. O’Connor 4 Sloop W. I962 Peterson Thuesen
C.C. Martin 7 Sloop E 1977 Van De Stadt
J. Cunnane 14 Sloop S. I99O
D.D. O’Brien lO Sloop F. 1976 De Ridder
G.E. Naim I I Sloop E 1978 A. Primrose
R.F. O’Donoghue 7 Sloop E 1979 L. Giles
ED. Martin 16 Sloop E 1982 German Frets
S.A. Spence
A.S.P. Orr/R. Shanks/J.A. Henshall

2.5 Sloop W. 19o2 L. Hope
J. Stevenson
C.J. Fitzgerald I4 Sloop F. I988 B. Dixon
A.H. Marshall 7-5 Junk W. i98i A.H. Marshall
S. McCormack IO Sloop E 198o A. Mauric
R. Benson 9 Motor 1934
J.C. McConnell I5 Steel M.Y. I982 Bekebered
N.J. Prendeville lO Sloop E I979 R. Holland
K.C. Condon 8 Sloop F. 1981 Group Finot

Nicholson 3
Sigma 38
Vindoo 3o
Legend 35.5
Beneteau 345
Hallberg Rassy 45
Kerry Mark II
8m Cruiser Eight
Westerly Centaur
Moody 36
Dehler 36
Moody 34
J24
Skorgens 36
Sterling
Goderich 35
Eivind Amble 5o
Bowman 4o’
Golden Shamrock

GK 24
Hallberg Rassy 45
Contessa 35
BRos 23

Centurion
Howth 17’ O.D.
Hylas 42
Moody 36
Lymington L.
Offshore 47
Sadler Starlight 39
Carter 37
Heard 28
Sigma 4 I
Shannon 38
J35
J24
Sigma 38
Fisher 3o
Fisher 34
GK 34
Westerly Griffon
Downcraft 21

Oyster Heritage
Dufour Safari
Trintella 111a
Moody 31
Holman Twister
Fandango
Nicholson 345
Sadler 38
Colvic Victor 34
Dragon O.D.
Prospect 9oo
Van De Stadt 34
High Tension 36
Moody 3o
Westerly Pembroke
First 42
Bristol Channel Cutter

Fairy

Moody Eclipse 33

Beneteau First 3o
Musler 35’
PEDRO lOOO
Club Shamrock
Yamaha 29
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Maximizar
Mazara
Meander Ill
Melandy
Midnight Marauder
Miss Demena
Miss Molly of Hamble
Misty
Moody Blue

Moondrifter
Moonduster
Morning Calm H
Moshulu 111
Mouflon
Myth of Minto
Nan of Gare
Natian
Neon Tetra
Ocean Dove
Oleander of Howth
One Timee
Oona

Orion
Ounavara of Howth
Peggy West
Peigfn Eile
Petra Beta
Phantom
Phoebe
Phoenix
Prelude
Pdcabdn
Quarterwave
Raasay of Melfort
Rapparee
Rapparee II
Red Velvet
Reiver
Rhapsody
Ricjak
Rionnag
Roaring Water
Roe
Roma
Royal Tara
Ruinette
Safari of Howth
Saint Patrick
Saki
Salar
Samantha
Samharcin an lar

Saoirse of Cork
Sapphire
Sarabande
Sceolaing
Scilly Goose
Scotch Mist
Sea Fox
Sea Maiden
Seadrifter
Seareign
Selina
Setanta
Shardana
Siamsa
Silver Breeze
Silver Slipper
Siolta
Sirikit 111
Skarv av Stad
Snow Goose I1
Snow Goose of Moygannon
Sparkle

RM.C. Branigan
R.G. Monson
L. McGonagle & D. Turvey
L.R. Waters]J. Payne
B. O’Callaghan
Dr. M. O’Keefe
J.R. O’Neill
T.R.C. Wood
I. Titterington
M.J. Webb
D.N. Doyle
L. Auchincloss
J.B. Woodward
E. Meade
J. Beach
E Wilson
D. Brazil/J. Gallagher
T.H. Roche
EA. Sadlier
B. Hegarty/B. Hegarty
E.M. England
E Courtney
M. O’Keeffe
L.D. McGonagle
B.R. Lynch
D.H.B. FitzGerald
EM. Eves
E Smyth
N. Kean
E.K. Devenney
J.E. Daly
G.E. McGuire
M. Balmforth
B.P. Coad
H.E.O’C. Byme
D. McKenna
E Butler
D. Williams/W. Williams
S. Flood
J. Cahill
B. Corbally
J.B. Forde
H.R. Hicks
B. Black
C. Love
D.P. Brazil/J. Gallagher
R.I. Morrison
P. Barry
P.J. McCormack
B. McMahon
P.B. Morck
H. duPlessis
J. Hayes
R. T. Walsh
R. Cassidy
D.J. Ryan
E McCarthy
C. Ronaldson
J.R. Magee
B. Travers
G. McCann/J. Petch
H.R. King
M. Dwyer
E Cudmore/J. Cudmore
G.E Kavanagh
M.M. d’Alton/L.D. Latham
T. Clarke
H. Cudmore Jnr
W.W. McKean &
G. Coad
A Osmundsvaag
C. Good
C. Magennis
B. Gallagher

9
8

II

IO

6.5
9
9

17
14
IO

20

26.9
I7

7
6.8

13
12

20

9
15
II

IO

2I

IO

II

7

I3
9

I4
II

i8
II

I0

12

I2.5
I0

22

16
14
4

IO

5o
II

17
15
II

6

5
I6
I6

7
13
16
II

I0

65
4

I4
I2

7
IO

5

8
II

9.8
22

26
6

I4

Sloop E 1978 Pelle Peterson Maxi 95
Sloop W. 1957 McGruer
Sloop E 1978 McGruer Grampian 34’
Sloop E 1965 Nicholson 32 MIOV
Sloop E I977 L. Giles Westerly Pembroke
Sloop E 1965 J. Alden Mistral 36

Sloop F. Sadler 32
Sloop F. 1988 Dehler 38
Sloop E I975 A. Primrose Moody 33
Ketch E I978 J. Roy Macwester Seaforth
Sloop W. 198I German Frers 52’ A.C.
Sloop A. 1991 Van der Stadt Trintella 57A
Sloop E 1976 L. Giles Salar 40
Sloop E 1979 GK 29
Sloop E 1977 Holman Twister

Sloop W. 1965 S & S 8 C/R
Sloop E 1976 Nicholson 35

Cutter W. 1954 D. Hilliard
Ketch W. I959 M. Griffiths
Ketch E 1981 L. Giles Westerly Conway 36
Sloop F. 198o Peter Boyce O-Day 37

Sloop W. Howth 17 O.D.
Sloop E 1979 R. Holland Club Shamrock
Ketch E 1974 Laurent Giles Moody 46
Sloop E 1976 Westerly Berwick
Sloop E I98o Dubois Westerly Fulmar
Sloop E I982 Ed Dubois Westerly Griffon
Sloop E I976 D. Sadler Contessa 28
Sloop E 1984 D. Thomas Sigma 33 ooD
Sloop E 1978 W.P. Brown Ruffian 30
Sloop E 1981 A. Primrose Moody 33
Sloop E 198o Dubois Westerly Fulmar
Cutter E 1983 D. Williams Contessa 38
Sloop E 1972 Peter Brett Rival 34-
Sloop E 1979 R. Holland Club Shamrock

Sloop E Yamaha 36
Sloop E 1971 Holman & Pye Hustler 35
Sloop S. 1988 A. Mylne
Sloop E I979 Ron Holland Club Shamrock
Sloop S. 1985 Cahil142
Sloop E I992 Hallberg Rassy 39
Sloop E I978 A. Primrose Moody 33

Sloop W. 1921 A. Mylne River Class
Sloop W. 196o A. Buchanan Saxon 36
Ketch F. 1979 Nicholson 7o
Sloop E 197o Nicholson 32
Ketch E 1982 Hallberg Rassy 42

G Cutter W. 19o9 4o’ Galway Hooker
Sloop E 1979 Nicholson 3I

Sloop E I97O White & Hill Cutlass
G Cutter F. 1978 Roger Dongray

Ketch E I977 Westerly Conway 36
Sloop E 1989 Jeanneau Sun Magic 44

Sloop W. I965 Colin Marine
Sloop E I982 D. Thomas Sigma 33
Sloop F. t969 Camper & Nich 43
Sloop E 1979 Group Finot Fasmet 34
Sloop. E 1977 D. Sadler Contessa 32
Ketch W. i94o Wm. Hand Motor Sailer
Sloop E I98O E Pryor Leisure 23SL
Ketch E I975 Van de Stadt Victory 40
Sloop F. I973 Nicholson 35
Sloop E 197I DuFour Diane
Sloop E 199o Jeanneau Sun Kiss
Sloop F. 1977 Camper & Nicholson 31

Sloop E W.E Brown Ruffian 23
Sloop F. I985 J. Berret Beneteau 345
SSDY 1972 Ray Hunt/Jon Bannenberg

Sloop E I966 Van de Stadt Excalibur
Sloop E 1968 Camper & Nicholson 32
Sloop E 1988 Phillipe Briand Sun Kiss
Sloop E I981 R. Holland Swan 42
Sloop E I978 Maxi 84
Sloop E I986 Sadler 34
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Speedbird of Shrone
Spellbound of Swanwick
State 0 ’Chassis

Stella Maris
Strathspey
Suaeda
Sundowner
Suvretta
Symphonie
Taitsing
Tandara
Tempo
Tertia of Lymington
Thalassa
Thalia
The Lady Beatrice
Tieveara
Timella
Tosca IV of Bangor
Tresillian IV
Trilogy
Trininga
Tritsch- Tratsch IV
Tudorose
Turtle Tide
Twayblade
Twocan
Ultimate
Ursula
Verve
Vinter
Virago of Strangford
Voyageuse
VSOP
Walrus
Water Spaniel
Waxwing
Wheesht
Whistling Oyster
White Rooster
White Shadow
Wild Goose of Moyle
William Tell of Uri
Winefreda of Greenisland
Witchcraft of Howth

Witchery
Yami-Yami
Zubenubi

Zaberdast

E Tisdall 7.9 Sloop F. I983
R. Fielding/C. Fielding I4 Ketch E ~994
T. Johnston/J. Tiemey/N. Long/J. Mulhern

I5 Sloop E I989
M.C. Coleman 29 Sloop S. 1986
W.R. Watson/B. Watson 18 Sloop E I98o
A. Hutchinson 12 Sloop F. r973
T.S. Anderson 15 Sloop E I975
S. Davis 5 Sloop W.
S.A. Malone 9.5 Sloop F 1979’
N.C. Hughes lo Sloop W. I961
R. Slater I6 Ketch G. I977
S. De Quincy - Sloop E
W. Dickinson I5 Sloop E 1979
R.G. Sewell 16 Yawl W. I9o6
J.A. Collins 25 Sloop E 199o
M. O’Connor 7 Sloop E
T.C. Hutcheson 19 Ketch E 1979
R.W. Barton Io Ketch F. I968
H.E Kennedy 9 Sloop W. I96O
J. Clapham - Ketch F. 198x
R. Fowler ~ I Sloop E ~989
D.B. Johnston I5 Ketch F. I979
Dr. O. Glaser 2o Ketch E I98I
L. Cassidy/S. Riordan/F. TraynorI 2 Ketch E
G.B. Clarke I4 Sloop I973
J. Virden 9 Cutter W. 1961
ED. Freeman 7 Sloop E 1973
R. Sharp
R.R. Watson 11 Sloop F. t985
EJ.K. Espey & J. Osborne Io Yawl W. I963
B.J. Connor lo Sloop F. I978
Cdr. J.D. Maxwell]J. Beach I l Sloop E 1962
L.E Kavanagh 5.5 Sloop F. I978
J. Godkin - Sloop E 1986
T.J. Goulding 6 Sloop F. I978
N.S.R. Duffin IO Ketch F. 1975
C. Gray/S. Gray I5 Cutter E 198o
W.P Escott 12 Sloop F. 1974
B.M. Cahill 3o Ketch E I986
J.D, Donegan I4 Sloop F. I98O
D. Nicholson - Sloop E I988
H.W.S. Clark to Yawl W. I936
S. Lantry 23 Cutter E I988
G. Villiers-Stuart 13 Cutter W. 189o
W.M. Nixon/E.M. Wheeler/H.A. Whelehan

I5 Sloop F. 1976
L.W. White t2 Yawl W.
T. Kirby 6 Sloop E 1978
W.J. Cotter/J. McKinney/N. Meagher

IO Sloop F. 1973
M. O’Flaherty/B. Smullen 55 Sloop I988

Woods Banshee Catamaran
B. Dixon Moody Eclipse

D. Thomas Sigma 38
Bruce Roberts Roberts 45
Bill Shaw Pearson 4o

Nicholson 35
Holman, Pye UFO 34

West Solent O.D.
Briand Symphonie
A. Buchanan

Camper & Nicholson 39
Proctor Prelude 2o
Doug Peterson Contessa 35
C. Sibbick
Farr First 45f5
Olle Enderlein Shipman 28
G.L. Watson Colvic Watson 35
Reg Freeman Seadog
C. Nicholson Jolina
Holman & Pye Oyster 39
Bill Dixon Moody 31
W.F. Rayner Atlantic Power Ketch
German Freres FC44
Buchanan Neptune 33
Evind Amble Fjord 33
Buchanan
Olle Enderlein Shipman 28

Moody Carabineer
Hallberg Rassy 312

A.C. Robb Princess
Westerly Berwick
Nicholson 36

Angus Primrose Voyager
Humphries Sovereign 4oo
Ron Holland Super Seal 26’
L. Giles Westerly Pentland
Peter Brett Rival 4I

Nicholson 35
Holman & Pye Oyster 53
S. Jones Hustler 36
Holman & Pye Oyster Heritage 37
M. Griffiths
Chuck Paine Bowman 4o
Admiralty

Doug Peterson Contessa 35
S&S 35’
Sadler z5

Nicholson 32, MK IO
Sparkman and Stevens
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